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I . STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
This thesis develops a set of computer assisted facility layout 
programs utilizing the technology of computer graphics . These programs 
are collectively referred to as FLAG (Facility Layout Algorithm using 
Graphics) . FLAG is primarily a construction layout procedure that 
enhances both the role of the computer and the engineer in computerized 
facility design . 
Facility layout programs, to date, have been extremely limited in 
the role they play in the development of the . actual plant layout . Most 
of these programs yield as output , a block diagram that specifies only 
the desired relative positions of workcenters in relation to each other. 
The design is still several person-hours from its final configuration . 
FLAG programs can be incorporated into the complete facility layout 
process . They assist the engineer in designing workcenters , establishing 
aisles , and positioning workcenters within the facility. FLAG layouts 
include details , such as positions of machines , workbenches, tool 
cabinets , and operators . 
FLAG also gives the engineer an expanded role when opting to use 
a computer for facility design . Most present computerized plant layout 
programs are of the batch mode t ype . They require only an initial 
input by the user. These programs then generate layout desi gns by 
established quantitative decision algorithms , which by nature tend to be 
oversimplifications of the realistic criteria that is required for good 
design. 
FLAG does use a design algorithm, but to a more limited extent . 
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The FLAG algorithm places workcenters in the layout one at a time. At 
each step , the user is asked to adjust the design to r eflect qualitative 
criteria not intrinsic to the design algorithm . To this extent , FLAG 
is both a construction and improvement procedure . 
FLAG requires more input by the user , but results in a more 
realistic and usable output . Therefore, FLAG is ref erred to as a computer 
assisted, as opposed to computerized, facility layout program . FLAG 
requires the engineer to use mor e specific design skills on an interactive 
basis . It is a tool for the design engineer to use in developing the 
best facil ity layout . 
Using computer graphics , FLAG is able to relax several constraints 
that have historically limited the utility of previous layout programs . 
Such constraints have included the following: 
1 . All departments (or workcenters) have been assumed 
to be either rectangular or syrrnnetrical . FLAG 
relaxes both of these requirements. Workcenters may 
assume any straight line segments . For example, a 
workcenter with an L- shaped perimeter is allowable . 
2 . Material flows have been measured between the center-
points , or centroids , of departments . FLAG mea sures 
material flow from estimated points of departure and 
entry between departments . Thi s makes the orientation 
of workcehters to each other a relevant factor . 
3. Existing plant layout programs have assumed depa rt-
menta l shapes to be completely flexible . FLAG 
assumes that departments have an internal skeleton 
of machines and other elements that determines and 
fixes their s hapes . 
4 . Departments have been denoted as blocks with no 
internal details given . FLAG interactively assists 
the engineer in designing departmental interiors . 
The final FLAG la yout details departmental interiors, 
as opposed to mere outlines . 
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5 . Ai sl es external to departments ha ve traditionally 
been ignored . FLAG ~ermits the user to designate 
a i sles between departments . 
6 . Other facility layout programs design plants on a 
grid, with grid blocks of a specified rectangular 
area . Departmental areas are required to equal some 
multiple of this grid block size . FLAG designs the 
layout on a continual plane . Therefore, no restric-
t i ons are made on departmental area . 
7 . Historically , the designer has not been able to 
examine plant layouts at interim design stages . 
FLAG permits interim viewing , which enhances the 
interactive process between computer and user . 
The FLAG la yout discipline also has some unique features . FLAG 
recognizes that the facility to be designed may manufacture several 
products . It further recognizes that the desired layout may change with 
respect to different proposed product mixes . FLAG permits the user to 
develop separate layouts to compare effects of different product mixes . 
FLAG programs are structured as separate task modules which can be 
accessed independently, providing flexibility of output and easy expand-
ability of the programs . 
This thesis describes the development and use of FLAG . An evaluation 
that compares FLAG to the widely used computerized facility layout 
programs i s also presented . The evaluation is made on the basis of 
required user input time , optimality criteria , validity of move/cost 
relationships , and the quality and utility of program outputs . 
A variety of literature has been wri tten that documents the 
operation of existi ng computerized layout programs . A review of this 
literature is presented in the fo llowing chapter . 
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II . REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 
A. Overview 
The use of computers to layout industri al facilities is not a new 
concept . The first computerized facility layout programs were developed 
in the 1960s , and have s i nce proliferated . The most widely used as 
listed by Thompkins and Moore [22 J are : 
CRAFT - Computerized Relative Al location of Facilities , 
COFAD - COmputerized FAcilities Design, 
PLANET - Plant Layout ANalysis and Evaluation Technique , 
CORELAP - COmputerized RElationship LA yout Planning, and 
ALDEP - Automated Layout DEsign Program . 
Examples of outputs of the above programs are presented in Appendix I . 
A list of some of the less popular programs as sur veyed by Moore [15] 
is presented below. 
CASS LAYOUT 
COLO 2 LSP 
COMP 2 MAT 
COMSBUL MUSTLAP 2 
DOMINO OFFICE 
FRAT PLAN 
GEN OPT PREP 
GRASP RMA 
IMAGE RUGR 
KO NU VER SISTAP 
LAYADAPT SUMI 
LAYOPT TSP 
There is another class of programs that are altered versions of 
previously developed programs . For exampl e , Nelson [17] developed an 
altered version of ALDEP , called OPDEP (OPtimal DEsign Program) . Also , 
CRAFT I V and CRAFT M [ 8] are altered versions of the original CRAFT 
program, whi ch wa s first presented by Buffa , Armour and Vollmann [4] . 
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Before reviewing in detail the significant facility layout programs , 
it is helpful to define terms . To begin, Francis and White [ 7] have 
divided compu ter algorithms into construction and improvement algorithms . 
Constr uction algorithms begi n the departmental layout process from 
scra tch. They are primarily used to layout new faciliti es and represent 
the most common algorithms . Major examples of construction algorithms 
include PLANET , CORELAP , and ALDEP . 
Improvement algorithms must begin with some form of an initial 
layout . The algorithm then seeks to improve the layout in terms of some 
criteria by interchanging departments or activities . CRAFT and COFAD 
are examples of major improvement algorithms . 
This thesis will further divide facility layout programs into the 
dual classification of computerized facility layout programs and computer 
assisted fac i lity layout programs . The computerized facility layout 
program divides the process into t wo distinct steps . The user initially 
inputs all data required by the program . The program then does all 
analysis , with only moderate , if any , additional user input . 
Alternatively, the computer assisted facility layout program does 
not make the above two step distinction in the layout process . The user 
inputs the data interactivel y during the course of the layout process . 
This permits the user to work with the program by making decisions based 
on qualitative factors not easily programmed. 
Three other definitions of terminology include activity relationship 
chart , Muther ' s six- step priori ty closeness rating scale , and layout 
discipline . These terms are discussed separately below . 
The activity relationship, or REL chart , details in matrix form the 
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coded input which denotes the relationship that exists between each 
department (workcenter) pair . Some form of this data is required by all 
facility layout programs. As stated by Moore [15j , "In a problem where 
mor e than one activity is to be located, it is impossible ... to conceive 
of a computer working on the problem without this type of data as input , 
either in discrete or continuous form ." 
Muther ' s six- s tep priority cl oseness scale , as defined by Franci s 
and White [7] , is named for its creator, Richard Muther . It relies 
upon a common s ix letter code (A , E, I , O, U, and X) which i s used in the 
input of REL chart data . Th·e different letters are associated with 
different desired levels of closeness . The standard code for the six-
step priority closeness is found in the rating table illustrated in 
Figure 2.1 . Of note is the special notation of the X code, which 
indicates that it is undesirable to have two departments located close 
to each other. The interpretations on the A, E, I , O, U, and X codes 
are not standard among facility layout programs . Nel son [17] fo r example , 
suggests a code interpretation for OPDEP that differs from that in ALDEP . 
Finally, the term layout discipline denotes the algorithmic 
procedure by which the computer makes the basic layout decisions . This 
refers to wha t department should be placed in the la yout next, and where 
to put it. 
Five major facility layout programs are reviewed in detail in the 
following sections . Some of the less popular programs that have unique 
















Material flows A Absolutely neces sary 
Conunon personnel E Es pec ia lly i mportant 
Convenience I I mportan t 
Noise 0 Ordinary closeness , O. K. 
Dock location u Unimportant 
Floor s upports x Undesirabl e 
. 
Figure 2.1 . Example of activity relationship (REL) char t 
using Muther ' s six- s tep priority c l o senes s rating 
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B. CRAFT: Computerized Relative Allocation of Facilities Techniques 
CRAFT is an improvement algorithm and was developed in 1963 by 
Elwood S . Buffa , Gordon C. Armour , and Thomas E. Vollmann [4]. The 
objective was to develop a facili ty layou t approaching minimum trans -
portation cost . This transportation cost is obtained by multiplying the 
figures from a user input from-to chart by figures in an input move-
cost chart . This product is then multiplied by the rectilinear distances 
between the centroids of plant workcenters. 
For example, suppose SOO moves per unit time are ma de between two 
workcenters and that each move costs $ . SO per foot . In the final layout , 
suppose the workcenter centroids are ten feet from each other . The 
transportation costs between these two workcenter s are then calculated as : 
SOO moves /unit time x 10 feet/ move x $ . SO/foot~ $2SOO/uni t time 
CRAFT attempts to minimize the sum of these transportation costs . 
Thompkins and Moore [22] have stated tha t the results from CRAFT , are 
generally good. These facts may be the reasons that Hicks a nd Cowan [ 8] 
listed CRAFT as the most widely used of all facili ty layout programs . 
CRAFT is limited by several assumptions, as deta iled by Thompkins 
and Moore [22] . Material handling methods must be s pecified before 
using CRAFT . Move- costs are assumed to be certain and independent of 
material handling equipment utilization. Move- costs are also assumed 
to be linearly related to length of the moves . All material f lows are 
assumed to be between workcenter centroids and rectilinear. 
CRAFT inputs consist of a parameter card whi ch specified problem 
to be solved and any of CRAFT ' s options the user may elect to use . CRAFT 
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also requires from- to chart and move- cost data. Since CRAFT is a n 
improvement program, an initial layout must also be specified . The 
CRAFT layout discipline is detailed on the following page : 
1 . Determine department centroids of current layout . 
2 . Store rectilinear distances between departments i and j 
in a distance char t . (D .. ) • 
1. J 
3. Calculate transportation cost be tween all department s i 
and j (TC . .) • 
1. J 
TC .. = FT .. x MC .. x D .. 
1.J 1.J 1.J 1.J 
(2.1) 
FT .. : From- to chart value for departments i and j . 
lJ 
MC .. : Move- cost chart value for departments i and j. 
1. J 
4 . Departments with equal area or common borders are then 
considered for interchange to see if such a switch will 
reduce transportation costs. 
5 . The interchange giving the greatest transportation cost 
reduction is implemented , and the algorithm returns to 
step 1 . If no interchanges can be found in the layout 
that reduces the transportation cost , the algorithm is 
terminated . 
CRAFT output includes a reprint of all input values together wi th 
a layout pattern for each CRAFT iteration. Each layout patter n i ncludes 
a total transportation cost and a cost reduction figure . A sample 
CRAFT output is presented in Appendix I . 
Apple [2] has listed several advantages and limitations of the 
CRAFT program . Some of his remarks have relatively more merit than 
others . CRAFT ' s advantages incl ude short CPU time requ i rements and 
potential use for office layouts ... The di sadvantages of CRAFT are more 
significant . CRAFT may not find the best layout by s witching only two 
or three , departments at a time . It also does not allow preassigned 
workcenters . Even more limiting is that switched departments must be 
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the same size, adjacent to each other , and border on a common depart-
ment . Input i s cumbersome and limited to 40 departments . Appl e al so 
suggests that CRAFT i s flawed because the output is not directly usable , 
and first requires hand adjustment . 
C. COFAD : COmputerized FAcilities Design 
COFAD is very similar to CRAFT except for one major difference . 
COFAD allows for different material handling methods in making any 
particular move . Therefor e , not only does COFAD select a plant la yout , 
but it also allows selection of material handling methods . The objective 
of COFAD is to develop a layout and materials handling sys tem whi ch 
approaches a minimal material handling cost . 
There is a secondary distinc tion between COFAD and CRAFT is detailed 
by Thompkins and Moore [22] . COFAD allows t he assumption that parts 
may travel in either rectilinear paths or straight lines . The s traight 
line a ssumption is more repres entati ve of s ome conveyor type material 
handli ng systems . 
COFAD ' s input requirements include a parameter card specifying the 
problem at hand , any of COFAD ' s options whi ch are to be used , and a from-
to chart for each mobile material handling system alternative . Also 
required i s a description of material handling equipme nt alterna tives 
available f or each move , and an indication whe ther the move is to be 
straight line or rectilinear . Finally , cos t data for al l material 
handling equipment alternatives and an i nitial layout are necessar y . 
The COFAD layout discipline i s described below: 
1 . Determine the departmenta l centroids of curren t layout . 
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2 . Determine the move- cost (MC) for each move for each 
materi al handling alternative. This is dependent 
on the type of material handling equipment . 
a . fixed path equipment : 
MC .. k = VC .. k x M .. + NVC .. k 
1J 1J iJ 1) 
VC - variable cost ($/feet) 
M - movel ength (feet) , calculated by COFAD 
MVC- non- variable cost ($) 
i from department 
j to department 
k - material handling type 
b . mobile equipment : 
MT - move time (hours) 
EU - equi pment utilization for move ( %) , 
calculated by COFAD 
(2 . 2) 
( 2 . 3) 
3. Select material handling equipment for each move . This 
i s the material handling equipment with the smallest 
move- cost . 
4 . First improvement phase - this phase interchanges material 
handling equi pment for a move , if such an interchange will 
improve util i zation of an equipment type that has been 
selected in step 3. 
5 . Second improvement phase - this phase examines department 
interchanges that will reduce transportation cost . When 
an interchange is found that reduces the transportation 
cost , it is implemented. 
6 , Test for steady state - COFAD compares new layout wi th 
last iteration layout . The cost of materials handling 
system and the number of changes in material handling 
equipment assignments may vary by less than an initially 
s pecified steady state percentage . If so , the algorithm 
i s terminated. If not terminated , the process returns to 
Step 1. 
7 . Sensitivity analysis - after termination of the main 
algorithm loop , the flow volumes on the from- to charts 
are varied by some initiall y set percentage . The main 
algorithm is restarted . The purpose of this is to 
verify that the previous stea dy- state solution is indeed 
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correct . The procedure protects against the design of a 
f acility which is not able to handle flow variances . 
A sample of a COFAD output is presented in Appendix I . COFAD has 
some obvious advantages over CRAFT as an improvement program . COFAD 
considers alternative material handling systems and the choice of using 
straight l i ne or rectil i near material flows . Obvious disadvantages 
include the increased complexity , high computation time , and more 
extensive required inputs . 
D , PLANET : Plant Layout ANalysis and Evaluation Technique 
PLA NET is a constructi on algorithm which requires the same basic 
input as CRAFT . According to Thompkins and Moore [22 ] , PLANET is the 
most flexible of the principal facility layout programs . 
PLANET requires material handling systems to be selected prior to 
utilization of the program . Move-costs are assumed to be independent 
of material handling system utilization and are linearly related to the 
length of the moves . As usual, all flows between workcenters are assumed 
to originate and terminate at the departmental centroids , and direction 
is not important . Fina ll y , PLANET does n'ot assume a pa rti cular building 
shape , and therefore, layouts often have irregular exterior perimeters . 
The user of PLANET gi ves all departments a placement priority 
number from one to nine (one is the highest priority) . This priority 
refers t o the sequence of placement into the layout loca tion. The 
user ha s t he option of entering from- to chart data , or designating the 
relationship between departments by use of a penalty chart . If the 
use r chooses a penalty char t i nput , the penalties range from - 9 to 99 . 
A - 9 penalty indicates an undesirable closeness between departments . 
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With the input of thi s data , PLANET utilizes one of three placement 
algorithms : 
1 . Selection method A: 
a . Review all placement priorities of all departments 
that have yet to be placed . 
b . Of those departments wi thin hi ghest placement 
priori ty group , select the department with the 
hi ghest move- cost , or penalty , wi th one other 
depar tment . Place this department in the layout . 
c . Repeat step a . 
d . Of those unselected departments within the highest 
remaining placement priority group , select the 
depa rtment with the highest move- cost , or penalty , 
with one of those departments already placed. Place 
thi s newly selected department next to the department 
wi th the highest move- cost , or penalty , relationship . 
e . Repeat steps c and d until all departments have been 
pla ced in the layout. 
2 . Selecti on method B: 
a . Sel ect the first two departments by the method specified 
in Steps la and lb . 
b . Pla ce the department in the highest placement 
priority group with the highest sum of move- costs , 
or penalties , with all other previously placed 
departments . 
c . Repeat step b , until all departments have been placed 
in the layout . 
3 . Selection method C: 
a . Place the department in the layout that is the 
depa rtment in t he highest placement priority group 
wi th the highest sum of move- costs , or penalties , 
wi th all other departments . 
b . Step a is repeated for all unselected departments 
until all have been placed . 
In all three selection methods , the positioning routine is identical . 
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The first t wo selected depar tments are set adjacent to each other in the 
layout field . Additional departments are positioned at the location 
that minimizes the increa se in material handling costs . The PLANET 
output consists of a documented versi on of input , a listing of internally 
utilized data matrices, and a copy of the layout generated by each of 
the selection methods . A sample of this output is presented in 
Appendix I . 
Apple [2] has suggested t hat one of the advantages of PLANET is 
that it " requires interaction between computer routine and engineer , 
to exercise judgment ." However, this interaction is ver y limited. 
PLANET does have the advanta ge that it is flex i ble in application to 
s ituations where quantifiable relationships exist between activities. 
It is also flexible in the choice of method fo r selecting and placi11g 
departments . 
E . CO RELAP : COmputerized RElationship LAyout Planning 
CORELAP was developed by Lee and Moore [13] , and represents the 
first effort a t development of a construction algorithm . It is also 
one of the simplest algorithms , and requires the least amount of input 
data of all those programs di scussed t hus far . However , the data that 
that are required are difficult to obtain . A unique feature of CORELAP is 
that it meas ures distances between departments at the closest points, 
as opposed to centroids. 
There are also s i milari ties to the programs discussed earlier . The 
layout shape generated i s irregular . The design of the la yout is not 
based on t he material handling sys tems or the relati ve move- costs . For 
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l ayout scoring , the flows are assumed to follow the shortest routes 
between departments . 
The main input is the REL chart using the Muther ' s six- step 
priority closeness scale (A , I , I , 0 , U, X) . CORELAP assigns the values 
6 , 5 , L1, 3 , 2 , and 1 to the r a ting scale (e . g ., A=6 , E=5 , etc . ) . 
CORELAP uses this i nput to calculate the total closeness rating (TCR) 
for each department . The TCR is the sum of numerical values representing 
the A, E, I , O, U, X codes . The layouts are scored as specified by 
Equation 2 . 4 . 
µ n 
TCR = /... L.: D .. CR . . ; 
j=l i =l lJ lJ 






= numbe r of depa rtments . 
= s hortest route between departments , i a nd j . 
= the numerical representation of the closeness 
rating (6 , 5, 4 , 3 , 2 , 1) between t wo departments , 
i and j , from t he REL chart . 
The layout discipline utilized by CORELAP , as detailed by Thompkins and 
~oore [22] , will now be described . 
1 . The department with the highest TCR is placed i n the 
center of the layout . If there is a tie , the department 
with the largest a rea i s selected . 
2. Remaining departments are checked to find the highest 
priority closeness rati ng ~i th the department just placed . 
If a tie again occurs , the department wi th the largest 
area is selected . 
3. Remaini ng departments are scanned for an " A" priority 
closeness rating with the first depa rtment placed . If 
none i s foun d, then the remaining departments are searched 
once again for an " A" pr ior ity closeness rati ng wi th the 
second department placed . If none is found , the procedure 
is repeated again until relationships with the last 
depa r tment placed are exami ned . If no department has 
been selected , the process begins again looking for an 
" E" relations hip with the first department place , and 
so on . 
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4 . When a department has been selected by the method detailed 
in step 3, it i s placed in the layout . The placement of 
a department is determined by use of a placement rating . 
The placement rating is the sum of numerical closeness 
rating with departments on the boundary of the department 
being placed . A placement rating is calculated for each 
pos ition available along the perimeter of the existing 
layout , The department is pla ced in the position with 
the highest placement rating . 
5, Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until all departments have 
been placed . 
As stated by Thompkins and Moor e [22] , the output of CORELAP 
consists of a copy of all input , a listing of the modified input 
utilized by CORELAP , an order and distance table , and a f i nal layout . 
CORELAP also has the option of utilizing a CALCOMP plotter for the fina l 
version of the layout . 
Like the programs discussed so far , CORELAP is primarily a batch 
mode program . However , there is a newer i nteractive version of CORELAP 
which merits some discuss ion, if for no other reason than it is philo-
sophically similar to the basis for FLAG . I nteractive CORELAP is 
considered a construction program. Regular CORELA P i s an improvemen t 
algorithm . Interacti ve CORELAP allows the user to revise the obtained 
layout shape or solution . This approaches the concept of a computer 
assisted facility layout program. Interactive CORELAP also allows 
the user to score a la yout at any stage of the program. Department 
locations may also be pre- a ssigned t o s pecific locatio ns . The batch 
version does not have these features . 
F . ALDEP : Automated Layout DEsign Program 
ALDEP ' s input is basica l ly identical to that of CORELAP . The 
ALDEP program , however , i s very unique in other aspects . ALDEP generates 
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several hundred layouts by a random placement algorithm . The proeram 
scores each layout , allows the designer to compare them , and select the· 
bes t one . Another distinction of ALDEP is its ability to layout a 
multi - story plant , up to three floors . This final feature , however , can 
present difficu l t ies. For example , Muther and McPherson [16] have 
stated that some activities could be split between floors by chance . 
The ALDEP i nput consists of a departmental listing , related 
depar tment sizes , a REL chart using Muther ' s six- step priority closeness 
rating scale , the number of layouts to be generated , block size , s weep 
length used in the placing of departments , minimum score r equired to 
print out a layout , and t wo random number seeds . Like several other 
programs previously discussed , ALDEP allows the user to preassi gn 
departments . The A, E, I , O, U, and X ratings differ from those used in 
CORELAP . The scor es 64 , 16 , 4 , 1 , 0 and - 1024 are assigned respecti ve l y , 
to each of the codes . Like CORELAP , these numbe rs are used in scoring 
the layout . The l a yout discipli ne is discussed by Thompkins and ~oore 
[22] and is described below : 
1 . Assign all departments whi ch ha ve been preassigned to the 
layout blocks . 
2 . Randomly select first depa1:tment to be placed in the 
layout . (This department may be specified , but th i s 
is not r ecommended . ) 
3 . Sca n all unselected departments in the highes t remaining 
priority closeness category . I f ther e is more tha n one 
de partment in this catego r y , one of them is randoml y 
selected . 
4 . Place the selected department , block by block , according 
to a pa th determined by the s weep length . (Refer to 
Figure 2 . 2 . ) 
5 . Repeat steps 3 and 4 until all departments are placed . 
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SWEEP LENGTH = 2 
SWEEP LENGTH = 3 
SWEEP LENGTI1 = 4 
Fi gure 2 . 2 . ALDEP/OPDEP Sweep Routine 
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6 . The layout i s next scored . This i s done by reviewing 
al l cells in the REL chart . If two departments are 
contiguous , the relationship ~umerical value ( A=64 , E=l6 , 
e t c . ) is added to the score . If t he departments are 
within one block of each other , then hal f of the relation-
s hip ' s numeri cal value is added to the score . 
7. If t he score i s equal to or greater than the scor e 
s pecifi ed by the user , t he layout i s printed . 
8 . If the specified number of layou ts have been generated , 
the algorithm ends . I f not , the execution returns to 
s t ep 1 . 
The layouts generated by ALDEP are highly dependent on the sweep 
length s pecifi ed . This i s because the s weep l ength determi nes the path 
by which department blocks are placed i n the layout grid (see Figur e 
2.2). Di f ferent sweep l engths wi l l generall y r esult in di fferent 
layout possibilities . Therefore , t o assure optimal results , the 
program should be run at various sweep lengths . 
Thompkins and Moore [22] sugges t that one r ea son ALDEP i s very useful 
is that ais l es , stairwell s , docks , a nd other l a yout details not directly 
a ssociated with workcenters can be pla ced . However , t his claim is an 
exaggeration as can be seen by exami ning the s ampl e ALDEP output in 
Appendix I . 
Nelson [ 1 7] developed an enhanced versi on o[ ALDEP ca lled OPDEP 
( Opt i ma l Pl ant DEs i gn a nd Evaluation Program) . OPDEP makes some s i mple , 
bu t l ogi cal , cha nges in the manner in which the layout discipli ne 
scans REL chart data to select depar tments for placement . Nelsen suggests 
relati ng t he A, E, I , 0 , U, and X values to mater ial flow leve l s of 
indi vi dua l facilities . Thi s r educes the arbitrary nature of the choices 
made by ALDER . 
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G· Other Facility LayouL Programs 
There exist a variety of programs which have received les s 
attention in published literature . O' Brien and Barr [18] have used 
computer graphics to develop an improvement program . The program 
i nterchanges departments co see if weighted material handling costs ca n 
be reduced . 
There are also some theoretical layout disciplines that have been 
presented in the literature not associated with any particular named 
program . For example , Bazaraa [3] has developed a layout scheme based 
on layout techniques have also been discussed by Papineau , Francis and 
Bartholdi [ 19] and Thorton , Francis , and Lowe [23] . 
There is also wo rk being done on using the compute r to layouL 
particular sec tions of an indus trial facility . For example , Moore 
[ 14] reported the use of a computer in the planning of storage 
f acilities . There has also been work documented on the use of computers 
in the layout of office facilities a s described by Vollrnann , Nuggent 
and Zartler l25 ] . 
Table 2 . 1 describes some of the features of the more unique 
facility layout programs . Th i s illus era ti on lists whe ther the program 
is a construction, or i mprovement algorithm together with REL chart 
input requirements . The table also lists appropriate references tor 
each program . 
FLAG incorporates and extends many features of the programs Lhat 
have been described in this chapter . Cha pter III describes the use and 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































III. METHOD OF OPERATION 
A. I ntroduct ion 
The purpos e of this chap ter i s to describe the principal operational 
features of FLAG . Facets of the operati on of the FLAG programs are 
illustrated using a detail ed numerical example . 
B. Distingui s hi ng Operationa l Features 
FLAG i s a series of programs which encompa ss a la r ge pa re of the 
facility layout probl em - f rom devel oping individual workcenter la youts 
to the pri nting of the final layout . Some of the di st inguishing features 
of FLAG include : 
- An actua l plant l a you t as opposed to a numeri cal grid. 
- In t erna l layouts of individual workcenters . 
- Programs are adapted to taking in to account different produce 
mixes of multi - product f a cilities . 
- Fl ows are mea s ured fr om workcenter points of entry and departure . 
- A greater degree of user participa tion . 
These dist inguis hing a s pects of FLAG are illustra ted i n greater detail 
in Chapter VI . 
C. Program Descript ion 
FLAG is comprised of fo ur programs which utilize f our subroutine 
l ibraries . The four Fl.AG programs are outli ned below: 
FLOWS - Pha se one involves the input of all data deta iling 
the fl ows between workcencers required for REL char t 
calculations . 
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WORKOUT - Phase t wo of t he facil ity layout procedure which 
develops the layout of individual workcenters (pr 
departments) . 
LAYOUT - Phase three generates the proposed facility layout 
i nteractivel y wi th the engineer . 
OUTPUT - Phase four genera tes various forms of output 
according to user needs and s peci f i ca tions . 
The four subroutine libraries utilized by FLAG are : 
IGL - I nteractive Graphi cs Library , a set of 
PLOT 10 graphics subrout i nes used by the 
VAX computer . 
TEMPS - A series of subr outi nes tha t draw templates 
of machines , workbenches , etc . Thi s libra ry 
also contains a directory of templates . 
UTIL/A and UTIL/B - Libraries of general purpose FORTRAN 
subroutines that perform various tasks 
required throughout FLAG . For example , 
the subroutine CLEAN erases the graphics 
display . 
The i nteraction and logical f low of these progra ms a nd subroutine 
libraries are illustrated in the gener al flow diagram shown in Figure 
3 .1. Detailed descriptions are presented in the next section using 
a numeri cal example to describe the FLAG layout procedure . 
D. A Numeri cal Example 
Throughout the remainder of this chapter a numeri cal example is used 
to descri be the FLAG layout process with clarity . The example i s tha t of 
a fict i t i ous manufacturing company which produces three products referred 
to as A, B, and C. 
The produc tion of products A, B, and C requires s i x purchased parts 
Data files 













des i gnated as Pl to P6 . It ha s been determined that f i ve workcenters , 
or departments , are required to perform all manufacturing processes . 
These departments are denoted as s hipping (S) , r ece i vi ng (R) , and work-
centers I , II , and III . The purcha sed par t make- up for each product 
together wi t h pr ocess loca ti ons for ea ch part are shown in Tabl e 3. 1 . 
Partiall y completed subassemblies of Product A are denoted as A2 and A3 . 
Similar suba ssemblies for Products B and C are denoted as B2 , B3, and C2 , 
r espectively . Fi gure 3 . 2 illust ra tes all part flows between departments . 
All interdepartmental flows are groups of parts , subassemblies , 
and final products . The s ize of these flows is deter mined by the par-
t icular material handling system . This size also establishes the move-
cost per foot of each group of parts , subassemblies , and f inal products . 
These values are presented in Table 3 . 2 . 
1 . FLOWS subroutine 
The from- to chart can now be developed . All cal cula tions are 
done by FLOWS after the user inputs the product mi x . This from- to 
chart depicts t he number of movemen t s between departments for a pre-
determined unit of time and product mi x . The example from- to chart is 





3000 uni ts 
1500 units 
Once this produ ct mi x has been inpu t , material f lows between de par t -
ments , are calculated , using data entered by the user . A flow chart 
outlining FLOWS i s presented in Figure 3. 3. For example , suppose a 
purchase part flows from Receiving to Workcenter I . From Table 3 . 1 , i t 
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SHIPPING I ;; 
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.~ "' " ,. ~ ... ~ A3 B3 
SU BASSEMBLIES II 
, I' ., " , -~ ' A2 B2 C2 
I 
BASIC PARTS PJ -~ P6 PS P4 P3 Pl • 
' 
RECEIVING 
Figure 3 . 2 . Departmental part flow patterns 
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Table 3 . 1. Routings and configurations of manufactured parts 
PRODUCT PART PART QUANTITY PROC ESS LOCATIONa 
A Pl 3 I 
P4 4 I I 
PS 1 III 
P6 6 III 
B Pl 3 I 
P2 2 I 
P3 4 I I 
PS 4 III 
c Pl 2 I 
P2 2 I 
PS 6 III 
P6 6 III 
C\./orkcencer numbers . 
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Table 3. 2 . Parts move da ta 
ITEM UNITS/MOVE MO VE - COST/FT . 
Pl 2S .so 
P2 so . 30 
P3 30 .so 
P4 20 . 2S 
PS 2S . 30 
P6 50 . 40 
A2 10 . 7S 
B2 15 . 60 
C2 2S . 70 
A3 10 . 85 
B3 10 . 70 
A s 1. 25 
B s 1. 10 







to char t of 
move- costs per 
foot 
tend flows '\ J} ~::::~=~===-:,/ 
Figur e 3. 3 . General flow chart for FLOWS program 
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ca n be seen that product A requires 3 un i ts of Pl , product B requires 
3 uni ts , and product C requires 2 uni ts . From Table 3 . 2 , Pl moves in 
groups of 25 units . Therefore , the general equation for the numbe r of 
moves of Pl , referred to a s Pl* is : 
..,., 
Pl = (3A + 3B + 2C) / 25 
Therefore , with the suggested product mix : 
Pl* = [(3 x 5000) + (3 x 3000) + (2 x 1500)]/25 
pf~ = 27 ' 000/ 25 
Pl~: = 1080 
Simila rl y , from Table 3 . 2 , subassembly A2 moves in groups of 10 
(3 . 1) 
units . Since there i s one suba ssembly fo r each unit of product A, the 
·'· general equation fo r the number of A2 subassemblies , A2" , is : 
A2'': = A/10 
--.·: 
A2 = 5000/ 10 
Ai': = 500 
Ten represents the numbe r of units moved per group (See Table 3 .2) . The 
f raction A/10 i s always rounded up to the nearest integer value . 
General equations fo r interdepartmental movements , based on data 
from Tables 3 . 1 and 3 .2 are presented below. Specif i c values , ba sed 
on the above product mix , are al so show, rounded up to the nea r est 
integer value . 
·'· Pl" = ( 3A + 3B +2C)/ 25 , 
... 
Pl " = 1080 
·'· (2B P2'" = + ·'· 2C) / SO , P2" = 180 
·'· P3" = 4B / 30 , 
..... 
P3 = 400 
~': 
4A/ 20 , 
.•. 
P4 = P4 .. = 1000 
•'· PS" = (A + 4B + 6C) / 25 , ·'· PS" = 1040 
P6'°: = (6A + 6C) / 50 , 
-'· p5·· = 780 
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Table 3 . 3 . From-to chart 
R I II III s 
R 0 
I 0 
·'· Ai' +Bi~ 0 
II 0 0 0 
III 0 0 0 
s 0 0 0 0 --- . 
' • 
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Table 3 . 4 . Move- cost table 
~ R I II III s M 
... ... ... 
R --- . s p1·· + . 5P3" + • 3P5" + 0 .... 
. 25P4"' ·'· • 3P 2" . 4P6'. 
·:: ··:: 
I 0 --- • 75A2 + . 7C2 0 
. 6B2'°' 
·'· 
II 0 0 --- .85A3"+ 0 





III 0 0 
1. lB" + 
0 --- ... C" 
s 0 0 0 0 ---
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Table 3.5 . Move- cost table for annual production levels of 5000 , 3000 , 
and 1500 for products A, B, C, respectively 
I~ R I II III s M 
~ 
R --- 594 450 624 0 
' 
I 0 --- 495 42 0 
II 0 0 --- 335 0 
.. 
III 0 0 0 --- 2660 
I 
s 0 0 0 0 ---
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... 
Af lO , Ai" = 500 A2" = 
-'· ~-
B2" = Bfl5, B2" = 200 
... er = Cf 25 , ·'· er = 60 
·'· ·'· A 3"' = Af 10 , A3" = 500 
·'· B3" = BflO , 
_,_ 
B3" = 300 
..,., 
Af 5 , A = A,·: = 1000 
* ·'· B = Bf 5, B" = 600 
e.,': ·'· 750 c = Cf 2 , C" = 
Using Figure 3. 2 and the resu l ts above , the resultant general from-
to chart can be developed and is presented in Table 3. 3 . The move- cost 
per foot data from Table 3 .2 are t hen applied to the f r om- t _o char t to 
obtain the move- cost table presented in Tabl e 3 . 4 . The calculations in 
Table 3 . 4 are compl eted in Tabl e 3 . 5 using the production levels previously 
suggested . The values in Tabl e 3 . 5 represent the material handling costs 
fo r each foot that separates each department . For example , it will cost 
$594 ($0 , 50 x 1080 + $0 . 30 x 180) in material handling for each foot 
that separa tes Receiving from Workcenter I . (Refer to Table 3 . 5 . ) The 
move- cost t able represents the REL chart data on which future placement 
decisions will be based . 
2 . WORKOUT subroutine 
The user begins the layout process wi th WORKOUT . A flow chart for 
this s ubroutine is presented in Fi gure 3 . 4 . The program starts by aski ng 
the user the number of departments in the facility . For this example , 
four departments are specified, by arbitrarily combining Shipping and 
Receiving s i nce it is desired to place both areas adjacent to a single 
set of docks . This combination is no t required by WORKOUT, but has been 





I + W? 










Figure 3. 4 . WORKOUT general flow diagram 
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WORKOUT now enters the main program loop which is repeated once 
for each department . For purposes of this example , it i s assumed that 
WORKOUT is i n its third i teration and awaiting input for data on work-
center II . The f i rst question asked of the user is the number of element s 
in the workcenter. FLAG considers all machines, carts , tool racks , work-
benches , pallets , and any other workcenter fixture that should be laid 
out , as an element. A machine , f or example , is considered a primary 
element . Workcenter II will be assumed to have three elements : a drill , 
tool rack , and pallet . 
After input of the number of elements , the user begins to layout 
the workcenter . At this point, the workcenter has no exterior border . 
The user is free to position elements at any point in relation to one 
another . WORKOUT now enters a secondary loop that is repeated for each 
element. The initial step is the selection of a template from the template 
directory . The FLAG template library contains two types of templates . 
The first a r e machine templates which are designed by PLANPRINT I nc ., 
a professio nal plant layout firm . While PLANP~INI designs a template 
for every machine made , FLAG uses only thirty- three representative 
templates . For example , a SS ton Niagara press templat~ is used as 
generic representat i ve of all SS ton presses . 
The second template type is that of genera l geometric s hapes which 
the user can util i ze and label as required by design needs . For example , 
a pallet can easily be denoted by use of a square or r ectangle . 
After select ion of the appropriate template, the shape i s placed in 
the workcenter layout by detailing an x , y coordina te selection and 
rotation factor . For example , the engineer, already having selected the 
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machine template for a drill , places it i n the layout by specifying 
an x coordinate of SO , y coordinate of 53 and a rotation of zero degrees . 
(See Figure 3. 5 . ) FLAG also generates temporary dashed lines across 
the CRT screen showing coordinates to assist the user in aligni ng 
other templates in the layout . After the initial phase of placing 
the template , the user is permitted to make necessary adjustments . This 
procedure is repeated until all elements in the workcenter are placed . 
Upon placement of all elements , WORKOUT draws an initial border 
around the workcenter . This i s done by setting the border t wo feet 
from each extreme element . (See Figure 3 . ~) For example , the extr eme 
right element is the pallet . Therefore , an initial left boundary is 
established two feet to the right of the pallet. These initial boundaries 
can then be adjusted by the user . The user may also cut out a notch in 
any corner of the workcenter . In this example , the engineer may notice 
an excess of unused space in the upper right hand corner of the workcenter . 
The user therefore may make the adjustment shown in Figure 3 . 6 . 
Before l eaving workcenter II , the user must answer questions regarding 
flows in and out of the department . The user specifies the point at 
which products enter and depart from Lhe workcenter along the workcenter 
border . These points are respectively referred to as the point of enLry 
(POE) and point of departure (POD) . They are shown in Figure 3. 6 . This 
completes the WORKOUT phase of FLAG . 
J . LAYOUT subroutine 
At this point , all workcenters have been designed and stored in a 
data file for use by LAYOUT which will position these workcenter s in the 
t 
53 f 40 1 
' ' t I 
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----..------ Y~ I 2 ' I 
figure 3 . 5 . Initial layout fo r Workcenter II 
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Point of Departure (POD) 
D 
Point of Ent y (POE) 
D 





Figure 3 . 6 . Final layout for Workcenter II after notching work-
center perimeter 
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plant. Also , all ma terial flow relationships have been stored in a 
data file by FLOWS . The user is now ready to generate ·the fac i lity 
layout . 
The actual facility layout is now generated in a joint effort between 
the user and the third FLAG program, LAYOUT. A flow chart fo r this 
subroutine is illustrated in Figure 3. 7 . To illustrate this pr ocess , 
the manufacturing example is continued . The five workcenters to be 
pla ced by LAYOUT are shown i n Figure 3 .8 . 
The i nitial phase of LAYOUT is the input of some basic data , such 
as the default aisle width. This default value can be overridden , but 
will be used when no other value is specified . The default value , 3 
feet , has been used for this example . 
The next step is the placement of the Shippi ng and Receiving work-
centers . This depar tment i s placed first to assure that it will be 
along the wall of the plant and will thus have access to shipping docks . 
LAYOUT presents the user with a hypo thetical plant wall . The user then 
places the Shipping/Receivi ng departments against this wall with the 
proper ori entation . (See Fi gure 3 .9 . ) Coordinate values and r otation 
factors are aga i n specified as in WORKOUT . 
It is now desired to de t ermine whi ch workcenter is to be placed 
next . LAYOUT reviews the move- cost table (Table 3 . 5) for all relation-
ships of the Shipping and/ or Receiving departments with all departments 
yet to be placed and prioritizes them as shown below: 
The prioritized values r epresent the fou r move- cost relationships 
between Shipping/ Receiving and other workcenters shown in Table 3. 5 . The 
user is presented with the above data . Unless he or she chooses to over-
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Fi gure 3.8 . Depar tments prior to placement 
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POD 
...... J R I POE s 
Hypothetical Wall 
L. 
Figure 3. 9 . Placement of Shipping/ Receiving combined department 
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Table 3. 6 . First iteration move- cost priori~ies 
Departi ng Entering Move- cost 1 foot 
III s 2660 
R III 624 
R I 594 
R II 450 
ride the LAYOUT choice , LAYOUT will satisfy the first priority , by placing 
Workcenter Ill ' s POD across from Shipping ' s POE . This placement is 
shown in Figure 3 .10 . The space s eparating the two departments i s the 
defaul t aisle width establ i shed earlier . 
The user is then given the opportunity to make adjustments in the 
LAYOUT placemen t if needed or desired . The us er may also experiment at 
t his poin t . For example , after reviewing the above table , the user may 
think that the second highest move- cost relationship could be reduced 
by rotating Workcenter III and removing the aisle space . The user knows 
from the departmenta l part flow chart (Figure 3 . 5) that no other work-
center needs direct access to Shipping . This adjustment wa s made and i s 
shown in Fi gure 3 . 11 . There i s a t :ra de-off in making this change s ince 
the POD and POE of t.Jorkcenter III and Shipping are now farther apart . 
This tradeoff is ca l culated by LAYOUT and shown to the user , as indicated 
in Tabl e 3 . 7 . 
To il l ustrate the method for Table 3 . 7, consider a sample ca l cul ati on 
for the flow from Workcenter III to s hipping . The pre-adjustment distance 
f rom POD to POE i s 5 feet . The move-cost per foot from Table 3 . 5 i s $2660 . 
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Figure 3 . 11 . Fi rst la yout iteration - adjus t ment of Workcenter III 
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Table 3 . 7 . First i tera ti on adjustment 
Pre- adjustment 
Dep . Ent . Distance (£ t) Move- cost/ft Total move- cost Cha nge 
III s 5 2660 13, 300 
R III 33 . 54 624 20 , 9 30 
Adjustment 
III s 10 2660 26 , 600 13, 300 
R III 10 624 6, 240 14 , 690 
Tota l move- cost change - 1390 
ment , the distance doubl es to 10 feet , and so does the total move- cost 
as calculated 10 x $2660 = $26 , 600 . Similarly , the move- cost between 
Workcenter III and receiving is reduced from $20 , 930 to $14 , 690 . The 
change from the pre- adjustment is given by: 
Adjustment Total Move-cost - Pre-adjustment Total Move- cost = Change 
26 , 600 - 13, 300 = 13, 300 
LAYOUT now repeats the placement iteration by again prioritizing che 
move- cost relationshi ps between those departments already placed with 
those yet to be placed . These data are presented to the user as shown 
in Table 3. 8 . The sum of all change costs represents the total move- cost 
change, i . e . , 13,300 + ( - 14 , 690) = - 1 , 390 . Therefore , the proposed 
adjustment results in a move- cost savings of $1 , 390 and is therefore 
finalized by the user . 
LAYOUT chooses to place Workcenter I next as shown in Table 3.8 . 
This placement is shown in Figure 3 . 12 . Suppose the user decides to make 
one adjustment . Si nce parts will be required to flow to Workcenter II 
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tL OE 
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Figure 3 . 12 . Second layout iteration - initial placement of 
Workcenter I 
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Table 3 .8 . Second iteration move-cost priori ti es 
Departing Entering Move-cost/ft . 
R I 594 
I II 495 
R II 450 
II III 335 
I III 42 
centers I and III. This adjustment is seen in Figure 3 .13 . After the 
adjus tment is finalized , LAYOUT begins the next placement iteration . 













LAYOUT decides to satisfy the I - II relationship shown in Table 
3 .9 and does so in Figure 3. 14 . It is obvious to the user that is might 
be advantageous to rotate ~orkcenter II in an attempt to better satisfy 
the II - III relationship. This would bring workcenter II ' s POD closer 
to workcenter III ' s POE without sacrificing closeness between I and I I . 
It would also reduce the required plant area . It is desirable to know 
whether the savings between II and III are greater than the increase i n 
move- cost relating to the increase in distance between I and II . This 
experiment i s illustrated in Figure 3 . 15 . As before, there i s a trade-
off is again presented for the user ' s review as shown i n Table 3 . 10 . 
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Figure 3 . 14 . Final layout iteration - initial placement of 
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Figure 3 .15. Final layout iteration - adjustment of Work-
center II/Initial placement of exterior wall s 
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the user , thus completing the placement phase of LAYOUT . 
LAYOUT ' s final - task i s to place the interior walls . Thi s process 
is similar to the placement of workcenter border in WORKOUT. The initial 
borders are automatically determined by the extreme workcenters , a s 
illustrated in Figure 3 . 15 . The user can make horizontal or vertical 
adjustments . The user ca n also notch any corner desired as shown in 
Figure 3 . 16 . After completion of all adjustments , data for the entire 
layout are stored for la ter use , thus completing the LAYOUT phase of 
FLAG . 
4 . OUTPUT subroutine 
The last phase of FLAG is the program OUTPUT . A flow chart for 
this subroutine is illustrated in Fi gure 3 . 17 . This program can generate 
various forms of output specified by the user according to various needs . 
The possible output alternatives include: 
- Full plant layout . This layout can be generated with all 
templ ates shown or just workcenter borders . Thi s can be 
done after only using LAYOUT . 
- Workcenter layouts . These drawings can include int ernal 
templates , or just borders . They can be used as templates 
to create a la yout by hand . This can be accomplished after 
only completing WORKOUT. 
Templates . OUTPUT can also be used to make paper copies 
of any templates in the template library . This can be done 
at any point in the facility layout process . 
- Move-cost rankings . OUTPUT can create a complete listing 
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Figure 3 .17. OUTPUT general flow diagrams 
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of all relationships in the move- cost table, ranked from 
high to low, for any product mix . This feature can only be 
utilized after running WORKOUT . 
This completes the detailed example illustrating the features of 
FLAG . The following chapter di scusses the problem of sca le integrity. 
Us ing computer graphics presented some special problems of scaling that 
require detailed discussion . 
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I V. SCALE 
A. Introduction 
Scale integrity wa s one of the mor e difficult hurdles to overcome i n 
the development of FLAG . Problems of scal e were encountered in relation 
to both hardware and software . Hardware probl ems of scal e occurred 
because the paper that plotters utili ze ha ve fixed dimens ions . 
Finished l ayouts must be scal ed to fal l within these dimens i ons . The 
program must therefore adapt the layout to the paper . FLA G does this 
key reducing the scale in increments of 50% until the drawing fits the 
paper (or dis play screen) . 
The FLAG s oftware also must be rather sophi s tica ted to provide 
standard scales . As will be shown in t hi s chapter, the sca le can 
continual l y change i n the course of operating FLAG . Thi s feature 
overcomes t he difficulty of limited CRT scr een space which would 
otherwi se cause problems during the execution of the program . 
B. Graphi c Di splay Units (GDUs) 
The Graphi c Di splay Unit (GDU) is the measure used to divide the 
horizontal and vertical axes in the Interactive Graphics Library (IGL) 
on the VAX II compu ter . Prior to executing any FLAG graphics commands , 
the di s play screen on t he Tektronix model 4051 termi nal is mapped out 
into 100 GDUs i n t he vertical (Y) axis and 130 GDUs on the horizontal 
(X) axis . Thi s mapping can be changed by t wo commands . 
The f irst command to control the display screen mapping is the 
Viewport command . The Viewpor t specifies whi ch portion of the screen 
i s used as a drawing board . When graphi cs are used in WORKOUT and LAYOUT , 
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the screen is divided into separate areas as shown in Figure 4 .1 . 
The Viewport corrnnand i s used to specify a screen section (section 
A) which is reserved for gr aphics . Section B is reserved for graphic 
numerical parameters . This space is used to display information to 
the user r egarding the drawing f rame Section C i s reserved for inter-
active questions and a nswers between FLAG and the user. 
The Viewport is always proportional to the dimensions of the full 
screen. This assures that when OUTPUT expands the picture to the full 
screen the drawing i s not distor ted . In other words, OUTPUT proportionally 
expands pictures to occupy t he entire area of Sections A, B, and C of 
Figure 4.1. 
The second ma pping command i s the Wi ndow command . The Window 
defines the axis of the Viewport . For example , the basic Window cormnand 
defines the Viewport axis is : 
WINDOW (O.O , 1 30 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 100 . 0) 
The above command sets the X axis range from 0 . 0 to 130 . 0 graphic 
display units . The Y axis i s mapped f rom 0 , 0 to 100 . 0 GDUs . Initially, 
the viewing window is the entire CRT screen . However, after the viewport 
command has been executed, these coordin'l tes will be mapped into Section 
A only. Each GDU becomes smaller , proportionally to the reduction in 
the viewport . This mapping is illustrated in Figure 4 . 2 . 
C. Number ed Scales 
The Wi ndow corrroand described above previously defines dimensions 
that correspond to Scale no. 1 . This s cale number appears in Figure 4 . 2 . 























































































































































































































































































it corresponds to t inch equals 1 foot . 
As additional elements are added to the workcenter , the user 
will often run out of drawing s pace (see Figure 4 . 3 . ) This difficulty 
i s alleviated by s pecifying that FLAG jump to the next scale . The 
window i s now doubled and maps the X axi s from 0 to 260 CDUs , and the 
Y axis from 0 to 200 GDUs . Thi s is illustrated in Fi gure 4 . 4 . In 
this illustra tion , each GDU i s 50% smaller as is every element in the 
drawing frame. The scale has now been changed to 1/8" = l ' . This 
corresponds to scale 2 of FLAG . This is done to maintain scale integri ty . 
To illustrate this process , consider the following example . 
Suppose a 3 foot by 3 foot (real length) square is to be used to 
repr esent a pallet . To draw this pallet in the viewport , a representa -
t i ve scale is required such as .\: " = l '. If the scale applies , scaled 
drawing of t he pallet will be represented by a s quare that measures 
3/ ~· on ea ch side . 
To draw this object , the shape must be defined in terms of graphic 
display units . The conversion formula from real inches to GDUs i s : 
number of GDUs = C x number of real feet ( 4 . 1) 
C is a constant coefficient . It is calculated so that when using Scale 
number 1 in OUTPUT where the viewport is expanded to the full screen , 
the real length scale i s }. 11 = l ' . In Scale number 2, an actual scal e of 
l / ~· = l ' is used. Each scale increa se reduces the s ize of a GDU by 
50% . 
All elements on the drawing frame are defined in a specified 
number of GDUs for any FLAG scale . This relationship is defined by 













































































































































































































































































































































































































50% for each scale i ncrease . The scale can be increased as many times 
as necessary . 
Table 4 . 1 l i sts a swnmary of scales used by FLAG . The increase of 
scal es al lows the user to reduce a scal ed layout , rega r dless of initial 
s i ze , to fal l wi t hin t he f i xed di mensions of a di splay screen or 
pl otter . 
Table 4 . 1 . FLAG sca les 
Scal e Number OUTPUT real length scale 
1 1/4" = l ' 
2 1/8" = l ' 
3 1/ 16" = l ' 
4 1/32" = l ' 
D. Reference Length Indicator 
To assist the user in conceptualizing real lengths , a reference 
length has been provided for use . This reference length will decrease 
in physical size as the user increments to larger scale numbers . However , 
the reference indi cator always represents a fixed real lengch , in the 
10 feet . 
The indicator is positioned a l ong the vertical axis of the screen 
in the lower right hand corner . It is labeled with the l et ter " R." 
The indicator is illustrated in Figures 4 . 2, 4 . 3, and 4 . 4 . 
The first operational step in the actual use of FLAG begins with 
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the input of FLOWS data. This process i s described in the fo llowing 
chapter with the use of a detailed numerical example . 
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V. FLOW ANALYSIS 
A. Introduction 
FLOWS is the initial contact between the design engineer and FLAG . 
It is primarily an input subroutine , where the user defines the basic 
nature of the faci lity to be des i gned . The data are entered in three 
separate program segments . These are : 
- Input of general data . 
- Input of f l ow data. 
- Input of product mix and calculation of the from-to 
chart. 
For large facilities , this data entry procedure can prove to be a 
lengthy task . FLOWS i s designed to allow the user to enter data for 
each of the above segments separately . The user may therefore opt to 
perform data entry on as many as three separate s essions of terminal 
use . 
A second, larger nwnerical example is developed in this chapter . 
The example references a f ictitious manufacturing organization , hereafter 
referred to as the Ronko Manufacturing Company (RMC) . The development 
of the Ronko manufacturing example is continued through chapter VI . 
In chapter VII , the FLAG layout for ~JC i s compared with layouts 
generated by OPDEP and PLANET . 
B. Gene r al Data Input 
General data refers to the basic data defining the nature of the 
plant , e . g ., name and number of workcenters . These data are used several 
times throughout the remainder of FLAG . The general data required 
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in this segment of FLOWS is summarized below: 
1. Input the name of the facility to be designed . 
2 . Input your class design group number . 
3a . Input the number of members in your design group . 
b. Enter the name of member number i . 
4a . Enter the number of products to be manufactured at the 
facility under design. 
b . Enter the name of product number i. 
5. Enter the number of workcenters (or depts .) in the 
facility under design . 
6a . Enter the name of workcenter i 
b. Enter a five character or less abbreviated label for 
workcenter i . 
Items two and three of the above listing were incorporated for 
the purpose of classroom use of FLAG . They are used to label FLAG 
generated output . 
Each workcent er is given two names which correspond to items 6a 
and b. Abbreviated names are used in cases where di splay space is 
limited . Where space permits, longer , unabbreviated terms are used. 
The Ronko Manufacturing Company produces three separa te products . 
These include a heater unit , a control unit , and a combination of the 
two which is referred to as a grain dryer . Twelve workcenters are 
required to manufacture these products , and are listed in Table 5 .1 . 
The RMC general data are summarized on Data Input Worksheet #1. This 
worksheet i s illustrated in Figure 5 .1 . 
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FLAGS/FLOWS Data Input Worksheet #1 
Name of Facility (20 Characters) : Ronko Mfg . Co . 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Design Group No: 3 
Members of Design Group (15 characters each) : 
1 . Robert Nutti~g 
2 . Dwyla Kennison 
3 . Sher man Severin 
Names of products (10 characters) : 
1 . Heater Unit 
2. Control Unit 
3. Grain Dryer 
Number of Workcenters : 12 
Names of Workcenters (15 characters 
each) 
l. Shipping/Rec . I S/R 
2 . Decoiler/Shear I D/S 
3 . Punch Press A I PPA 
4 . Run ch Press B I PPB 
5 . Roller I Rllr 
6 . Fl anger I Flgr 
7 . Seam Welder I SmW 
8 . Spot Welder I SpW 
9 . Wire Cutter I WC 
10 . Packaging I Pkg 
11. Assembly I Assem 






each)/Abbreviated Names (5 characters 
Figure 5 . 1 . Data input worksheet number 1 
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Table 5 . 1 . RMC workcenters 
Dept. No . Workcen t er or Department A bbrevia ti on 
1 Shipping/ Receiving S/R 
2 Decoiler/ Shear D/S 
3 Punch Press A PPA 
4 Punch Pres s B PPB 
5 Roller Rllr 
6 Flanger Flgr 
7 Seam Welding SmW 
8 Spot h' eldi ng SpW 
9 Wire Cutting WC 
10 Packa ging Pkg 
11 Assembly Ass em 
12 Painting Ptg 
C. Flow Data 
After comple tion of general data input , the user must enter the 
flow data . These data are used to ca l culate the from- to char t . 
To enter the f low data , individual f low paths for each product 
must first be define d . To illustrate this , consider the heating unit . 
The flow path for the heating uni t i s depicted in Figure 5 . 2 . The 
heating unit consists of only two ba sic el ements . Both elements begin 
flow paths in shipping/receiving . 
The hea t ing coil s are purcha sed by RMC and go directl y to assembly 


















































in S/ R as coiled steel . The steel i s transported to the decoiler/shear , 
where it is cut to length . The steel is then routed through Punch Press 
A, the Seam Welder , Flanger , Painting, to Assembly . From assembly , 
the shell , now with heating coil s , goes to packaging and shipping/ 
receiving . 
Each circular node in Figure 5. 2 represents a workcenter . The 
connecting lines represen t the flows between workcenters . It is these 
flows that must be defined . 
Each product must be analyzed i n this fashi on . Figure 5 . 3 
illustrates the flow path for the control unit . A control unit is 
combined with a heating unit to comprise a finished grain dryer . The 
combined flow path for the grain dryer i s illustrated in Figure 5 . 4 . 
For each interdepartmen tal f l ow, the following data must be 
entered . 
1. Enter the number of interdepartmental flows associated 
with the product i . 
2a . For product/ flow j enter the number of units per product . 
b . For produc t / flow j , enter the units per move . 
c . For product/ fl ow j, enter the move cost/foot . 
d . Enter the number of the workcenter product/flow j departs . 
e . Enter the number of the workcenter product/ flow j enters . 
User responses to the above statements must be entered for ea ch inter-
departmental flow. In terdepartmental flow data for RMC are surrunarized 
in Table 5 . 2 . RMC makes three products . Table 5 . 2 surrnnari zes the flows 
for the heating and control units . Since the grain dryer i s a combination 























































































































































































































































































































































































































of flows in Table 5 . 2 with one exception . The bolts for the control 
unit travel from shipping/receiving to assembly instead o~ packaging . 
D. Calculation of the From- to Chart 
The final phase of the FLOWS program i s the input of the product 
mix and subsequent calculation of the from-to chart . As s tated in 
chapter III , the from-to chart is utilized as the REL chart in the 
FLAG layout discipline . The method of calculation for the from- to 
chart is also detailed in chapter III. 
The f rom- to chart for RMC is illustrated in Table 5 . 3 . This 
from- to chart is based on a product mix of 3000 heating units , 3000 
control units , and 5000 complete grain dryers . 
After the comple tion of i nput of the flow data for the facility 
under design , the user is prepared to enter the second phase of the 
FLAG routine . This is the desi gn of the facility workcenters and 
generation of the layout . This process was described i n considerable 
detail in chapter III. 
The following chapter continues to illustrate this design procedure 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































VI . A FLAG EXAMPLE 
A. Introduction 
In the preceding chapter , a flow analysis was developed for the 
Ronko Manufacturing Company . This organization will require a twelve 
workcenter facility to manufacture grain dryers . The flow data fo r 
RMC were entered using the FLOWS subroutine . The user i s now ready to 
begin the design process outlined below: 
1 . Design of Workcenters - WORKOUT 
2 . Design of Layout - LAYOUT 
3. Improvements on Layout - LAYOUT 
A series of illustrations detailing some of the mechanics of working 
with FLAG is also presented in this chapter . 
B. Workcenter Design 
1 . Introduction 
The user begins the design process by developing the final config-
uration for each workcenter for use by the LAYOUT and OUTPUT programs . 
This process is demonstra t ed by illustrating the primary steps taken 
to develop the decoiler/ s hear workcenter . 
2 . Template selection and placement 
The workcenter design process begins by selecting the first 
template for placement. I n this case, a template to be selected will 
represent the shear . The user is first presented with the option of a 
general shape template or a PLANPRINT machine template . In this 
instance , the latter i s selected . WORKOUT then gives the user a menu 
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of the thirty- three PLANPRINT machine templates available . These 
templates are reproduced in Appendix III . The user selects the number 
associated with the s hear. 
The user i s now prepared to place the shear on the drawing frame 
(see Figure 6 .1). The initial placement pos i t ion of the shear is 
specified as 50 . 0 on the X-axi s , 50.0 on the Y-ax i s , with a 90° 
rotation (see Figure 6 .1) . WORKOUT then pla ces the s hear on the 
drawing grid according to user specifications as s hown in Fi gur e 6 . 2 . 
The option is then given to either increas e the scale or to adjust 
the position of the template . 
When the user accepts the placement of the shear, WORKOUT proceeds 
with the selection of the second t emplate . This time the user refers 
to the general template library to select a template to r epresent a 
decoiler . The general template menu is then presented with the fol l owi ng 
options : 
1. s quare 
2 . rectangle 
3. double rectangle 
The user , after selecting a rectangle to represent the decoiler , must 
now s pecify the dimens ions of that rectangle (see Figure 6 . 3) . 
As shown, the user ha s s pecified a width of 70 . 0 inches and a length 
of 36 inches . 
When using a general template , the user must al so s pecify that 
template label ; to be used in FLAG output . In this instance , the 
template is labeled ' decoiler '. Again, the user is asked to specify 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































After entering an X coordinate of 100.0 , a Y coordi nate of 50 . 0 , 
and a 0 . 0 degree rotation, WORKOUT draws the initial placement of the 
decoiler (see Figure 6 . 4) . Following the same routine , the user places 
two pallets in the workcenter , (see Figure 6 . 5) completing the element 
placement phase for this workcenter . 
3 . Placement of wor kcenter borders 
After the placement of all elements , WORKOUT establishes initial 
borders (see Figure 6 . 6) . The user ha s the option to adjust any 
border , by shifting the borders vertically or horizontally . This 
phase refers to the pre- notched borders. After finalizing border 
placement , the user can then notch any of the four corners desired . 
This process was illustrated in chapter III. 
4 . Placement of POE and POD 
The last phase of workout is the placement of the Point of Entry 
(POE) and Point of Departure (POD) . These points are for all f lows 
in and out of the workcenter . The user begins placement of the 
POE by specifying the border in which the POE i s placed . This i s 
illustrated in Figure 6 . 7 . By specifying the border , the user has 
s pecified one of the two coordinates . In this case , the user has 
established the ~ coordi nate , since i t is equal to that of the east 
border . 
The next step is for the specification of the Y coordinate . 
WORKOUT informs the user of the acceptable range (see Figure 6 .8) . 
This is to assure placement on the eastern border . After entering an 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The POD is placed in a similar fashion ( see Figure 6 .10) , completing 
the design of the Decoiler/Shear workcenter. All data on this work-
center are stored for use by LAYOUT and OUTPUT . 
5 . Design of remaining workcenters 
During the execution of WORKOUT, each of the twelve workcenters 
for the RMC example was designed in the above fashion just described. 
Final workcenter layouts are reproduced in Figures 6 . 11 through 6 .22 . 
Each workcenter dimensions were measured on the originals of these 
figures , without duplication reduction . From these measurements , 
final workcenter area s were calculated . These values are presented 
in Table 6 . 1 . 
C. Layouts 
After completion of WORKOUT, the user enters LAYOUT , by executing 
a VAX run command . This is done to generate a FLAG layout in the 
manner described in chapter III . The process sta rts with the user 
selecting the first department for placement . Although any department 
may be selected, it i s best to select that workcenter which will have 
most interaction with external elements to the facility . 
When executing WORKOUT , it i s periodically necessary to increa s e 
the scale on the drawing frame . When these increases are made , the 
placement points of workcenter el ements are translated to the center 
of the drawing fram. This allows the user to place additional elements 
anywhere around those templates already positioned . 
In LAYOUT , there i s also a necessity to make periodic scale changes . 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 6 .1. Workcenter areas 
Workcenter \'1orkcenter 
Number Name Width (ft) Length (ft) Area (sq ft) 
1 Shi pping/ 
Receiving 34 . 2 62 . l 2183 . 82 
2 Decoileii Shear 15 . 3 20 . 7 316 . 71 
3 Punch Press A 13. 95 16 . 2 218 . 7 
4 Punch Press B 14 . 5 16 . 57 240 . 26 
5 Roller 11 . 52 26 .l 300 . 672 
6 Fl anger 9 . 36 22 . 95 214 .81 
7 Seam Welder 15.75 16 . 02 252 . 32 
8 Spot Welder 14 . 4 15 . 3 220 . 32 
9 Wire Cutter 10 . 4 22 . 95 238 . 68 
10 Packa ging 11.16 27 . 9 311 . 36 
11 As sembly 20 . 25 20 . 25 410 . 06 
12 Painting 21.6 36 777 . 6 
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center of the drawing frame. Workcenters maintain their relative 
positions on the screen as the scale is increased . To facilitate the 
layout process , it i s desirable to start at the Southwest corner of 
the drawing frame . Workcenters are placed first when they require 
access to an outside wall (S). Shipping/ receiving is normally a 
department requiring such access and is usually placed first . 
Placement of subsequent workcenters will be ranked by FLAG . 
Selected workcenters will initially placed to mi nimize move costs . 
The user will be r equired to perform subsequent placement adjustments 
during the layout process . Such adjustments will require moving 
workcenters that are partially superimposed upon one another . 
Additional adjustments are required as the user lays out the workcenters 
outward from the Southwest corner of the drawing frame . It is necessary 
to start in this cor ner s ince subsequent scale increases will not move 
workcenters to the drawing frame ' s center . This makes it difficult 
to position subsequent workcenters in the Southwest section of the 
drawing frame . 
In this example , Shipping/ receiving is placed first . The initial 
placement by FLAG is shown in Figure 6 . 23 . The cross represents the 
POE , and the s lash represents the POD. 
LAYOUT next ranks all flow relationships between all worl<centers 
placed (i.e., Shipping/ receiving) and those departments yet to be 
placed. This ranking (see Figure 6 . 24) establ i shes packaging as the 
best choice to be placed . The user could override the program' s 
choice , but in this case , does not . 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6 . 25 . Note that the packaging POD was placed, by LAYOUT , 
directly across the POE of shipping/receiving, separated by the defaul t 
aisle length of five feet . The user , has made the judgment that this 
aisle i s unnecessary opes to adjust the workcenter to the west by 
f i ve feet . This completed adjustment is illustrated in Figure 6 . 26 . 
This process is completed for the next 10 workcenters . After 
accepting placement of the 12th workcenter , the LAYOUT program establishes 
initial wall s . These wall s can be ad j usted in the same wa y as borders 
of workcenters in the WORKOUT routine . 
The final result of this process i s the actual facility layout , 
produced by OUTPUT and illustrated in Figure 6 . 27 . This result 
represents a good layout from the sta nd point of flow patterns of 
flow pa tterns (discussed in t he fo llowing chapter) . However , a better 
layout can be obtained by bringing down the uppermos t workcenters 
into the open s paces in the middle . Therefore , LAYOUT was run again 
to generate the i mproved layout shown in Figure 6 . 28 . Measurements 
illustrated the improved l ayout represents a reduction from 7715 square 
feet to 6052 square feet . This improvement i s a representation of the 
benefits of user interacti on with FLAG . 
Thi s improved version of the FLAG layout for the RMC faci l i ty 
(Figure 6 . 28) is analyzed in chapter VII . Similar layouts genera ted 
by the OPDEP and PLAN ET plant layout programs provide a basis of 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































VII . COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
A. Introduction 
This chapter describes a comparative analysis between the FLAG , 
OPDEP , and PLANET facility layout programs . Data for the Ronko 
Manufacturing Company, described in chapter VI , were used to execute 
all programs . The FLAG output from this exerci se was presented in 
chapter VI . Copies of the results from OPDEP and PLANET are presented 
in Appendix II . 
The comparison will be made through the entire process on the 
basis of utilizing a computer program for facilities design . The 
comparison considers all steps from the preparation required before 
executing each program to the analysis and utility of the resulting 
output obtained in each ca se. 
It is difficult to directly compare FLAG with PLANET and OPDEP. 
FLAG has distinct features that distinguish it from other layout programs . 
OPDEP and PLANET claim only to specify the relative positions of 
workcenters in relation to each other . FLAG gives the user a prelimi nary 
layout . However , by making a few minor assumptions , s ome useful 
compari sons can be made regarding the utility of each layout developed . 
B. Preparation 
Each program requires some preparation in t erms of collec ting 
and formulating the necessary data . This must be accomplished before 
the actual execution of t he program . The preparation required for 
each program i s surrunarized below: 
1. FLAG 
2. OPDEP 
3 . PLANET 
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- Requires collection of data in all interdepart-
mental flows for each product manufactured . 
Thi s includes move- cost/ foot , quantity in 
product , and units per move . 
- Requires esta blishment of a pr oduct mix . 
- Requi res information about workcenter in terms 
of machines , cabinets , racks , etc . 
- Requires tabulation of a from- to chart relating 
moves between workcenters . 
- Establishment of a product mix i s implicit in 
the tabulation of the from- to chart. 
- Requires estimates of workcenter sizes . 
- Requires col l ection of all in terdepartmental 
flows , incl uding frequency of moves and moves 
cost per f oot . 
- Establishment of pr oduct mix is implicit in the 
input of interdepartmental hours . 
- Requires es timates of workcenter s izes . 
When the facility manufactures only one product , there is little 
di fference in the amount of preparation requi r ed by the three programs . 
OPDEP requires the user to tabulate the from-to chart from interdepart-
mental flow data , while both FLAG and PLANET do this tabulation for the 
user . FLAG requires more specific knowledge about workcenter components . 
However , s ome of this information must be conceptualized for the work-
center area estimates required by OPDEP and PLANET . 
A significant difference does arise when different product mixes , 
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i . e . production levels for each product , are considered by the user . 
The FLAG user need only specify t he new product mix to t he FLOWS 
program . Thi s is because the initial input of interdepar tmental flow 
data wa s independen t of quantity by product type . I n OPDEP , the product 
mix is implicit in the tabulation of the f rom- to chart . The user 
will therefore, be required to tabulate a new from- to chart i f the 
pr oduct mix changes. PLANET interdepartmental f l ow data are dependent 
on product quantiti es . Consequently , these data will also have to be 
reformulated and re- entered into t he program if t he product mix 
changes . 
C. Program Execution 
There can be no question that FLAG requires more user effort: during 
the program execu t ion period. The twelve workcenter , Renko Manufac turing 
example required a pproxima t:ely seven hours of termina l t i me to develop 
the layout f rom FLOWS to OU TPUT. The combined time fo r running both 
PLA NET and OPDEP was approxima tely three and one- hal f hours . Thi s 
time might ha ve been lower i f the writer was a s familiar with the 
opera ti on of OPDEP and PLAN ET as wi th FLAG . 
There are t wo primary reasons for the diff er ence in program 
execution times . First of all , PLANET and OPDEP are primarily batch 
mode programs . After t he input of ini tial data fi l es , ther e is no 
user contact with the program . 
FLAG i s an interactive time- sharing mode program. The user is 
cont inually asked to parti cipate in the dec isionmaking process of the 
program. Also, FLAG requires a la rger quantity of i nput data . The 
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8 8 12 12 12 12 l l 1 l 
8 8 12 6 12 12 l 1 l 1 
4 l1 6 6 12 12 1 1 l l 9 9 
4 4 6 7 12 12 l l l 1 9 9 
2 2 7 7 12 12 1 l l l l 1 
2 2 7 7 11 11 1 l l 1 l 1 
2 2 5 5 11 11 10 10 1 1 l 1 
3 3 5 5 11 11 10 10 1 l 1 l 
3 3 5 5 11 11 10 10 1 l l l 
Score = 880 
Figure 7 . 1 . Best scoring OPDEP la yout 
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best example of this is in the internal des i gn of workcenter s . FLAG 
is the only program of t he three whi ch addresses the interna l workcenter 
desi gn process . 
D. Out pu t 
1 . FLAG 
The FLAG final output for the Ronko Manufacturing Company i s 
illus trated in Figure 6 . 28 . The layout depicts all workcenters wi t h 
their internal e lements . The final output also detail s external walls 
and all unassi.gned s pa ces . 
2 . OPDEP 
The OPDEP output prints all layouts that s core above a specified 
level . The complete OPDEP prin tout i s presented in Appendix II . The 
highes t s cor ing layout has been sel ected and is presented in Figure 
7 .1 . The output i s in the f orm of rectangular gri d bl ocks . ~o interna l 
details of wo rkcen t er s are presented . Workce nter s hapes random and 
irregular . Workcenters are represented by thei r nwnber , and each grid 
block represen ts f i fty square feet of f l oor area . 
One poi nt should be made regarding the la yout scori ng . The high 
scoring l ayou t for sweep l engths 2, 3 , and 4 wa s 978 . However , t he 
same prin tout li s ts the theoretical perfec t score as 880 . To resolve 
t his di s crepancy , t he OPDEP high scor i ng la yout wa s scored manual l y 
us i ng the OPDEP scoring procedure . The ac t ual score wa s 880 . The OPDEP 
scoring method will be descr ibed i11 detail i n t he next section . For 
the ana lys i s in this chapter , the 880 score i s considered accurate . 





























































































































































































































































































Thi s value only i mplies a perfect score accor ding to the OPDEP scoring 
procedure , and not necessarily a great , or even a good, layout . 
3 . PlJ\NET 
The PLANET output is essentially the same as the OPDEP output in 
nature . The best P1.J\NE1 layout is presented i n Fi gur e 7 . 2 . The complete 
PLANET output is pres ented in Appendix II . The one signi ficant 
differenc8 between the PlJ\NET ou tpu t and the OPDEP output i s the shape 
oi the PLA NET layout . While the OPDEP layout i s rectangular , the PLANET 
layout takes the shape of an irregular polygon . 
E. OPDEP Scoring 
1 . Introduction 
Each of the three layouts discussed in this chapter wa s scored 
by t wo di fferent methods . The first me thod i s Lhe OPDEP s coring method . 
This method rewards la youts for placing workcenters close togethe r 
if they ha ve a hi gh frequency of moves between them . The second method 
might be considered the FLAG scori ng method since it rewards layouts 
which mini mize tota l move-cost . This is an implicit criterion of the 
FLAG layout discipline . 
2 . Numerica l va lue a ss i gnments 
The OPDEP scoring mechanism is based on the Muther ' s s ix- sLep 
priority scale and on assignment of values to the A, E, I , O, U, and x 
r atings . Such ass i gnments are based on the relative frequency of moves 
between workcenters . The move freque nc i es for the Ronko ~anufacturing 
Company from- to char t are presented in Table 7 .1 . The move frequencies 




































































































































































Table 7 . 2 . Ranked frequency of moves between workcenters 
From To Frequency ot Moves Muther ' s Rating 
10 l 6525 A 
11 10 4318 A 
12 11 3221 E 
7 6 2501 E 
6 12 2501 E 
5 7 2501 E 
2 4 1974 I 
4 8 1654 I 
1 11 1453 I 
8 12 l100 0 
3 5 375 0 
4 12 320 0 
9 11 96 u 
1 2 dO u 
l 9 33 u 
l 10 JO u 
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an ' A' rating . Workcenters gi ven ' A' ratings are gi ven first priority 
for placement . Lower frequenc i es are ass i gned other letter codes as 
indi cated in Tabl e 7 . 2 . While the breakpoints for these rati ngs are 
somewha t arbitrary , nume r i cal gaps were observed a nd used ~o make 
r easonable ass i gnments of ratings . The breakpoints for the ratings 
a re summa r ized in Table 7 . 3 . 
The OPDEP user must next as s i gn a numerical value to each ra ~ing . 
These assigned values are again arbitrary . However , they are struc tured 
to be relativel y proport ional to the frequency of move breakpoints . 
(See Ta bl e 7 . 3 , ) 
3 . Scoring procedure 
These r a tings and rating values are now used to score the layouts . 
To illustrate the method described by Nelson [17] , an example , shown 
in Figure 7.3 is used . For simplici ty workcenter 01 has an ' A' 
r elationshi p with workcente r s 06 , 11 , and 12 . The 'A ' raLing value 
is assumed to be 90 . Ninety points are ther efor e added to the co tal 
score for each r elati onshi p that is ' fully ' satisfied . Relationsh ips 
are a s sumed to be fully satisfied if any part of t he workcenter perimeters 
touch ea ch other . Workcenters 1 2 and 01 meet this requirement . Half of 
the s core , 45 poi nts , is given for each relationship that is ' half ' 
satisfied . ''Half- sa tisfie~ · re lationships exist wh en the workcenters 
are sepa rated by one grid block and a r e grid block only . Workcenters 
01 and 11 meet thi s r~quirement . Workcenters separated by more than 
one gr id block are given no points . 
Each workcenter is scored in thi s manner , and the sum of these 
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Table 7 . 3 . Breakdown of OPDEP ratings wi ch assigned scoring val ues 
Ra ting frequency of Moves Full values Half values 
A fm > 4000 90 45 
E 4000 > fm > 2000 45 22 . 5 
I 2000 > r m > 1000 20 10 
0 1000 > fm > 250 5 2 . 5 
u 250 > fm > 0 0 0 
x not used in this example 0 0 
scores represents the total layout score . By scoring ea ch workcenter in 
this manne r , it should be noted that each flow is created twice in the 


















full s core 
half scor~ 






Figure 7 . 3 . Scoring procedure ror workcenter 
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F . Obtained La yout Scores by the OPDEP Method 
1 . OPDEP layout score 
A summary of scores for each of the three l ayouts by the OPDEP 
method is presented in Tabl e 7 . 4 . The best OPDEP layout got a theoret-
ically perfect score of 880 . Thi s was due in pa rt to the fact t hat 
workcen t e r shapes a r e a ssumed to be flexible and can thus be f i tted 
into odd pos i tions . 
To il l us t rate t his poin t , the best OPDEP layout i s reptoduced 
in l· igure 7 . • The clearest exampl e of the benefit of variabl e workcenter 
shapes is between workcenters 4 (Pu:1ch press B) and 12 ( painting) . The 
flow s between the se two wor kcenters were given an ' 0 ' rating worth 5 
poin ~s if ful ly satisried . The re la tionship i s fully sati sfied , but 
only because of t he irregul a r shape of the painting workcenter . This 
shape i s not rea listi c to the internal r equirements of the pa in ting 
workcenter , but i s allowed by OPDEP . 








i. oL Per fect Score 
100 
97 . 7 
89 .8 
Also assisting OPDEP in achieving a perfect score , is the zero 
value the user arbi t rarily assigned to the ' U' r a t i ng . For example , 






















































assembly . This flow occurs 96 fimes per unit time (see Table 7 .1) . 
Yet , in relation to some of the other flows , this nwnber is insignificant . 
Therefore , a ' U' rati ng was given to this relationship , a11d to all others 
with l ess than 250 moves per unit of t i me . 
Si nce ' U' was gi ven a zero va lue , it does not enter into the 
scor ing . If t he ' U' ratin g wa s gi ven a value of one , Lhe theoretical 
perfec t would be increased by one point for each relaLionship assigned 
a ' U' rating . Therefore , the satisfaction or non- satisiacLion of the 
relationships now become relevant i n terms of the a ctual lavout score 
to the t heoreti ca l perfect score . In the presen_ OPDEP example , the 
layout would then fall short of a perfect score since Lhe relationship 
betwee11 assembly and wire cutting is not satisfied . 
2 . PLANET la you t score 
The PLANET layout also fared well by OPDEP scoring method , 
obtaining 97 . 7: of a perfec t score . The reasons discussed above tor 
OPDEP also ass i s ted the PLANET layout . 
The PLANET layou t i s shown in Figure 7. 5 . As can be seen from 
thi s il l usLraLion , the l ayouL has an irregular external peri meter . Si nce 
the program is out bound by rectangular torm constants , the layout had 
more alternati ves by whi ch a high nwnerical scor e could be obLa ineJ . 
The PLANET layout is nwnerical l v enhanced by the tact thaL move-
costs are ignored by the OPDEP scoring method . A mo\·e ot bulky and 
heavy material is considered equal to that Ol sma ll li~htweighL 
matierial . Theretore , ~he separation the decoil/shear and receiving 











































































is because the number of moves falls under a 'U' r ating , despite 
the f act that steel coils are one of the most expens ive items to move . 
3. FLAG l ayout score 
The OPDEP scoring procedur e cannot be directly appl i ed to the FLAG 
output. Thi s i s because the FLAG layou t is not in t he for m of grid 
blocks . To apply the OPDEP scoring procedure to FLAG , the followi ng 
procedure wa s adopted to translate the FLAG output into an equivalent 
mana gement of grid bl ocks : 
1 . A gri d of nine rows and t welve columns (the sa me number 
as the OPDEP layout) was drawn over the FLAG layou t . 
2 . Ea ch grid bl ock wa s ass igned to the appropriate workcen t er 
or marked a s bei ng empty. 
3. Each grid bl ock wa s ass igned to the workcente r occupyi ng 
the most physi cal space in the grid bl ock . 
4 . If no workcenter fel l into the grid bl ock i t wa s ma rked 
empty . 
The resultant layou t from the above procedure i s shown i n Fi gure 
7 . 6 . The shade d areas r epresent open spa ces . The OPDEP scoring method 
can now be applied to the FLAG output . 
Although the FLAG pr ogram did not do as well under OPDEP s coring 
as the other t wo programs , i t s till r eceived a respectable 89 . 8% of 
a pe rfect s core . The pres s ing rea s on for this t hi rd place per f ormance 
i s that FLAG workcencer s have fixed shapes . These shapes were no t 
changed to f it into smaller irregular s paces . Good des i gn j udgme nt 


















































































the spot welding workcent:er could be configured like an "L" instead 
of a squa r e . If so , it could be placed around the wi re cutting wo rkcenter 
to correct wi t h punch press B. This could be accomplished without losing 
contact wi th the pa i nting workcenter . Thi s would resul t in full satis -
fa ction of both pr oximi ty rel ationships . Ins t ead , due to i ts f i xed 
sha pe , only one rela tionship wa s sati sfied . This fact prevented a 
higher scor e from bei ng obtained under the OPDEP s coring pr ocedure . 
G. Mate r ial Flow Comparison 
There is another point of discussion regarding th& three layouts . 
Only FLAG recognizes shi pping/ receiving as having two geographically 
distinct funct i ons . That is , receiving occupies the north half of the 
workcen ter , while shi pping occupies the lower half . OPDEP and PLANET 
do not make this di stinction . FLAG does cons ider thi s feature through 
points of entry and departure . Using the OPDEP scoring method , no 
pena l ties were assessed from failing to correct either shipping or 
receiving wi th appropriate adjacent workcenters . This feature of FL\L 
yields a logica l material f l ow pattern . 
~aterials flow out of the north part (receiving) of S/R . ~aterial 
generally t ra vels i n a U or V flow pattern to return to shipping . (See 
Figure 7 . 7 . ) The corresponding flow patter n for the PLANET layout 
appea r s in Figure 7 .8 . The material f lows demonstrated here are less 
structured and a sswne many paralle l paths . The corr esponding flow paths 



















































































Fi gure 7 . 9 . Flows through OPDEP la you t 
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H. Scoring with Move Cos t 
1 . Introduction 
Scoring with move- cost is a simpler and bet ter method of scoring 
l ayouts since it recognizes that various material flows have different 
move costs. The resultant score us ing this me t hod i s a t otal materials 
handling cost , which can be traced to the individual layout . Sinc e 
the scores are cos ts , lower s cores indicate better la youts . 
To illustrate this s coring me thod , assume t he re are N f l ows be tween 
workcenters . This method scores each flow only once . The f ormula for 
material handling cos t s becomes: 
M. H. C. = 
n rn 
L: [; f . bD bMC/ F . b 
i=l j=l Ja a Ja 
( 7 .1 ) 
m - number of different type flows f r om workcenter a to workcente r b . 
fab - frequency of move for flow j f rom workcenter a t o wo rkcen ter b . 
D. b - distance between centroids of wo r kcen t er a a nd wor kcen ter b 
Ja 
in f eet . 
MC/F. b - move cos t per foo t f or f l ow j f r om wo r kcenter a to Ja 
workcen t er b . 
FLAG mea s ures the distance between workcenters as the di sta nce betwe en 
t he POEs and PODs . OPDEP and PL.A NET use centroi ds of workcent er s to 
define the parame t e r . Since neither PLANET and OPDEP ha ve POEs a nd PODs , 
ce ntroids measurement wa s applied to all t hree layou ts f or scor i ng 
purpo se s . 
A summary of la yout scores by move- cos t me t hod is pr esented i n 
Table 7. 5 . 
Table 7.5. Scores of layouts us ing move costs 




2 . OPDEP layout score 
1 59 '049 . 49 
160 , 759 . 74 
175 , 275.78 
OPDEP achi eved the highest s core , but not by a s i gni f ica nt amount . 
(See Tabl e 7.5.) Aga in, the fact that OPDEP was able to mol d workcenters 
into small , i r regular area s hapes hel ped the program achi eve this 
relati vely low total move cost . 
3. FLAG layou t score 
The FLAG score wa s slightl y highe r than the· OPDEP scor e . The 
FLAG layout score was increased by the need in some case s for material 
to t ravel open, unused , area s that do no t exis t in ei ther of the other 
t wo la youts . This illus trates the di sadvanta ge of rea li sm by the fixed 
workcenter shapes , res ulting from internal requiremen t s . 
4 . PLANET layou t s core 
The PLA NET la yout scored badly despi ce the fact that the PLANET 
algorithm takes into account move cost f a ctors . The scoring problem 
results partia lly from the program' s f ea ture to confine the over all 
layout to a r ectangular area. PLA NET la ys out one wo rkcenter at a 
time allowing the la you t to explo de outward . Thi s promotes large di stances 
between workcenter s . For exampl e , large distances exi st between r eceivi ng 
and the decoiled shear . Coiled steel must tra ver s e this distance at 
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h i gh move cost per foot . (See Figure 7 . 5 . ) 
I . Post Program Tasks 
There exists a variety of t a sks to be compl eted after running each 
facility layout progra m. In t his area , the FLAG program distingui shes 
itsel f f rom both PLANET and OPDEP. All that PLANET and OPDEP claim 
to do i s gi ve the user a relati ve f i rst posi t ioning of wo rkcenters 
wi th regard to each other . The user must still design workcenters 
and then develop a first layout - not necessa rily identical or similar 
to the PLANET or OPDEP results . 
FLAG ends when i t gives the user the first draft of a plant 
layout . 
Thi s layou t includes ma chines , cabinets , ai s les , and ocher detai l s . 
Workcenter have already been designed , and templates can be ma de to 
manua l ly adjust the ini t ial layout to obtain an even better furthe r 
refinements and i mprovements . For the increased time investment duri ng 
the program execution, the FLAG use r will realize considerable t i me 
savings a t t he end of the layout process . 
J . Sununa r y of Comparisons 
The r esul ts of these compari sons in this chapter a re swnmarize d 
below: 
1 . FLAG, OPDEP , and PLANET show r ela t ivel y no difference 
in the preparation sta ge unl ess mul t i ple product output 
f rom the facility is consider ed . In the latter ca se , FLAG 
invol ves much l ess user work . 
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2. FLAG requires s i gnificantly more care and ter mi nal 
operation ti111e than OPDEP ahd PLANET . 
3 . FLAG output i s the only output of the three programs 
that gives internal workcenter detail . Al so , workcenter 
templa t es are a vailable onl y by us i ng FLAG . Workcenter 
s hapes are f i xed a nd rea listic to the needs of ea ch 
de pa rtment . 
4 . The OPDEP scoring me thod ranks both OPDEP and PLANET 
above the FLAG layout . However , che FLAG l ayou t ob t ained 
a respectable 89 .8% of a perfect score . 
5 . The move- cost method of scoring canks FLAG a close second 
t o the OPDEP layout . The i ns i gnifican t diffe rence can 
be di s regarded because of di fferences i n t he nature of 
FLAG and OPDEP layouts . FLAG scored much better than 
PLANET using t hi s method . 
6 . Af ter comple tion of FLAG, the user if much further al ong 
t he la yout process than wi t h either OPDEP and PLANET . 
The next cha pter summarizes the work presented in th i s t hesis . 
Some s uggestions for directly extending t his research are proposed and 
e valua ted . 
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VIII . CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
As illustrated in the previous chapter , FLAG does have certain 
disadvantages over other faci lities design programs . One of these is 
additional demands placed upon the user . Like other facility layout 
progr ams , FLAG requires the user to collect and enter initial data 
regarding flow between wo rkcenters . However , the us e r contribution to a 
FLAG generated layout does not end at this point . The user is called 
upon to interact with the program throughout the layout process . This 
interaction allows the user to participate in the design of all facets 
of the facility . 
The FLAG ou tput reflects this increa sed user involvement in two 
related wa ys . First , the output results in a more reali s tic relative 
positioning of workcenters . The user can make necessary adjustments for 
special requirements , such as l arger ai s l es . The relative pos itioning of 
workcenters is also enhanced , in terms of rea li sm, by fixed workcenter 
shapes . These shapes are determi ned by the departments ' internal r equi r e-
ments . The orientation of workcenters is aimed at reducing distances 
between points of entry and departure . 
Not only are FLAG outpu ts more reali stic , they are also more usable . 
FLAG can be considered as a multipurpose tool in t he plant la yout des i gn 
process . First of all , FlAG can generate a crude layout . Alternatively , 
the user can generate workcenter templates to use as jigsaw puzzle pieces 
for developing an improved layout manually . The user can also use FLAG to 
make element templates for manual workcenter design . 
Finally, FLAG is a beginning . Four programs have been described in 
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thi s thesis that presentl y constitu te the FLAG layout procedure. These 
programs can be consi der ed a basis for future work in this area . For 
exampl e , several overlay programs can be developed to design the electrical 
wiring paths , network configuration , plumbing lines , etc . By developing 
an element code that designates wha t elements (or machines) requi re 
compressed air , a program can be developed to layout paths for air lines 
usi ng network analysis . 
These extensions will enhance FLAG ' s existing potential as a viable , 
general purpose layout tool for the industrial engineer . 
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X. APP ENDIX I : SAMPLE OUTPUTS FROM MAJOR 
FACILITY LAYOUT PROGRAMS 
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A. CRAFT Out pu t 
l:<Tllt-DU'T PkOD\lCT l'UJW 
• I c D E r c M D. -1. ls. ,). 10. ). o. o. 
o. u. o. JO. ;!), ls. n. o. 
c a. II. u. ''· ). Ill. fl, o. D 0. ~D. o. o. IS. u. o. o. 
E o. u. o. \). 0. b). H. o. 
F 0. s. o. o. l ) , o. bl. o. 
o. o. o. u. o. o. u. o. 
o. o. a. n. o. o. o. 0 . 
.., 
iNT£R-D£PT MOVE COST PU LNI T WAD PU UlHT DI ST.,.CE 
• I t D E f c M 
I. I. I. I. I. .. I. I. 
I. I. I. I, I. I. I. I. 
I. 1. 1. I. I. I. I. 1. 
0 I. I. 1. I. I. I. I. I. 
£ I. l. I. l .. I. I. I. 
l. '· l I. '· '· I. l. I. '· I I. 1. I . I. I. : '· .. I. '· l I. 
lb\ 
4 V\'\Jl · ~ffll\'t 'll!IT/l•IAltl ,\ ("'· ti• Lt1All:-.) 
A I ' D l f ~ "· 4) . IS !\. 10. s. o. \). "· •) . )I). .. ,, I) • u. u. •1. ... I). ''· '· Ill II • " "· ..'n. "· "· ... " ''· "· II. II. u. "· ''· •) I). "· 0. I. . .. 0 .?'>. Q • .s. u. 
0 . u. •J. ·•. '" II. n. o. II, u. •J . o. '" ti. "· u. 
Cd 
LOCA.TJllN PATI'"tK.lrf 
) " I ~ ~ M l) 1: 11 I> I) l• 11 18 
• • • • • . ... • • I .. " ,; '· 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • c; c c c 
I • a a • c c ' c r. l c c ~ c c 
c 
I c c c c ' l E [ t t l E 
I a I I I D 0 u n 
0 D D 0 D 0 
u D 
lu u " 0 D 11 u u u " 
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l.OCATIO• PATTtL• 
l ) • 10 11 l2 ll 14 IS 16 17 18 
A A A A A • • A A c c '· c c c 
A • c c 
,, A • • • • • A • .. '· 
• • B B a c c r. " c; c; 
8 c 
a c L c c 
• • 8 a a 0 0 0 D 
0 D 0 
D ~ 
llJ " 0 0 0 0 0 0 D H 
TJ t;.il CJU. 19S2.99 C.t. Coat Re.du'-l i u n ?02.00 ttove A £ 11o""• I r 
11ovo: C ltuallon t 
(•) 
l..OCATIO"i PATT£RJil 
1 • I 0 Iv 11 11 ll I• II lb 11 u 
• • A A • • • • • c c c G c c 
c c 
• • A A A • A A • c c c 
c 8 8 a a a a c c c c 
c c • 
c a a a 
c a 0 D D t 
D D D D D 0 D 
D 0 
10 D D D D D D D 0 M R 
Taul LO• t !SH.ID ht. Co•t •e-ctuc.tton 91 .QO 'tova A c Hove I 
... ) Ve C lt eratlon 2 
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B . CO FAD Output 
Loc .-i t ion Pa t t0 rn 
2 J 4 5 G 7 8 9 10 11 12 lJ 14 15 lb l 7 l 8 
A A A A .\ ,\ i\ A A .It. (; G c G l; c t: (., 
.., 
i\ i\ t; ( -
J . .\ .\ A i\ A A A A ,\ A c; c; (~ , . \. 
4 c c c 13 B B B B B B F F 1; c.; l; (: G 1; 
5 c c c B B F f F F' F f !-' F 
b c c B B B B B B F F F F F r F 
7 c c c c B ]) D D D E E E E E E F 
~ u D D D D D [) E E r 1: 
9 l) D [) E E E E E E F F 
10 u D D D D D D D H II H I! H E E I· F 
Tnta l Cos t 4 . 47 E::; t . Cost Reu uc tio n 0 . 0 :·ID Vt'! .\ H ~lll V<.! B [) ,\lO V L' c c 
* ;': ;t -k ~'r* ** * * End l Le r ation Numbe r 5 ** >'t*****'I:* 
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Eciuipmen t Type 2 t l) Perform Move Number 1 c'.l t •1 r·o tit nt .! 5hb . 28Y 
Equipment Type ') to Pe rfo r m M11Vt' :'>lumber 2 .1 t .. C, ,.,L ,,, _'.'ih . ~9 I 
Equipmen t Type 2 t o Perform '!live :-.lumb ~ r J ;1 t 1 C.ist l f ..'ll):J . !i.!3 
Eq•1ipmi.: nL TypL' 2 LO Perform ~1PV t.. 1 NumbL· r -l ; I l I ( "i" t , .. I..' ill . '• 7 H 
Equi!Jf!1e n t Type l. t l) Perform ... l\.lVl! :\umbt:r j .'.J t .1 C11st ,, , trl3~ . ~~n 
Equipment Typ~ 2. t o Pl!rform ~lll\l t - ~umbl..'.r () ,, t .! c, :; l ,,, ..' I()', . ) '> 
Equipmt:nt Type 2 Lil Pl:!rfo r m :·h1v1.· ;:umb\! r 7 ill .I ::.\1,( \ i ..!) i 2 . 01 ) 
Equipment Type 2 to P1.: rfo r r.i ~!UVL'. :\umbL·r ~ ;Jl I Cust J I 1-:-0.'.i . 70~ 
Equipmen~ Tyre 2 to Per form 1'!,>Ve Numb e r 9 .J t ,1 Cn ti L () c 708 . 36-
Ef1 1 1 i pmc.:n t Typi.: 2 to Perl o n n ~h IVL' Numho.r LO .1 t I C11sL ti( 11'>:J.2H1 
Equi pment Type 2 t u P1-r fo r m ~lnv1..· :-.lumbl!r lL dl ..J (\i s l ,., l'>i:i . lil 
Equip•nen t Type 2 t('I Per fo r m '.·11\Vl! Nu~1lwr l 2 It .I C11ti t ul \ 2 ,~ f, . ,, F 7 
Equ i pmt:! nt Type ·~ t o Perform ~lllVL' :-lumber I 3 .ll .I l:, ,,., l o I ,l od) . /,:,3 
Eq ui pmen t Type 2 t u Pertorm :•k>V1..· "lumbe r 1:. Ll l ,1 C1>St () l 3...'.-• • . 1J9 
Equ i pment Typ<.: 2 t o Perform ~le v e Number 15 dl .1 C,>s l () l /ll\\ . UU 
Equipmen t Type 2 t o Pet fo rm ~1nv.: :-lumbe r 16 .'.1 l ,1 Cost ol! i i'JS . 7kti 
Equ i pml'n t Type 2 t o P~r(o rm ~!PVI:' :-lumber I 7 JL .I l' 1 S t 1) l 3~~ 9 . 7n8 
Lowest To t .::i l CllS t Sys t em Found = j) I UL 066 
~umber \) f EquipmenL Chanbes 0 
Equipme nc: Type: l Eq u i. pn11't1L T•.Jh' 
*******''******** *************~*~ 
Numb e r of Moves I ncluded 0 N11mber !l t :k'V• •..; fnd11<Jt.>d I; 
Sum of ALCOTK 0 . 0 Sum () f ,\LC.HK ])ll'l . 07 
Number of P i. i;>res ll f Eq ui pment N1irnh,, r <l I p it"'(' l' "' I It Fq11 l pml.:' nl 
Required 0 . 0 Kef1Ui r1:tl ~ . t111n 
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C. CORELAP Output 
DU YOU Wl:-.H A !iCOflE. roR THIS I AYOU r• I 
THE: TOTAL SCORE FOR THIS LAYOUT IS 1h5 
DO YOU WISH TO MAKE CHANGES' 0 
WHICH PARTIAL LAYOUT SHOULD BE PRINTED NEXT> 99 






6 0 .) () 0 
0 () 0 0 
H ll 0 0 (J 
9 0 0 0 () 







PtlOGHAM STOP AT ~l 








8 'l 10 11 1l ! 3 14 1t Iii 
(I 1:' 17 1>' 1H 1• , 1r. '(I 'O .'(I 
ll 11 1;> IR l.l I(; 11; 11 ..,(1 0 
1'1 19 19 1!1 '" 11, 11; :?O ·10 0 
l'l 1'1 l'l lf'J IJ 1 1 I! .'Cl /() .'O 
I') 11') l'I l!l l'l '" 11 '(I 1() } () 
l'M16 J J CfiU 0000 7t11 CH 0011 '.JI '-.C 
















D. PLANET Output 
'HIMBER OF DEPARTMENTS s 7 EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
U~ IT BLOCK SI ZE • 400 .00 
INPUT DATA IS IN THE FORM OF A FROM-TO CHART. 
THE TYPE OF SELECTION METHOD USED: 
TYPE l A LAYOUT WILL BE PRlNTED ONLY AFTER THE LAST lTERATlON. 
TYPE 2 A LAYOUT WILL BE PRINTED ONLY AFT F.R THE LAST ITERATION. 
TYPE 3 A LAY OUT WILL lsE PRINTED ONLY AITER THE LAST I TERATION. 
(a) 






NUMBER OF PR IORITY REMARKS 
- - - -
A L2000 . 
B 8000 . 
c 6000. 
D 12000 . 
E 8000. 
F L2000 . 
c 12000. 
Til ERE ARE 7 Df.PARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
NORMALIZED FROM- TO CHART 
A 8 c 
0.0 C).2)077 0 .69231 
o.o 0 . () 0 . 0 
0.0 Q.O o.o 
0 . 0 0.30769 0 . 0 
0 . 0 ll . 0 0.0 
o.o 0.07692 0 . 0 












FOR .\RRANC EMENT . 
0.6500000E o~ 
D E F 
0 . 381, 62 0 . 15385 0.071i92 
l) . !.6 15'• 0.38462 0. 23077 
0 . 0 0.07692 0 .15 385 
o.u 0.53846 0 . 0 
0.0 o.o I . OOOrJLl 
o.n 0.)8t.62 0 . 0 
0 . lJ 0.0 0 .0 
(a) 
NORMALIZED FLOW-BETWEEN COST CHAR7 >. 6500000E 02 
A B c D E F 
0 . 0 0 . 2308 0. 6923 0 . 3846 o. 15)8 0 . 0769 
0.2)08 0 . 0 0.0 0 .7692 0 . )8t.6 o. )077 
0 . 692 3 0.0 o.o 0 . 0 0.07 69 0.1538 
0 . )846 0.7692 o.o 0.0 0.5385 0.0 
0 .1538 0. 3846 0 . 071i9 0 . 5385 o.o L. 3846 
0 . 0769 0 . )077 0 . 1538 0 . 0 L.3846 o.o 
0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0 0.0 0 . 5385 1.0000 
J. (j 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0.0 
0. 5JR .. n 
l . OllflOv 




0 . 0 
u.o 
0 . 5385 
L.OQOO 
0 . 0 
LAYOUT 
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\)ST 4 7 . 
A A A 
A A A A A A 
A A A A A A C C C 
A A A A A C C C C 
A A A A A C C C C 
A \ A A A C C t C 
E f. E E E F f F F f f G G G G G 
E E E E E f f F F f F G C G G ~ 
(a) E E E E E f F F F F f G G C G G 
E E E E E F f f f f F G G G G G 
D D D D D f f F F F F C G G G G 
D D D D D B B B B G G G G G 
D D D 0 D B B B B 
D D 0 D D B B B B 
D D D D D B B B B 
D D D D D B B B B 




A A A A A A 
A A A A A A C C C 
A A A A A A C C C C 
A A A A A A C C C C 
A A A A A A C L C C 
E E E E E F f F F F F 
E f. f. E E F F F F F F 
E E E !:: E f f f F F F 
EEJ:f.E F • r FF 
B B B B B f r r F • 
B B B B B C G G C G 
B B B B B c; c; G G r; 
B B B B B r: ~ I. G G 
D D U D D 1; i; G G i; 
D D 0 D D ~ G G G 
IJ 0 D D [) (, ,; I_. c; I 
D D D D D 
D D D D D 
0 :> D D J 





A A n A A A C C 
A A A A A A ~ C C C 
A A A A A A C C C C 
A A A A A A C C ~ 
E E E £ E F F f F F F 
E E E E E F F f F • 
E E E E E f F F i F F 
F. E E E E F ~ r F F F 
B B B B B F r r F F 
B S B B B G G G C C 
B il B R 3 G G C G ~ 
B B !l B B G ;; G r; ,; 
D D D D D C G G t: '· 
0 D !) D D G G G G G 
D 0 0 D D G G G ~ ~ 
rJ JODD 
) D D D D 
il D D D D 
THE ORDF.R r) f PLACEME~T WAS f. F B D C t: A 
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XI . APPENDIX II : PLANET AND OPDEP PRINTOUTS 
FOR RONKO MANUFACTURING EXAMPLE 
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A. PLANET Output for Ronko Manufacturing Example 
... . :" ' -
··'• .. . .. ;- n 
···i.. ... 
... ~ ., ..... ... 
1~· ·-
• • 1 -
.. -·-
" -
, ( ,, , .... 
( ~ ~ -- ... 
.. .. : .. 
:.":"' · u---
•• • 1 . ..... 
-i ... .. ,i .. - -. .. ~ :._ 
"'tl l 
• •• 1;.. 
., . 
... ,I _ 










:- :.. :1 
..; .. 
" •1 ••• 
"' 
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\L v:::~ ,: 
" 
- - -o1 ~ ... 
., 
., 
... \: - .. ... . ,. :.:. .. ... 





















. ~ "· 
6~1 
0. I • , .. ,,_I 
_; \n. • ::::~ 





































·r:: ... v.;:.. 
t 
;.:;; .. 









































..: _..., ... 
. 
5. 






t • -• 
-
=~~:' 


















:--:i~ ~ ; .. 


















































~ ~ .. ~~: 








,.,, ,. ,. .. 
-· 
·-
. . . ...... . . . 
. 
1,,:1,.;,,,.._ • 









:;·;L .. \ 
..,._.,.'W'o/ 
" "'" ... J~ 
. .. 






,. r .• 
' 
, ... I 
' 
. ........ . •• J,. . 
.... .,, ........ 
. 
"~ ... ,., 


























1 {' r , ... r •, 












_.., __ ... 
' 















Q' ~ ••.• 
c.c~:~·v . vvl..t V ... .. ... "':..1 
. 
j 1)1,, ~ ...... 
. 
" 
iJ;; .v " 
-
... 





,,., .. , 
,. ,. ~ ... 
. c 






















, _ ....... 
\>\,_ .. ., 

















\,. v ......... 
'i--\1'#'•" 
-.... , ,. • I' 


















. ... ~ ....... 
. ' 
. -. 








































. ........ I. . . 
;>l =· 
·-~ -~ 
. . ....... 















































c •. ' : 
-.1.. .... . 
.... !wi ... 
. 
... .. ~ .. .. 
~v-~ V .. 
"'' 







.. . ~ 
:..:c:·: :~:~'C 
0CWC Ct CC 
. c 
~-





























'(" .. ,. 
,.e:. ·-,,. 
c cc:.~ 




... ...... \. 









































.... ,; .Cl • 
. 






. .. -.. --___ .... 
.. ... .. ~ 




. ~,~~::~·E :r .. ... ..... 
' . . ,~- · .... 








'I" J :J : I. 
'.ll J: 01. ; .. 
... ~· ,_ 
, . 
h , .. ,_ 
: i. 
J •• ,_ J: 




J. . .) .. "" 
J.: ... ! •: .. JI JI ... 
~· :3 .. ~ ,_ . -
'H ' . , 
'.l'.. -~ 
~ ~ 






"; , . 
~9 J9 ,. ; .. 
. 
•. !. •. I. I ' · 
• r"':.. .. , 
:s :5 · ~ • 1 ., 
. , "·'"7 .. 
:1 :.s • J .. / .. 
i:: .~ 
:? ) ; ., -- .. , 
:s ' ' _., ... 
=~:: :.:.: ~ ?~A:£~8; -:- if~3 " :J ~~ .j:. -- ~·~ ~~ Jt, ~9 "· 1 .. .. l ,_ 
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B. OPDEP Output for Ronko Manufacturing Example 
c ~:- ·::: . . : 
;ac:::: 
.. __ ,...,, -.... -- .... 
• : ;h. :-. :: ; ::~ . J 
~, ;"" ... : ... .; .. . 
!.{ . .. ,. - .... .., ... 
"'I. t ~ . .. ..l :" 
..... '"-.. .. -·~:: 
,... ___ ..,_,._ .. -- . .. ··-. . .... 
:" - · .. : 
. ~· 




A i , J 
:1 . 
·; .. . 
J 
~ .. 
" t • . , .. .· - .. :i 
' •i .. , : .. 
::v:-' . ,, ...... -,~ 
... : .. ... n1•~, ... .., l .... 
.. ..... --- .... -· ... _ ... ~ .. :-.: ... L • :.. :: 
.:-=-·~~==:::~~-~ ·- , .. h-. ~:-::~::\':' : :: •.J; ..: ::. : ~· ::· .-... __ ...... ---\·--::- .. :::-:: : ... : . .: ... ~; ·u- ,, f ..= o .. - - • ..,.I 
~- .. ~:. -:-~:::\ ,·· : ~ ··:-:~ .. ; ~ :o .'t ... 
::-:;::::~E:!£~r:; .; sn;:.L ~:I~ '\j: JF ·1:;: . ... - ... ··--·: ...... ·'. ' 
= :J 
= 
~ .... .:~J .: ~: :•: ' ... 
:c;:: 
... ---- ,,...r-.. ' .. . ·- -., -- " 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































' "' "' .. .: 
" ..;. - I 
"' '="" .. _ .... , ,,, ... 
. : .. "' "'' 
r~ : il ?:.j~~ 
' 
- ~ . . 
''! :-
:t 
'1 ;J .. ' .. ' .. L - .J ; . 
' 
3tiS::1E1f7' , _f; ,b 
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-........ - ... ... . -··'""' ........ .. . .. .. 
i 
~ 





.. , .... - .... ' ' ""!- .. , .... , , .. _ 
•• . :1 • .. .... :l ~1 • ' ( ••••.• • · •• ! ::::::::~?~~;::. 
:~-. ".'.'"~ ": : ~"'.' .: ::~ ~?.-~:::. 1: -·.~ ··~I ,,·•'~ -·. .. 'I!"':'°,.• == ~ •• ?. 
.. - -. -· ~ - ... -· .. ~ ~ . .. . . 
.. _ .. .... .... ........ ... ..... , ~ . ~· . _ ... _ ..... . . __ .., __ ,_ _ ,..,. ,.._,... 
~ ·:: .. :-::.. :. .w:9:: 
-·'. :...: . ...... ...... -........ .:!'1: - ~=-- . ::~ .. ... = 
... - '"'"""'' -- .... ,.- ... .. : ...... ... :: .. :v· :~ .iJ--
.... ,.., .... .... 
~- ... _ ... .,, .... . . . ... .. . , ~ "'-1,., 
-· • •r-•• ............ ... ... 
... 
. -.... . . .. '·· ~ - :.:: .~'~r; ::--
::::: ::::-;.:.: 
... . "' t - -i~­




.. tt • . l .. 1 
, .., 
•. L 
= < ••• '.J 
: ....... ~ 
J 
I. 
S Lt ~J :J 
-... 
. .. _.,..., _ 
•• :i ;,...J , 




.... . :1 
·-.. --. _..., , ..... -. ... .. :-. .., .... .. :::... :::; :. ~ ... 
... ",.,._ 
•• ;11 ..... 
'·-
:.J: .: 
.. - .... - .. ... ---· 
.... i .. : ... -
- . .... ,. . ... 
.. ........  _ ... __ ..., . - .... -..• 
. ···- ,. , ---· 
<'( •• : - - • • 
... ,.. . --~- ... ,..l"t .. -.. .. ..... - .. 
• • • - ·· '4 
-· ..... ,.._,._..., 
::.;;1 , • J~ • :...:. 
. -... -.... 
.. :..::. t .. 
1 72 
..... " . . , .' 
l .., ,.. 
'1 -·-
~ ,..,,.., _ ... 
:; <. .•• - -.... ,..-., ... . .. :.~ . 
........... 
, ,1j .. i 
' • 'l,. ·-
___ ... _ ... _··-·· 
-· : • - ••• ~1 .. - :.: 
. ., ,, .. 
. ...... 
... . .. -- ... -.. -- ';: ... 
''· :-..... - .. ....... .. .. . . , . 
'·· 
17 3 


















c11;.r:it.c -;-c r.: ::;: o Nr ;.c 
c11."l r.:.:.c1cr' ~: 1 ::; 11::cr:r· ~ :: i , imwrr.:< ::: > 
CHAr:!'lCTcr.: :::10 t~~:rr~DT (::; : 
Cl IAr~;.CTCR ·:, ::; ;.:: r~::u ( :5 ) 
Cl IAF:ACTER ::·:- rm1 ( -~ i 
HITCCER tmr.:r·, C f\f'~J' ~JWCH\ , : 1~·f\ :i T 
I !HEGER NrLOWS C::; > , UCL <:::; ; 
HITEGCR F'l li!'1:c. sr:.cc 
IIHECCI'\ PQT Y, ur·ti 
I NTCDEr: FWC ~ TWC ; 11 I>~ (:: ) 
I llT EGCR S 81Y I C: 7 '(, 1 H1VES 
RCnL Mcr,~ c 2:: . :::; : ,~ c :::;,:::; > 
r:ct1L COST 
r·11,·.sc=- o 
rEr.: r.: -2 
STr1CC - 1 
PCM ( l ) = 'rLOWS' 
C~LL GRS TRT : 40 ::il;l i 
er.LL C11CLO!": 
roRM/'1 T ( .~;::: ) 
ror.:M;,r c 12 : 
FOr: lit. T <I 1 l 
r ·1r\ t1t'\7 C;,::.s i 
ror::r1.-.-:-: ;, ::. o: 
rORMt1 T (I:: ) 
FOl'\MATCA3) 
Formr..r < I7: 
FORMATCr7 . :; ) 
rOF-a11'\TC l X > t.:::o) 
FORHAT<1 x ,r: , ::; ~, :1 i 
rORHAT ( 1 X ri;1::; : 
rorrnt'IT<1x. Il> 
rom1l'lrc 1 x .-.1 0 ~ 
rDF:M1H ( 1 X, I: ) 
rcrmA T < 1 )(,.;1:;,::;x ; ~,:::; > 













roRMAT < 1 x, : < I ?,2x>. r7.3.2 c :x, r:> ~ 
FORHAT C 1 x ,2~cr10 . 3,2~>> 
FORHATC1X, I 7> 
FORMAT<lX,FlO.:;) 
Co~ll CL EAR 
r·RINT * 





rF"\ I ilT 
F'F: INT 
r·rUNT 
* t' SELECT TAS K FROM T HE FOL LOWING! ' 
* '1• I ..., 
* f I 
PF\It!T :!: 
1 . IlWUT GENEF"\r-1L DATt!1 - WCr\l~SHECT r- i....OW3 1 
:. I NrUT rL OWS DATA WO RK3HECT ~LOWS : 
..., • c.;LCUL.;Tc rr\OH/TO Cl IA!\T . 
4 . E:~ IT FLOWS' 
PR I NT tr' INPUT SELECTION NUMDER AND PRCSS <RC TURN:' 
r.:Er-oD < >~, 3 l MS 
Ir (M S .EQ, l l GO TO 105 
IF <MS . EQ. 2) GO TD :;oo 
IF CMS .EQ . ::; ) GO TO ~00 




c,'.,LL w.1rrn < Icrm > 
r·R IlH *, · cr'r' or.: : rnr-r:or·u.: SEi....CCTIOl~ 1w;~::; c:-: ci;1cr::::r: • ! • · • 
GO TO 10 1 
1:~ CALL CL E AR 
CALL TF\ I ~WAC 
r ·Rnn *• ' rnr·ur THE 11At1c or THC rAc :ur .· Tc r:c ::::c:rc,:c :: 
r·r:INT * 1 • Atm Pr.:css ::r.:ETur;N ~ • • 
Cr.ill DUSF't.tC 
Pl\ I!IT i,I( , . NOT[; Liii!i or : c CH.:.Ri!.CTCl"\3 . , 
r! [~;D ( lt. , 1 ) NF r-1C 
11 0 CALL HDCACSTAC Er NrAC1PGM > 
P fUilT :!: y 'rnPUT '(OUr\ CLi!.38 DESIGIJ rnou r t~Ul'-:BC:-', 
r-r.: rtH >::, • Atm r·r:c:: ::r.:cn; r:::;:: • ' 
r: E1~1[1 <::: ,::::) GF:F' N 
11~ U.LL llDOl'l(S 7:-.GCd~rAc. r·cM ) 
C o~LL T RISl' o"lC 
PR INT )~ ... DH:r.: Ti IC NUMBCi\ or ti ::::tl:C:-\C :;: N :::::.;r: . 
Pl\INT ):: y, DESIOi~ or.:our· .~.N!) r-r:c::: ::: -f>[TG!i:;~:: • , 
r.:cr:.ri < 1.:, z' NGro:r· 
11 l DO 117 r ~ 1 . NG~r 
s.~ LL 1 rnc.~, < s1 .~.cc , m- .~ • .::. r·c:t' 
176 
er.LL rr: I :r·Ac 
! 1 s For;M.:1 H 1 x, , DHCI"\ Tl 1c 1~.;Mc ::ir cr.:aur· Mc11r;cr; 1 !:::J. , , : : ; 
PR I NT 118, I 
PRINT *•' AND PRES: :RETURN~ . · 
CALL DU SPAC 
PR I NT *. I NOTE : LI Ii IT o r 1:: Cl l?.R,;cTcr.:s. , 
REr'\D <*•4> NHGRP CI> 
117 cornrnuc 
1 ::!O Cr'\LL HD G.~ (ST .~GE, Nn.c , f'GI!) 
CALL TRI SF'AC 
PR:rtn *,, CNTU\ Ti IE tlUMr:Er\ or PRODUCT: TO r:c , 
r-r: rnT *' ' MANUr t'.CTURCD .;T n:c r?.c :::urr tJNDCR' 
PR r NT ~', ' DES r GN 1itrn r·r.:cs::; <r.:cTurw> . ' 
RC~D <*• 3 > NPRDT 
1:1 DO 1 ~3 I = l rN f'RDT 
CALL HDG?. (STAGE, Nr AC, r·c11 ) 
CALL rru:r·r ..c 
1 :~ FOr:ttl'\T ( 1 )~' ' CN TCr: Tl IC N.;H [ or r·:.oDt.:CT IW . • 'I 1 ; 




1- . '"'" 
1 
PR I NT *•' AND PRCSS ( RCTURN> . ' 
CALL DUSF'AC 
PRirH *• 'tJOTC : LIMIT OF 10 Cllf'1R?.CTC:-:: . ' 
RE~D <* •5 ) NMf'RDT Ci l 
CON Trnuc 
CALL HDGACSTAOE rNrACrPON ) 
CALL TF:ISP1'1C 
rr,rnT ~:, • CNTEr.: THC tiurrnc R or :.:om~cEt~r ::: r::: rnr.: ocr·-:-: • • 
r·r,rnT *,' rn 71 IC r?.C I L::: 7 '.' u;~:JCR rn:::;:::c;~ niW pr.;;:::;: ' 
F'R I IH *. ' ::r.:ETUr'N ~ • ' 
~CAD Ct, : > NWCT~ 
DO 1:0 I - i, uwcr:: 
c;,LL HDG•. c :T:.cc , 111.;c, r·o,;; 
CALL DUCP,·,c 
Forrn:1 T< 1 >:, · e1nc r, 111c i~ti11c or i.::;m :ccrrTcr.: ;;c . 
F'Rii!T 137 1 I 
r·ra1n t. ' .~ND r·r-css .: r,c-:-ur.:;< ~ • • 
CALL ous:-·,;c 
t'l"~H IT :::, ' NOTE : LI;1IT or 1S Cll1'1R,;c-:-cr.:::: •. 
~:Et.:1 (::. r ~ l W1WH:::::) 
cnLL rr:r:r:.c 
PR Hn * t , CNTCr.: ?1 rII.'[ :11.:,f\,;CTCr.:' or.: LCSC, ,;r.:;r.::::•; :::.-. -;-::::.. 
Pr;Iln ::: . ' L A::cL ror; THC t.r:cvc 1.:::-,1.::::::::r::::-, ,'.,:· ,. 
r·rnrn *'' r·r:css ::r:c Turw:: • ' 
RC~D <*• 7 > ABNMWCI> 
CONTillUE 
F'Hl"lSC 1 
or·cil ; UtH T=: • r I LE=' GEIL [I f., T , ' r;r·c- • j~[W , '(;I sr· ~ ': ·: ::::-· . , 
FORH=' FO~M~TTCD'~ 
WRIT[ <1r:6: Nr~c 
wr: I TC (::.. ::-- ) om··~!, IWl~f' 
:ic ;.::;.:. r "'" 1 .. ~sr.: r· 
151 
177 
WRITE <1 ,28) NMGRPCI> 
CONTINUE · 
WRI TE ( 1 , 29) NPRDT 
DO 15: I = l • NPRDT 
WRITE C1v30) NMPRDT CI) 
CONTI NUE 
WRITE c1,z11 NWCTR 
DO 153 I = l rNWCT~ 
WRITE Clr3: ) NMWTRCI)rADNMW<I > 
153 CONTINUE 
CLOSE CUN IT= 1 > 
GO TO 100 
300 OPEN C UNIT=2rTYPE= ' NEW 'r DISP='KEEP ' ,rILE~· rLOUS . DAT'• 
1 FORM=' FORMATTED ') 
DO 310 I = l rNPRDT 
CALL 1 rnG.~ c STAGE, rJr,'.1C, PG M > 
CALL DU::;PAC 
: o 1 Fo rm AT c 1 x, • rr.:oDucT: • ri:11 o i 
PR INT 301 rNMPRDT CI > 
C1"'iLL DUSr·.~c 
PRH!T * v • DHCR THC NO . or ItHErwEr·Ar.:MC1HriL rL..ow::; · 
PF: rnT :-1: , • Assoc I.Herr w ITH Tl-IC A::o'-'E r·r-GDUCT · 
PRINT :i<, • MW Pr.: css ::r.:ETur,~J> . • 
READ C* r 6) NFLOWS CI > 
WRITE c:r33> NM PRDT <I lr NFLOWS CI : 
310 CONTI NUE 
DO 320 I = lr NPRDT 
DO 325 J = 1 , NFLOWSCI > 
CA LL HDGACSTAGCrN FACrPGM / 
CALL DUsr·Ac 
::1 FORMA TC:X . 'rRODUCT! ' rAlO: 
:22 For.:MAT < : x, · rnTErrncr·ARiliCNTAL rL::iw rm .: • . :r: / 
C1~L L Ct10PEI! 
CA LL MOVC C O . O . ~C . 0) 
C~LL DRnW C 130 . 0 . ~8 . 0 ) 
C~LL DR AWC1:c . o . 76 . 0) 
C~LL DR~W C C. 0 ·7&.0l 
C~LL DR~w :o . o. ~S.0) 
C()LL HCH iC 
CALL C~'ICLC::; 
cr-1LL nnsr .. "'ic 
C.:iLL nnsPr-1c 
CtiLL DUSf'AC 
PRHH :::1 , ~J:1 f'f~DT \I> 
PRINT 32'.:!t.J 
Cr:lLL nus r··AC 
PRINT 1,(7 -rem il l[ ~.r:: C'J[ r-r:ODUCT,TL C:.J :: ::TC:-\ ii·::: 
PRINT tr' NUMCCR or UNITS rE~ r~OD~CT . . 
r.:E~1[1 C Jl( , S: PQTY 
r rnr T ::'. 
rT: I1H ::; , . r em Tl I[ ~ . [:O'JE Pr.:0::1UC7 .T LOW G'Tcr.: -:-11:::. 
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PRINT; ,• UNITS rcR MOVE . ' 
f\EAD ( ~:, 8 > UPM 
F'f\INT >:( 
Hn NT *,, FOF'.: Tl 1E ABOVE Pr.:oriucT 1 FLCW EtnEr' THE · 
PRINT* '' MOVE- COST PER FOOT, ' 
F'.:Ef'.lD C ~' , 9) MCF 
CALL HDG ACS TA GErNrAC1PGM> 
Cf-1L L DUSF'r-.C 
CALL CMOPEN 
CALL MOVE <O . c. ~c.O ) 
CALL DRAW C 130. o.~a. o : 
CALL DRAW C130 . 0 , 7l . C> 
CALL DRAW (O.Oi7l .0 ) 






PR I NT 321 r NMPRDT CI ) 
PRINT 3:22rJ 
C(.'-iLL Tr\ISF''AC 
PF:IM T *, ' etnrn THE n urrncr;: or THC wor.:1 ~ ccrnc1: · 
F'F.: INT *,, Tl IE r..r:ovE f'r\0[1UCT /rL:J l~ DEr'1~1 f"(7' C • . 
READ < *, 2 ) FWC 
CflLL TRISPAC 
PRINT * , I ENTEF'\ THE NUMBEF'\ or THC wor.:J(CC!nrn . 
Pr.: 1 i ir ~; , • THE M:OVE PriODUCT / FLOW E1ncr~c . • 
RE(\D < *, 2 ) TWC 
WRITE c2,:4> rnrv,urM . McF,rwc, T~c 
3:5 CONTINUE 
:20 CONTINUE 
CLOSE ( UN IT== :!) 
F'liliSC=2 
GO TO 100 
5 0 0 or·EN< UNIT=- 1·, rILC--' GCN .DAT ' rT'ff'E= ' OLD' ,DISf'..::' l\ CCP . ,, 
1 FDRM= 'FORMA~TED ' ) 
or·EtH UN 1 T= 2, FI L C= TLows . DAT · , rrr·c= · 0 L::1 • , ri r ::r·- · 1\ GT • , 
1 FORM '::: , Fom11-H TCD ' ) 
OPEN (UN IT::.::: IF I LE= I rF~OMTO . [1.;r , , T'r'r'C :;.;. , NEW . ' [i I sr·.::. ' l([cr . r 
1 FORM= 'FORMA TTCD ' l 
READ ( l r26) NrAc 
f'\EA[1 ( 1 , 27) Gr\F'N, fWl\P 
DO ::;01 I = 1 rNGr\F' 
501 F'.:EM1C 1 , 28 >tJMGf\F' CI) 
r.:E t'\D ( 1 , :~) MN\DT 
DO 5 0 2 I = 1 r NrRDT 
READC1r30>NMPRDT ! I) 
50 :2 RE ADC2133lNMrRDT CI ) rNrL OW3CI ) 
READ < 1, 31 > Nl:JCTr: 
DO 5 C: I = l~ NWCT~ 
!~ 
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503 READ!1 t3 ::! ) NMWTR CI J iABNMWCi l 
CLOSE CUNIT::.- 1 ) 
i)O 504 I =1 , 25 
DO SO::i J =1 r ::!5 
A ( I :· J ) =O • (; 
B (1 , J) :::O . ·:> 
505 COtlT INUE 
::i04 CONTINUE 
CALL HDGA C ST~oc .Nr~c ,rGN> 
C~ILL DUS P1~1C 
::i 06 FO~MATCl X r ' CNTER RCQUI~CD NUM CCR OF ' rAlO) 
507 FO~MAT C6Xr'TO DC MANUrACTURCD. 'l 
DO 508 I = 1. ~rRDT 
PRINT SOl,NMr~DTCI > 
r·RINT 507 
READ <*•8> MI XC il 
WRITE C 3,3l ) Ml ~ CI> 








[IQ 510 I = l rNr~DT 
DD 315 J =l rNFLOWS ( l ) 
READ( 2,34 )PQTY1UPM1Mcr,rwc. rwc 
QTY = PO TY * MI X< I> 
NMVES= INT CQTY/UPM > ~ 1 
COST= NMVES * MCF 
A< FWC r TWC >=AC FWC r TWC >+ COST 
C<FWC r TWC> =BCFWCr TWC >+CO ST 
CONTINUE 
CONT I iWE 
DO 3 ::!7 I =lrNWCTR 
DO ::i::!l I(:; 1, NWCTr\ 
WRITE c:~ :;- > r:c r , 1·:: 
CON TINUC 
CLOSE(UNIT =: > 










F\EAL F'AR < 10 ) 
REAL F'ARF' Cl O> 
REAL BINTC4lr BORD C4 > 
REAL NOTCHC4r4>rARCAC3) 
REAL CDH2 l rPOC2 r3l , rTC25r2'.:i > 
REAL CF <2>rNF C4 v4> , Pr<2 ,3J ,Dr C4l 
REAL OLD (2 , 2l 
I NTEGER GRF'N , NGF\F', NPRDT, 1 IWCTf\, NCL 
I NTE GER TN,TYr DIR 
INTEGER TNF'rTYP,TPLAC,F'H 
INTEGER NBF'0 (2) 
INTEGER SCRCF 
CHARACTER * 20 NFriC 
CHARACTER* 15 NMGRP C5l r NMWTRC2'.:i ) 
CHARA CTER * 10 NMF'FWT C 5 ) , L[:L 
CHARACTER *10 LDLF' 
CHARACTER * 7 F' GM <4 J 
CHARACTER* 5 ABNMWC25 l rWAL ( 4 J 
CHARACTER * 3 PO L<: > 
WAL< 1 l ='NORTH' 
WALC2J= 'SOUTH' 
WAL C3J =' EAST' 
WAL( 4) =I WEST , 
POLC l l= ' F'OC ' 




IST P.rn !: l 
ISEL=O 
JPLAC ·'=O 
SINCH= .3585771 658 
C~LL GRSTRT C4 051 , 1~ 






FORMAT C 1 )(, ri20 i 
roRMAT C1X. I:, 5x, r1 l 
FOf\MAT C 1 X• ~~15 ) 
FOF\MATC 1 X, Il ) 
r Of\Mri T ( 1;(' .~. 1c) 
































fOR MAT C1XrA15 • 3X,A5 ) 
FOf\MAT ( !2 > 
FORMAT C 1 ~ . I 2,5~,A15,3X ,I2 > 
FDRMAT CI1> 
FORMATC1x. 11.sx, 12,5x , A10) 
FORMATC1X,2 CF10.3r3X), F1 C.3 ) 
F8RMATC1 X,10F10.3 ) 
FORMATC2r1 0 .31F5.2) 
FOF:MAT C1X1F4 . 1 ) 
FORMATCF7.3 i 
FORMATClX125 CF10 . 3r2X >> 
FORMATC1Xf4 CF10 .3r2X) ) 
FORMATC1X , ::!Cr10.3r2X) ) 
FORMAT C ~ X1 2 C I1,2X) ) 
FDRHATC1Y.,3CF10.3,::!X )) 
FORMATC1Y.r F1 0 .3) 
GO TD 89 
I NITI ALIZE PROGRAM 
OPENC UNIT=lrFILE='GCN.DAT'rTYrE = ' OLD '• 
DI SP='KEEP '•FDRM =' f ORMATTED '> 
OPENCUNIT=2,F I LE=' WCEN .D~T 'r TYPE=' NEW ' , 
DISP=' KEEP ',FDRM=' FDRMATTED ') 
OPENCUNI T=3rF ILC= 'DORD .DAT ' rTYPE=' NEW ' , 
DI SP= 'KEEr ' ,FORM=' FORMATTED' ) 
DPENCUN IT=13 vFILE=' FROMTO . DAT ' rTYPE= ' OLD ' , 
DI Sr =' KEEP' rFORM=' FOR MATTCD ') 
OPEN CUHIT: B,FILC= ' WOR KOUT . DAT 'r TYrC=' NCW'r 
DISF'= 'KEEP' • FOF;;ti -= ' FOf\MATTED ' i 
F:CA[1 ( 1 r 1) NF AC 
RCAD C1r2 l GRPNtNGRP 
DO 7~ I = 1 rNORP 
READ C1 , 3 ) NMCRP CI > 
RE~D Cl . 4) NPRDT 
DO 77 I ~ l rNrRD T 
f\ G 1[1 C 1 , 5 ) i'IMf'R DT <I l 
RE AD ( 1 v6 ) i'IWCT~ 
DO 73 I = 1 , r ~wcn: 
f\EAD ( 1r7 ) t!MWTi".: ( I ), ;,[:flMW ( I : 
CLOCE CUNIT:: l i 
KNUt1 :::: NPrrnr + ( llF'R!H :l{i~WCTr: ::·:~ ~JCTf\; 
DO 7 9 1\ 1 ~ 0 = 1, Nf'.' F\[IT 
7? READ c1: . s > LELP 
DO S·:> KK I ., 1 , NW CTR 
DO 85 KK ir= 1 r NWCTR 
READ C 13 • 22 ) r T <1~ 1'1, l ~ l':H·) 
85 COfHI NUE 
80 80!iTI NLJ C 








CO TO 10 ::. 





1 0 1 
CALL Tr\Isr·Ac 
PRWT *,I rnr·uT THC NUtlOEF.; OF rr\C'v'IOUSL y DCSIGllG!. 
prn NT :~, ' wor• : ~cc1nn.: s AND r-r::css :: r,cr:: ' 
READ *'NPD 
I F <NPD , [Q , 0) GO TO l 5 
I STr~R T = tWD I· 1 
OPENCUNIT=2 rr ILC= ' WCCN . DAT '> TYF' E=' OL D'• 
1 DISf'=' KECP ', rO~M-= 'FORM~TTED '> 
or· EN< UN I T=o . r I LE-=' wor:1~ouT . nr-. T • , r:r·c= ·OLD • ~ 
1 DI Sf'='KCEr'. rQRM=' rORMATTED ') 
QPENCUNIT=3 .r ILC~' BO~D.D~T'. TYPE='CLD', 
1 DI SP='KEEP 'r FORM=' FQ~MnTTCD' : 
QPEN <UNIT= 1,rILC='GCN . D~T 'r TYrC~ ' CLD ', 
1 DISP= ' KEEP'rFQRM= 'rQ~HATTED '> 
QPEN <UH IT=13 rrILE=' rRQMTQ.DAT ' r TYf'C=' QL~ , 
1 DISP='KCEr ',FQRM= ' FQRMnTTED') 
DQ 95 I = 1, Nr·::i 
REA D ( 2 , 9) Kl ~, rmWTr\ (Kl') • NEL 
READ ( 3 ,9 ) 1\ l ~ rlmWTR CKI~) rNEL 
REA D (8,6> NEL 
F\EAD C 2 , 6) IS 
REA D C 3, 6) IS 
IF <I S . GT . M~X~C ) M~XSC = r: 
Nr\EC = llEL ~ 3 
~ff:CCA = IJEL :r. 4 
DO ? 1 II ~ l rNRCC 
F:CAD' 2, ~ > :_nu· 
(IQ 92 II ~ 1 1NRCCA 
RE.;D < 8 : ~ > U :!...r· 
DO 93 II - 1~17 
READ (315~ L!::L.r· 
cmiTrnuE 
GO TO 70 
MAil-J WQr\KCC!lTEr\ LQQf' 
DO 100 I = :STARTrNWCTR 
SCf\EF =1 
CAL L CLEAr\ 
CALL HD Gi-:. \ r·1 i, lffAC, POM) 
C~1LL DU SF'AC 
PR I NT 11::. , I .tlMWTr\ <I ) 





PRINT *, , IN r·uT THE NUMBER OF CLCMC!'T: 10 
PF.: INT *, ' BC PLACED . IN THE ABO VE WiJRl\CErlTCR 
PRINT *'' AND Pr.:Ess ·<RETURN> . ' 
READ <*•8 >NEL 
WRITE C219 JirN MW TR <I >r NEL 




DO 150 J l<I ·· lr-1 
DO 151 IJK = 1 r4 
151 NO TCHCIJK,JJ( I ) = 0 . 0 
150 CONTI NUE 
[10 1 :::; : Jl\I - 1 , ::: 
15:::? A~EA C Jl\I) =O . 0 
OrCNCUNIT=11, FI LE='T l . DAT 'r TYPC= ' NCU ", 
1 DISP='KCcr ·, roRM=' FORMATTCD 'J 
CLOSE ( UNIT=l 1 ) 




DO 350 J = l 1i:EL 








:::?05 I F CIPLAC .EQ. 0 ) GO TO :10 
IF CIPLAC . EQ . 1 ) GO TO : 40 
I r <I rLAC .[Q, :::?) co TD ::o 
Ir CIPLAC . oc . :::> GO TO :io 
21 0 
FH\ST TEMP : r.:EDr.:A W DYF·ASS 
CALL FRAHECSCRErr XA,Y A,CTEr > 
CALL rRri11E(, ( scr.:CF, :~A, YA, crcr j 
IF CirL AC . CO. 1 ) GO TO :50 
GO TO :::; 
r.:EDRAW f\OUTINE 
::o OPENCUNIT=ll,rILC=' Tl . DAT 'r TYrC- 'OLD 'r 
1 DI SP= 'KCEP ' , rD~M~ FORM~TTCD ' ; 
CA LL rRAMC<SCRcr. xA .Y~ .3T[~ ~ 
CALL FRAMEACCCRcr, xA. ~A.STCP ) 
[IQ 2:1 jj ~ 1 , r rLAC 
r::E1\D ( 11, 11 ) TYF' . nw , U :Lr· 
RCAD1ll r1: > ~~.~r ,R~ 



















CALL r.: Dr.: AW ( X1'1r y;i , TYr , Tiff . :: r·. ff• . r.: r·' r;,r.r 'LDLP' c ::: ;i ... . 
:21 CONTrnuc 






"~ ' - -c. 
,., ,..,_ __ 
.., __ 
~ .; .;;) 
IF CJrLAC .GT. 0) GO TO 500 
IFCIPLAC . Ea . 2) GO TO :2: 
rr <IPLAC .EQ. 3) GO TO 24: 
IF CIPLAC . Ea . 4 ) GO TO 250 
SELECT TE MF'Lf"ITE TYr·E 
CALL FSf'AC 
F'FU tH * r ' SELECT TEMF'LATC TYP E AND PF.:ESS ·~RET ~· . ' 
Pr: INT * PRINT *' , 1. GENEf\AL CH(:,r·c TEMPLATE . , PRINT * 'J I 2 . PLANPRINT MACI 1rnc 
REA D '*•10) TY 
rr (TY . Ea. 1) co TO ~:?5 
It CTY .ca . ,.., . - J GO TO :?:: 
CA LL CLE r.r.: 
CALL WAR N< I CR F.: > 
F'f.:INT *, , cRr.: o r.: : MUST AN:wcr.: 1 or-
CAL L Tr.: I Sf' AC 
GO TO 2::.!4 
MCN UA - Gm e r.: AL SHAr'E TCMr·u.TES 
c riLL MEMUl'I ( r·m1) 
REr1D < *, C > Tll 
IFC!PLAC .ca. O~ GO TO ::7 
IPLr,C --= 3 
IF<T N .ca . 1 ) GO TO :::::~ 
Ir CTN .ca . 2 ) CALL RECTA <r~R rLLL > 
IF CTN . Ea . 3 ) CALL DRCCTA CPARrLCL > 
GO TO 2 05 
CALL SQUAREA<r"~Rr LDL J 
GO TO 2 05 
IPU'~C .:. 1 
GO TO ::.!28 
MEi lUE: - MACHI 1.JE TEMf'UHCS 


















RE,;D <*•8> Ti~ 
IF < IPLAC , EQ . 
IPLAC = 3 
GO TO ::!05 
I PLAC = 1 
GO TO ::?05 
0 l GO ro 
PLACE NEW TEMPLATE 
...,...,.,, .__ , 
IF < I PL~C . GE. :::!l GO TO :::!20 
CALL FRAHE <SCREF r XArYA rSTEr > 
CALL FRAHEACSCREFr XA r YAr STEr > 
CALL FSPAC 
PRINT tr'INPUT X-COORDINATEr ~ COORDI N;.TEr AND ' 
PRINT *,,ROTATION FACTOR SCF'Ar\ATED f!Y cm1:~;.s. , 
READ<*rl41 Xr YrR 
IF CIPLAC . EQ. l l GO TO :::!1 0 
IPLAC = 4 
GO TO 205 
END LOOP OPTIONS 
CALL RDRAW CXArYAr TYrTNrX1~rRrPARrLDL rS INCH > 
CALL FSPAC 
PRINT tr'SELECT OPTION AND PR ESS :RET: 
PRINT * 
PRINT tr' 1. rLACCMCNT APP~OVCD, ' 
PRINT ll:, ' : • TEMPLATE t1 DJUS TMEiH i-JE[[1[~ . ' 
F'F:INT .·:~ r ' ::: • rncm:::r.:::E r RAMC Hr\Ei", . ' 
RE AD Ch 10 ; ISEL 
IF CI SCL ,[Q . 1 > GO TO :oO 
I F <ISCL ,[Q, :::! ) GO TO 270 
Ir <ISEL .EC. 3 ) GO TO :co 
CALL CLC Ar:: 
C14LL WAr\N( I Erm> 
PR I NT *• 'CRRO~: MUST SCLCCT 1, ~. CR : . 
GO TO :~: 
C PLnC EMENT APPROVED 
c 
:00 ISCL - -:: 
ISKI M ::: 3::·:;·:..r.c 
OPCN C UNIT=lls~ILC='Tl.DAT 'r TYrc~' OLD' r 
1 DI sr·= · t~cE: · . :-arm""' rcr~ 11 • ..-:-Tcr ' > 
IF , IrLAC .LC. ll GO 70 : G" 
DO 2 61 IS =l 1 I31~ Ht 








W~ITC <l l r l: l x , y ,R 
WRITE C11.1: ) cr~R < JK ),JK= lrl Ol 
CLOSE< UNIT=ll i 
IF'U~C = 2 
TF'LAC =TF'L AC ·I 1 
GO TO 350 
RErLACE TEMr LATE 




IF ( IF'LAC • [Q •. 1) GO TO ::?40 
GO TO 240 
DOUCLE FR~ME ARC~ 
ISEL = 0 
!OLD = SCf'.:EF 
SCREr = SCREr 11 
XCP=C 130 . 0*SCREF J/:. o 
XOLD=C lJO.O~IOLDl / :!. O 
YCP=ClOO . O*S:Rcr 11: . o 
YOLD=C100.0*IOLD: : :.o 
DX= XCP- XOU1 
DY=YCP-Y OLD 
X=X +DX 
Y=--Y : DY 
IFCJPLAC .ca . 0) GO TO :!C6 
BORD Cl ) BC~DCl> IDY 
BO RDC: l = LORDC:!li DY 
EORD C: > = EO~r .:1: cx 
BORD C4 l DORD C4) ~D~ 
Ir UJOTCH 0 d ) . [Q. C) GO TC 
NOTCH ( :! d > = ilOTC: I ( : tl) } D>: 
NOTCIH 3 r1) = NOTCI I ( : ~ 1) I-DY 
IF CNO TCIHl, ;:!) .EG. 0) CC TO 
NOTCHC2,:J = NOTCHC:,: >+ DX 
IF CIPLAC .EQ. 1: GO TO 210 
NOTCH< 3, 2 J = NOTCH C:,: H DY 




NOTCHC2r3l = NOTCHC:!r3)+DX 
NOTCHC3r3) = NOTCHC3r3JtDY 
IF (NOTCH ( 1 , 4) . EQ. 0) GO TO :aw 
NOTCH(2,4> =- NOTCHC2r4 J +r1:~ 
NOTCH ( 3 r 4 ) = tlOTCH (:, 4 l ·l [I '( 
OPENCUNIT=llrrILE='Tl.DAT ' rTYPC=' OLD ', 
DI SP=' KE Er· · , FOR11= • FOF.:MATTED • > 
OPENCUNIT= l2rrILE=' T:!.D~T'1TYF'C ~' HE~ ', 




DO :81 l~I (= 11 TPLAC 
READ<11 , 11 l TYP, TNr 1LBLP 
READC11v12lXPvYrrRP 
f"\ EA D C 11 , 13 ) C P M\J::• C J I ~ ) ,JI\::: 1 , 1 0 ) 
XP=XP+D ){ 
YP=YP+DY 
PARPC7> - rARPC 7) i DY 
PARP ( 0) ::: PARf"' C 8 ) I· DY 
Pl"1RP<<?)::: PAf"\PC9) t· DX 
PAf"\PC10l = PAF".:P C10 ) t- DX 
WRITEC12r11>TYP1TNPvLBLP 
WRITEC 12r 12>XPrYPrRP 
WRITE< 12, 13 ~ < PAr\P C JI~) .JI"> 1 , 1 C) 
231 CONTINUE 
CLOSE CUNIT=11 ) 
CLOSE CUMIT=12 > 
OPEN<UNIT-= 11 rrILE::: ' Tl .Dl-1T ' r TYPE= ' l~EW', 
1 DISP= 'KCEP'1FORH=' FORM ATTCD ') 
OPENCUNIT=12rFILE=' T2.D~T ·. ~vrE= 'CLD ', 
1 DISP=' DELETC 'rFORM=' FORMATTCD ' ) 
DO 282 KK =1rTPLAC 
READ(12r11>TYrrTNr.LDLr 
READC12r12>XPrYf"'vRP 
F\EAD < 12, 13 > ( PAF\f'.' C JI<> 1 Jl ~::: 1 , 10) 
WRITE C11r1 1 ) TYP rTNPr LDL P 
WRITE C 11. 1 2 lXP1YP ~ Rr 
WF.:I n: ( 11, 13) ( PAF:r· CJIO • JI > 1, l 0; 
202 CONTINUE 
CLOS[ C UIH T= 11 > 
CLOSCCUMIT=12> 
IF <JrLAC .GT . 0) GO TO 5C J 
GO TO 205 
C END OF ELEHCNT LOOP 
::::;o CDtlTI NUE 
WRITCC2i6) SCRCr 
WRITE C3vG) SCREr 
OPCN C UNIT = ll·rILC~' Tl .D~T' , TYrC=' OLD ', 
1 [I ISP=' t~ECP ' • ror:n '· ' r-ora;,:, TTCD ' ; 
DO 360 KK ::: lrNCL 
REnD<llrll) TYPrTNr . LDLr 
READC11,1:>XPrYPrRP 
RE !'.1 D ( 11 , 1 3 ) ( p M\f' ( JI ~ ) I J k " 1 , 1 0 ) 
WRITEC271l)TYPrTNPrLDLr 
WRITEC2rl:) ~p ,yp, Rr 
wr.:r TE (:, 13 ) ( PARf' (JI~ ) , Jl ~= 1 '10) 
360 COUTINUE 


















400 I I 
~500 
JPLAC ::: 1 
TPLAC = NEL 
OPEN CUNIT =ll ,F ILE=' Tl . DAT',TYPE= ' OLD ' , 
1 DISP= 1 KEEP',FORM= 1 fORMATTED ') 
READ C11r11>TYPrTNPrLBLP 
READC11112>XP,YPrRP 
f\E;U1 ( 11, 13) ( P~1rw ( j) v J = 1, 6 ) , ( BOr\D ( ::: j ) • I J = 1. 4 ) 
IF CNEL .EQ . ll GO TO 4~9 
DO 475 JJ = 2 rN EL 
READ C11 r1 1l TYPv TNP , LCLP 
READCl l, 12 ) xp,yp,f( p 
RE~\D( 11 v13) CPAr.;P(J),J= l rl) , CBIIHCIIlfI:;: 0.1 ,.i :-
IF rnrnr < 1 > • LE. rrnrrn cu / GG TO -170 
BORDCl l = BINT Cl) 
IF CBINTC2 ) . GE. BORD C2 l > GO TO 471 
BORD<2 > = BINTC2 > 
ff rnrnTC3) . LE. BOF\[1(3 )) GO TO 472 
BORD<3 > = BINTC3 ) 
IF CBINTC4> .GE . BORD C4)~ GO TO 47S 
BOF\D C4> = EINT C4 l 
CONTINUE 
CLOSE C UNIT=l 1 ) 
BOF~DER SCCMDH EX CH1~1NGE 
ff CJPLAC . [Q . 1) GD TO .... ,., r:-~-.., 
rr CJPLAC . EQ. 2 ) GO TO 33~ 
IF CJPL AC • EQ . 3 ) GO TO S4~ 
IF CJPLHC . EQ, 4) GO TO 547 
IF CJPLAC • EQ. 5) GO TO S75 
IF C JPL 1;c .EQ . 6) GO TC 580 
IF CJPL AC • EQ. 7) GO T8 38~ 
IF CJPU'.iC . EQ. 8) GO TO 600 
IF ( JF"LAC . EQ . 9) GCl TO , ...... ..., _..., 
IF < JPL ~1C , [Q. 10) 00 TO 635 
IF ( JF'LAC , [Q, 11> GO TO 650 
IF CJPLAC . EQ . 12) GO TO 675 
INITIAL BO Fm Er\ OP TIONS 
525 JPL AC =·2 
GO TO 220 





531 F'Fn NT *. 'scLCCT or·n 011 Mm r·r.Ess T\Cr • 
PR I NT ~,,I 1 . ACCEr·T rr:c UCTC! :CD BOr.Dc r;s . 
PR I NT :t: r' ::! • ADJUST F'R C:: - tWTCHCD I::Cf.DCr.:s. 
PR I NT *, ' 3 . rncr:E1A.\SC Fra,:1c .'lr.:c ;. . · 
RE ADC*r10) ISEL 
IF CI S EL . EQ . 1 ) GO TO 3 3 3 
I F CI S EL , [ Q , 2 ) GO TO 545 
IF <I S EL . EQ , 3) GO TO 365 
CALL CLE,!:\ F\ 
c.~LL W Ar~N ( I c rm ) 
Pr: HH >:<, ' crmor.: : 
CAL L WAFW ( I ERr.:) 
rr.:IN T * 
GO T O 5:1 
JF'LAC =- :3 
GO TO 5 00 
MUST INPUT lr - I .;) .
C I I::O: ~DJUST I::ORDCR 
c 
54 5 JPL~.C =- : 
S ·~it 
547 
CA LL I ID GP1 ( r ·H' r.w,:,c 'r·Gr: : 
CA L L Tr\ I SF' AC 
F'R INT *. , srcc Ir',' WllI CH r:orrn ER I:; TC nE ADJUS T CD. , 
F'R INT 1,: 
PR I NT ••• I ·~ ~ 
F' F.: I NT ~= y , 
PRINT ~(I I 
FT\I NT .. , '1• '} 
r.: EAD ( *, 10) 11r:t1DJ 
GO T O 300 
JPL1~1C = 1 
GO TO ::o 
JPL,·,c = 1 
1 . NOR TH 
M SOUTl l - · - EAST ~ · 
4. WEST 
<re:-·: . 
( 1::0T TOM ~I 
rnIGHT> ' 
< Li:rn ' 
CAL L r:or:DEr.: ( ~;., '((,, (:OR: 1, r;OTCI I t (,RCA , Sit~SI If PO) . 
CALL F SPAC 
IF CNBnDJ . Ge. :; GO TO 3~: 
PR I NT :ftr'SELCCT Tll[ r.rr;CC-:"I :Ji\ TllC ::o;:-~ :1 c :-; : : · 
PR I NT *''TO DE ~DJUSTCD: ' 
PR I NT* •' 1. ur · 
PF.; I NT t P ' ::! • DOW ll' 
F\EAD <*dO ) DIR 
I F mm .EQ . 1 ) GO TD 548 
IF <DIR , [Q, 2 ) GO TD 530 
CiC1 LL WAF.: M ( ICRF\) 
CAL:... WAF\ N ~ ICr.;r.:) 
GO TO 51\6 
348 F'F\Ii-H >f:, 'INPUT Tl IE ~ol10UNT OF UP WAF.: D ADJUSTMC::NT ' 
Pr: I NT ,;; • • •:r~ F\U1L :rnc1 IE S .~N D r·r;G:s .:: r.: CT:- . , 










s ;,[IJ=ADJ*SI NCH 
BORD <NBADJ )=DORD CNB nDJ > t SADJ 
GO TO 500 
550 PRINT *, 'I1ff'UT THC: AMOUtH OF DOW NWARD ADJUSTMC::H . 
PRINT *' ' IN REAL INCHES AND PRESS <RET> . ' 
READ <*•16 ) ADJ 
s nDJ =ADJ * SINCH 
BORD<NBADJ >= BORD CNBADJ l-SnDJ 
GO TO 500 
552 PRINT *' ' SELECT THE DIRECTION THE DORDC:R I S ' 
PRINT *r ' TO BE ADJUSTED. ' 
PRINT*•' 1. RIGHT, ' 
PRINT * • ' 2. LEFT. ' 
F\EAD C *, 10) DH\ 
IF CDIR .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 5 53 
If CDIR .EQ, 2 ) GG TO 554 
CALL WARN CIERR l 
CALL W1~RN C IC:RF\ i 
GO TO 5 46 
553 F'f\INT *,, rnruT THE AMOU NT or F.; IGHT oC1DJUST11CiH. 
PF.: INT *, • IN r.:EAL rncHES ;.1rn :=-r;Es::; :r;::r. · 
READ '*'16) ADJ 
SADJ = ADJ * SI NCll 
BORD C tH:< ADJ i = BORD < IH:MIJ) + SADJ 
GO TO 500 
554 PRINT * • ' INPUT THC ~MOUNT OF ~EfT ADJUSTMC~T I 





r::EAD C *, 1 6 > ADJ 
SA DJ ;::: (.:,[IJ ~: S INCI I 
BORD <NB~DJ )=BORD C NCADJl - SADJ 
00 TO 300 
!ED: DO UBLE FRAM[ 
JPl t'1C = 1 
GO TO 280 
NOTCH OPTIONS CNO; 
JPLAC = 6 
GO TO 220 
CALL [:ORDEr\ ( XA, YA 9 BOFW' NOTCH, Ar\E1:. , s I i~C H y r·D ) 
C1~LL FSPAC 
PRINT *' ' DD YD WI SH TO NOTCH A CORNER? ' 
PF\INT * 
PF\ INT ll<, ' 1. YES I 
Pf.: INT * , I 2 . NO - DELETE A irnTCH ' 










IF rn:::E • CQ. 1: G::l TO :JC'.:'.i 
IF CNCE ,[Q, =; GO TO :::?O 
IF CNCE . EQ, 3) GO TO 3?~ 
CALL CLEAF\ 
Ct'1LL WARN ( I Erm ) 
PRINT *' ' ERRO~! MUST SELECT 1 , : , O~ ~· 
PF~INT * 
GO TO 381 
NO : MAKE tJOTCH 
JPL~C = 7 
Cr.1LL CLEAr.: 
CALL HDGACPHrNFAC1PCM I 










RCAD C*,101 NCORN 
GO TO 220 
NOl\ntWCST < ui--r-rn -LCTT ) , 
l~ORTI !CAST rnPr·n.: -1 .: ro: :-:- i · 
SOUTI IEJ.1ST < Lowcr, - r, 1 c1-:n • 
SOUTllWEST ( LOWEr.: - LErT : ' 
586 JPLAC == 5 
CALL r:orrnER ( X1~' YA; [:ORD, NOTCH, i:.r.: Er"i . SHJCH , r·::i) 
CALL r::::r·Ac 
Pr.:INT *, ' CNTEr' x - coor.:nrnr-.Tc or rwrcH::·crnT' 
FT.:HH~: , • P1ND r·r.:Ess :: R:::-:->. • 
F\Et1D C ~: , 1 l) iWTCI I< 2 , NC Ora~ I 
PIUMT :~. ' CNTCF\ Y- C:JOF:Dil·lt1TC er t~ ::rrc: w: ::l !T' 
PF:rnr *,'MW PRESS ::r.:cr • ' 
F".:EA[I(~<, 16) llOTCH<::; , NC:Oi;! ~ ) 
NOTCHC1 , NCORN )= 1 . 0 
GO TO 50C 
C NO: DELET:: NOTCI I 
c 
5 9 0 JF' L1~C = l 
C1'1LL CLU1R 
cr-.LL 11ncA < r ·11. rff ,·,c, r·GM ; 
CALL rnrsF·,-;c 
PRINT *' 'ENTCr:: 
Cf\LL DUSPAC 
PF: INT *,I 
PF\INT *·I 
Pr,11n *• · 
r-r.:IMT *, · 
r·r:H!T ~: , ' 
THC iWTCI I YCU DES: r.:c TO DCLCTC. ' 
1 • NOF:TI IWEST 
2. NOr\THEAST 
3 SOUTHEAST 
4. SOUTI !WEST 
::; • NO [l[L[T I 01'1' 
c t.:r-r-cr: - Lcrr : · 
cu:--r·cR - r·: :::c:: -:-~ ' 
c LOwEr.:- r.:r mn : · 




rr rncmrn . ca. 5> co ro 
IF c uorcH c 1 , i 1corm > • ca . 
NOTCll C 1 •NCO RN >"" 0 . 0 
NOTCI IC: , NCOF"\N > = 0 . 0 
NOTCHC3,NCORN> = O. O 
NOTCH< 4 r IJCOl'::N)::: 0. 0 
GO TO 500 
5 9 3 CALL CLCft.1f\ 
CALL WAF\N ( I Cr.: rn 
CC TO ::;<;': 
PRINT::: , 'ERF\OR ! THE COF\NEr.: sr·ccIFIED llAC NO NOTCll . ' 
CALL DUSPAC 
CALL WAF\M ( IERro 
GO TO 581 










595 JF'LHC = 8 
CEN C1 1 = DORD C3 ) - DORDC4 > 
CEN C: > = BORDCl ) - CORD < ~ > 
GO TO 500 
PO E AND POD OPTIONS CP O> 
600 JF'U\C =9 
NDf., OCl >=O 
NBP0 ( :; )-0 
r·o c 1 , 1 > -o. o 
DO 605 1 ·; 1 ~ I ;-. 1 , NWCH\ 
IF er T ( 1 ·: I; I ,r ) • GT . 0 • 0 ) r· 0 ( 1 , 1 ) .::: 1 • c 
6 05 CONTINUE 
606 
l ::! 5 
l'.'?6 
6 "" ~ - 1 
6:;e 
,, - q '-'- · 
ro c::, 1>=0 .0 
DO (.,Ol l ~ l : I = 1 rtl WCH' 
IF crr c r , i:t~ I> . or . 0 . 01 r·o c: , 1: = i. o 
CONTIMUE 
ro: POE/ PO D LOOP 
DO 699 NP=1 ,: 
JF'LAC = 10 
IF cr·ornr·.i > .ECL 0. 0) GC TO .:.,7r; 
CALL CLE .. ~R 
FORMAT ( 1 x y I ::: ND I CATE Tl IC DOF\DCf: '.'OU DES m e TO r·L.;::c 
FOF:t1AT ( 1 x, I Tl IE ' , 1 ~ ' 1"13' I • ' ) 
PRINT 6 : 7 
PR I NT 6: c. rO LCNP> 
C;.LL W11LL 
r.:c..1 ::i : ~: .i o) m: 
~• !:. r·o < 11r· > =m: 
c 
193 
IF WE; .EQ. , G(J ro l30 
IF<NB .co. : > i.,::J TC l3C 
Ir (I'! [: . ca·. - . ..JI GO TO • "7, U.J _. 
IF W[: .[Q. 4 ~ GO TO .:,:1 
CAL L CLCf-1r\ 
Ct-1LL :.Jr.r~IH I Er:rn 
Pr.INT *, 'cr:r:or:; t1u:::r ::cLccT 1, : , ~, ::::- · · 
ct.LL WAr\N ( I cr:r: ) 
GO TO .'..::.!9 














l~P = ~ 
GO TO 635 
POCNr ,2 >= DDRDCNC > 
~:P<3 
GO TO 6::: :::.i 
JPLAC = 11 
GO TO ~~O 
JPL AC = 1:! 
CALL BORDCRC XA r YA rBORDrNOTC~l,ARCA,SINCH,rO > 
CALL FSPAC 
FORMATClXr ' INDICATE AT WH1H F'OINT ;; :...mm H I( ') 
FO RMf.'\TClX 1A5 d Xr ' BORDER YOU DESIRE TO ru~CE -;1:::: 1 i 
FORMAT ( 1 x, A3,, . I) 
FORM~T C5Xr'nCCEPTAELE RANGE : ', l X rFC.~1 lX1 1 -·,1x . ra.: > 
PF:INT 655 
PRINT l56 r WAL CNE> 
PRINT 657, roL CNP> 
IF <NB . GT . : l GO TO 660 
PRI NT 658 rDORDC 4i rBORD C3 ) 
READ ( *, 16) PO ( Nr· , l~ r') 
IF CPO(NP il\F' ) . GT. E:OR DC3)) GO TO o v::J 
I F ( p 0 CN p "\ r') . LT . B 0 rrn ( 4 ) ) G 0 I 0 .:, 6 6 
GO TO :?:O 
66C PRHIT 658, P.Or.:l) ( : ) I [:ORD ( 1 ) 
RCAD c ~ . 16> rocNr ,Kr > 
I F < ro nw, 1;; r., • s r. norm c u > oo TO 
IF c r·o rnr-r 1\ r· :· . Lr. r. orrn c: > > co -:-o 
GO TO ~~O 
665 CALL CLc.·.r.: 
CA LL Wf\R NCIERfl 
~l5 
' ( ... ......... 
c 
c 
c , . ... 
r 
195 
Pr\ IflT * ,,VALUE li'WUT EXCEE[IC r·Er\MICC;,[:LE r.:.-.1~oc . ' 
CALL DUSPAC 
GD TO 659 
666 CALL CLEAf\ 
C(.)LL WAr\N ( IEFrn) 
PF: INT :-;: y 'VALUE INPUT FALLS BELOW PrnMISSABLE r.:.:-,1~oc. ' 
PRINT ~'. y ' TRY AG1".\ IN v YOU JERI:' 
CALL DUSPtiC 
GO TD 659 
675 C~LL BORDER< Xn ,YA vDORDr NOTCHrAREArCINCH ,PO: 
C,".\LL rSPAC 
l--:'l r·RnlT *, 'INr·uT or·nm1 ~.tltl r·r:ccc ·:Rei> . ' 
680 ror.:MrH ( 1 ox. '1 . ACCEPT ' ~ 1 ~:. ,·.:i' ' t ' ~ 
68 1 FOr\M1~T ( .:. ox~ ' 2, r,I:IJUST', ::. )~, ?13, ' . ' ) 
PR I NT 600, POL <NP : 
PRINT 681• rOLCNF' ) 
r\U-i[I o:rio> I SE L 
Ir < ISEL • ECL U GO TC: 
rr CISEL . EQ . ~) GO TO 
U1LL CLC(:iR 
c.·1LL W,".\r:N ( IEr.:ro 
' '"'<" '·' , ~ 
F' l"Ut!T '~' ' Cf"\F\Or: : t1U 3 T :::ELECT 1 Dr~ 
C1'.:\ LL WAF.:N< rcr::r-: : 
Ct1LL DUSF'i'iC 
CJ TO :.,;.;,, 


















850 CALL PSTORE CBORD,CENrPO,NOTCH,Ntro,oLD> 
OPENCUNIT= llrFIL[=' Tl.D~T 'rTYPE~' OLD ' r 
1 DI SP='DELETE ', FORM='rORMATTED') 
WF\ ITE < 8 r 6) NEL 
DO 860 IKP=l 1NEL 
READ (l lrll ) TYrTNrLEL 
WRITE <Bi ll) TY,TN : LDL 
READCllrl2) XrYrR 
XPE=X-OLD <l rl) 
YPE =Y- OLDC1r2) 
WRI TE C8rl:) XPErYPC rR 
XPE=X-OLDC2r1) 
YPE =Y-OLDC2r2) 
WRITE C8112) XPErYPErR 
REA D< 11 , 13) < N 1R < J KK > , JKI\= 1 , 10 i 




IF <SCRCF . GT. MAXSC> MAXSC - SCREF 
COIHINUE 
CLOS[ C UNIT-.::8 l 
OPEN <UNI T=7, r ILE :::' SCALE. c.; T · , 1·.T·c:.: 'r;D; •• 

















REAL FT <25125l 1PF <212l 10LD<2 12l 1BF (214l 
700 F:EAL CF C212) 1~JF( 2 141 2) 1PLOTC2515) 1A C2) 
800 REAL WALLS<4> 1TWALLS<4> 
900 REAL F<VAL ClOl 
1000 REAL NCORN <412l 
1100 REAL DISTC25125l1BP C2l 
1200 INTEGER FROH1 T01START 1SBORD 
1300 INTEGER BCORNC4) 
1400 INTEGER GRPN1 HI X< 5 ) 1PT\2l 1NPT <4> 1NBP0 (2) 
1500 INTEGER LNBPO C2l 1PLACEC25) 1SCALE1PH1PIV 
1.600 INTEGER WDIR 
1688 INTEGER NBPOPC2 l 1IPLOT C2515l I NTEGER RL ISTC 101 2l 
i~~8 ~~A~G~~ nLIW~ . .: ~ E .* ~O NFA C 
2000 CHARACTER * 15 NHGRP CSl 1NHWTR<25) 
2100 CHARACTER M10 NHPRDT (5 ) 
2200 CHARACTER * 5 ABNMW<25> 
2:500 CHARACTER * 7 PGHC4 ) 
2'+00 c 
2500 c 
2600 c FOF\HATS 
2/00 c 
:!800 1 FORMAT <I2l 
:!'iOO ') FO RHAT<F10 . 3) 
3000 6 FORHAT ClX1I2) 
:5100 c 
3200 c 









4200 AD EF=O . O 
4300 FX=300 . 0 
4 "1 00 FY<.!50. 0 
4500 JPE=O ... soo DO 10 II=l14 
4700 10 BCORN Cl J) = 0 
4BOO c 
4900 c 
;5000 c INITIALIZATION 
5100 c 
5200 CALL GRS TR TC40511ll 
5300 CALL CHCLOS 
;:400 c 
5500 c 
5600 c RE AU WORK.DAT/FROHTO . DAT 
5700 c 
;; Bl),) CALL RDGENC NFAC1GRPN1NGRP1NHGRP1NPRDT1NHP RDT1 
5900 1 NWCTR1NHWTR1ABNHW ) 
6000 CALL RDFTCNPRDT1NWCTR1FT1HIX> 
61 00 DO 75 I = 114 
; '2 ')") DO ~O J = l1NWC TR 
6300 70 : ·1.01: .'I : ) =O. ~ 
198 
6400 75 CONTI NUE 
6500 c 
6600 c 
6700 c EXCHAN GE 
6800 c 
6900 100 IF CL PL AC • EQ. 1) GO TD 105 
:'000 IF (LP LAC . rn. 2) GU TU 11 0 
7 1.00 IF CL PL AC . EQ . 3) GO TO l.15 
7200 IF ( LPLAC . rn . 4) GO TO l.20 
7300 IF CLPLAC . EQ. 5) GO TD 140 
:1 400 IF ( LPLAC . rn . 6) GO HJ 200 
7500 IF <LP L AC .EO . 7> GO TD 600 
:' 600 IF <LPPL AC . Ell . 8) GO TO 9•7<7 
770 0 ~ .... 
:' !300 
,, 
'7900 c SELECTHlG FIRST WDf<KCENTEf".: 
!~000 c 
!:'100 1.05 LPL AC - r ) - -
B200 CALL HDGA <PH1NFAC 1PGH> 
S30C Pf:::I NT lt 
B"+00 CALL. L1STCNWCTR1NHWTR1PLACE> 
85 0 0 CALL FSPAC 
8600 PRINT *I I ENTEF' THE NUHBEF~ OF THE 1-JORKCENTER TO BE ' 
P700 PfUNT *1'PLACEfl FJRST . NOTE : THIS SHOULD BE THE' 
HB OO PRINT *, / DEPAFnHENT WITH THE HOS T CIU 1"8 IltE CONTt'i~ : T I 
f?90C• PFUNT *i' <e . s. SHI PPJNG AND/ OF: F:ECE IV iNG) ' 
1?000 READ ( lt 11> NSEL 
9100 CALL LOADC NSE L1BF1CF 1PF1 NF1NBP0 10LD1PT1NPT> 
9:!C·O <' -" t I .. 4- H L-- NP OJNT <PT I NP I W) 
9300 GO TO l.00 
(~ 4 f) !) ,, 
9500 c 
''•100 110 CALL F F~A ME <SCALE, XA I YA I STEP> 
971'1 1'. CALL FRAHEACSCALE1XA1YA1 STEP > 
1?~'.·JO IF <NP . ED . ].) LPL AC = 3 
0 900 ff <NP .EC. '.2 ) LPL AC = 4 
;)000 (30 -:o 100 
0100 c 
0 ~·)J c 
C300 c I N I TI AL DF<AW ROTATION/ 1 F' ll.HH 
J4 1JG 
,, 
0500 115 LPL AC = 5 
'•) ~j ') I F (NBf-'(! d.J) . ED . 1) RTE = 270 . 1 •"'.-:r·,r IF OH<F'O ~ W ) • EQ , 2 ) F:TE = 9 0 . 
l OB•J O :: F W fJ F ·CJ < W ) . rn . 3) RTE 0 . 0 
~. 0900 IF OHW O (W) • EQ . 4 ) f::TE = 180. 
. . J )·) PI'J = w 
, . :. (' ( W= O 
J.1. :.~1jtj GO TU 100 
l; .30( c 
-· .. 4: -. 
1 :500 c HH TI AL 
L l. .. 1 .)~ c 
[If, AW ~~: D T AT ION/ 2 POI NT S 
11700 120 LPL AC = 5 
J.l.BOO :~F ·: NB r·CJ ( 1 l . rn . :~) GCI TO 1 '' t: - .J ~.1 900 IF OHt F'O ( 2 ) . Ell . 3 ) GO TO 1.26 
1 ~.~ 0 00 !F (NBPO<t> . ED . 1) 130 TO 1 -: ..... .... ~ 
1'.'! J. 00 IF <NBPO C2> • EQ. 1) GO TO 131 
12 :!00 IF .:Nf.lF'O < 1) . rn . 4) GCI TO 135 
1:!300 I F <NBF'O C2> • EO. 4 ) GO TO 136 
~ .:.·-100 RTE = C)Q , 
1 2500 PIV = 1 
:!. 2 t.OO GO TO 1.00 
1. ~-~oc1 c 
































;. ::. :. cc 
16200 
16300 
:!..c. 4 00 
165 00 
!.c.c'.00 . -~"' ;. o, U -
• t •• :1·)0 
!6'100 
::. :·'Joo 
17 100 ... \J 
i736o 











































GO TO 127 
W=l 
PlV=2 
IF< NBPO< W> , EQ , 4) RTE 
IF CNF.CPO O.D . NE. 4 ) RTE 
GO TO 100 
W=2 
PIV=l 
GO TD 132 
W=l 
PlV=2 
IF CNBPO <W> . Ell. 4) RTE 
IF <NBPO <W) . NE. 4) RTE 
GO TO 100 
Pl'J = 1 
so TU 137 
P .l V = 2 
f.~ T E = 1130. 
GO TO 100 
DRAW FIRST WORKCENTER 
LPLAC = 6 
NPLAC = NPLAC +1 
A (1 ) = FX 
A C2) = FY 
PLACE <NSEU = 1 
PLOTC NSEL 1S> = RTE 
!PLOT CNSEL 1l )=PIV 
IPLOTCNSEL 14 )=PTC1> 
IPLOTCNSEL15>=PT<2> 
= 90 . 
= o.o 
= 270 . 
= o.o 
CALL ACCEPTCRTE1BF1 NBP01P.lV1PT1NBPOP1WALLS> 
I PLOT CNSEL.2> =NBPOP C1> 
IPLOTCNSEL 13>=NBPOP<2> 
WALLS ( 1l = WALLS ( 1l + FY 
WALL SC2) = WALLSC2> + FY 
WA LLS<3 > = WALLS C3> + FX 
WALLS(4 ) = WALLS(4 ) + FX 
PRINT if 1RTE 
IF<PT <l> .EQ . O> GO TO 150 
:!: FCP IV ,EQ , 1 > GO TO 145 
PLOT <NSEL1l ) =PF Cl1l ) +F X 
PLO T <NSEL I 2 ) =PF ( l 1 2) +F Y 
GO TO 150 
PLOT <NSEL I 1) =FX 
PLOT <NSEL12 >=F Y 
IF <PT<2> . rn. 0 ) GO rn 160 
IF CPIV . EQ . ~ ) GO TO 155 
PLOTCNSEL13>=PFC2 1l) +FX 
PLOTCNSEL14 >=PF<212>+FY 
GO TO 160 
PLOT CNSEL 1 3 > =FX 
PLOT (NSEL I 4) =FY 
CALL DWCTRCXA1YA1BF1NF1PF1PT1NPT1A1 Pl U1RTE1TPE> 
CALL FS PAC 
PRI NT *•'SELECT OPTION AND PRESS CR ET> :• 


































::: :! ?0 0 
22800 ::::::•: ')() 













24 3 00 
24400 
:2 't ~5 00 
24600 ..... , . 'I ....... 







"" "" -'101'\ =-~500 





















PRINT *'' READ0•'1) IOPT 
IF OOPT . rn. U 
IF CIOPT .EQ. 2 > 
CALL CLEAF·: 
200 
2. I NCREASE FRAHE AREA' 
GO TO 100 
GO TO 175 
CALL WARN CI ERR > 
PRINT * •'ERR CIR : HUST SELECT ONE OR TWCI.' 
CALL [llJSPAC 
GO TO 165 
DOUBLE FRAHE AREA 
CALL DOUBLEC NPLAC1SCALE1XA1YA1A1PLACE1PLOT1 JPLOT1 
FX1FY1 NSE 1WALLS1TWALLS> 
IF CP IV .EQ. 2> GO TO 176 
A ( l. ) = PLOT <NSEL I 1 ) 
AC2) = PLOT CNSEL12) 
GO TO 177 
ACU = F'LOT (NSEL13) 
AC2 > = PLOT CNSEL14) 
CALL CLEAF·! 
CAL L FRAHECSCALE1XA1 YA1STEP> 
CA LL FR AHEA CSCALE1 XA 1YA1S TEPl 
CALL DWCTRCXA1YA1BF1NF1PF1PT1NPT1A1PIV1RTE1IPE> 
CAL L FSF'AC 
GO TO 165 
HAIN LOOP / LAYOUT 2+ WORKCENTERS 
LPLAC = 7 
DO 550 I = 21NWCTR 
CALL RANK <PLACE 1FT1 RLIS T1RVAL1NW CTR> 
IAA=RLIST <11 l ) 
I BB==RLHiT ( 112) 
IF O:PLA CECC AA > .NE. U NL AY = F\LIST<1'1) 
IF (PLACE<IBBl .NE. 1l NL AY = RLIST <112> 
CALL HDGA CPH1NFAC1PGH> 
CA LL RLISTG CPLACE 1RLIST1RVAL1NHW TR> 
PF:I NT * 
PRI NT tt 11FLAG HAS SELECTED THE FIRST-RAN KED DE PART MENT' 
PRTNT *~'FOR PLACEMENT IN THE LAYOUT. DO YOU ACCEPT THI S ' 
PRINT * '' SELECTION?' 
Pf::INT * 
PRINT* '' 1 . YES' 
PR INT *' I 2 . N:J' 
;;:E AIJ <If 1 l. > IANS 
IF ClANS . EQ. 1 ) GO TO 250 
IF CIANS .EQ. 2) GO TO 220 
CALL CLEAF: 
CA LL WA RNCI ERR > 
PRI NT lf1 1ERROR: HUST SELECT 1 OR 2 ' 
PRI NT * 
CALL RANKC PLACE1FT1RLI ST 1RVAL1NWCTR> 
CALL RLISTGCPLACE1RLIST 1RVAL1NHWTR) 
GO TO 205 
CALL HDGACP H1NFAC1PGH> 
CALL LISTCNWCTR1NHWT R1PLACE > 
PRI NT * 
PRINT *''SELECT WOR KCE NTE R TO BE PLACED NE XT. NOTE : ' 
PRIN T ~,' DEPARTHENTS HARKED WITH X ARE NO T ELIGIBLE' 

























































































READ C*11) NLAYT 
IF <PLACE <NLAYT ) 
CALL CLEAR 
. EQ. 0) GO TO 230 
CALL WARN <IERfO 
PRINT *''ERROR : 
PR1NT *'' 
PRINT*'' 
GO TO 225 
THE WORKCENTER SELECTED HAS ALREADY' 
BEEN PLACED. TRY AGA1N - I HAVE ALL' 
[IAY . I 
SELECT ALTERNATIVE DEPT 
NLAY = NLAYT 
FROH = RLISTCl 1l ) 
TO = F:LIST Cl12) 
IF <PLACE ( FROH> . EQ . l > STAFn = FRUH 
IF CPLACE<TO> .EQ . 1) START = TO 
IF <ST ART .EQ. FROM> PIV = l 
IF CSTART .NE. FROH) PIV = 2 
IPLOT CNLAY1l> = PIV 
CALL LOADCNLAY1BF1CF 1PF1NF1NDP01 
OLLl1PT1NPT> 
IPLOT CNLAY14) = PT< 1 > 
!PLOT <NLAY 15 ) = PT <2> 
IF CFROH . EQ , START> DP<l > = PLOTCSTART13) 
IF CFROH .EQ. START> BPC2) = PLOTCST AR T14 > 
IF CTO .EQ. START> DP C1> = PLOTCSTART11 ) 
IF <TO . EQ . START> BPC2) = PLO T<S TA RT 12> 
RGARD= ADEF * SINCH 
IF CFROH . EQ . START> SIV = 2 
IF <TO .EQ. START> SJV =1 
IF CSIV . EU. 1) SBORD=IPLUT CSTART12) 
IF CSIV . EQ . 2) SDORD=IPLOTCSTART13> 
IF CSBORD . EQ . 11 GO TO 255 
IF CSDORD . EQ . 2) GO TO 260 
IF CSBOR D .EQ. 3> GO TO 265 
A (1) = DP < 1) - F\GAf.:D 
A( 21 = BP C2J 
GO TO 270 
A CU = BP <1.) 
AC2 ) = DP C2> + RGARD 
GO TO 270 
At1J =DPCU 
AC:!) =BPC:!) - RGARD 
GO TO 27 0 
A ( 1J =BP ( 1> +FWARD 
AC2) = f.IP(2 ) 
IF <S IV . EQ . 1) NBS=IPLOT CSTART121 
IF CS IV . EQ. 21 NBS=IPLDT<START 13) 
IF <NBPO <PIVJ . EQ. 1 J GO TO 275 
IF CNDPO CPI VI . EQ . 2 ) GO TO 280 
IF t'.NB PU CPI 1J J . Et~ . :o GO ~-8 :!B5 
IF <NBS . ED. 3 ) RTE = 0. 0 





























































































IF CNBS . EO. 4> RTE = 180.0 
IF CNB S . EQ. 2> RTE = 270 . 0 
GO TO 290 
IF <NB S .EQ . 
IF <NBS .EO. 
IF <NBS .EQ . 
IF (NBS . EQ. 






= 90. 0 
180 . 0 
= 270.0 
IF <NBS .rn. 
IF CNBS . EO . 
IF <NB S .rn. 
IF <NBS . Ea. 
GO TO 2170 
1> RTE = 
4> RTE = 
2> RTE 





IF <NB S .EO. 4) RTE = 0.0 
I F CNB S . EU. 2> RTE = '?0 . 0 
IF CNB S .EQ . 3) RTE = 180.0 
I F <NB S . EQ. 1> RTE = 270. 0 
PLOTCNLAY15) = RTE 
CALL ACCEPTCRTE1BF1NBP01PIV1PT1NBPOP1TWALLSl 
IPLOTCNLAY12) = NBPOPCl > 
IP LOT <NLA Y13) = NBPOP C2 > 
TWALLSC1> = TWALLS CU +A <2> 
TWALLS <2> = TWALLS <2> +A C2> 
TWALLS C3) = TWALLSC3) +A C1> 
H-IALLS <4> = TWALLS <4> +A <U 
IF <PT<l> .EO. 0) GO TO 300 
IF <P IV . EQ . 1> GO TO 295 
PLOT<NLA'f.1) = PF< l.1> + A<1 ) 
PLOT <NLA Y12l = PF<l.12) + AC2> 
GO TO 300 
PLCIT<NLA Y1U = A<U 
PLOT CNLAY, 2) = A C2) 
IF (PT <2> . EQ . Ol GCI TO 310 
IF <PIV .EO. 2) GO TO 305 
P u1 r < NL A Y , :n = PF < 2 , u + A u 1 
PLOT<NLA'f14l = PFC2 12) + AC2) 
GO TO 3 l. O 
PLOTCNLAY13) = AC1> 
PLOT< NLAY14 ) = A(2) 
REDRAW 
CALL FRA HE<SCALE1XA 1YA 1STEP> 
CAL L FRAHEA CSC ALE1 XA 1YA1STEP ) 
NPLAC=NPLAC +1 
PLACEC NLA Y> = 1 
CALL RDEPTCPLACE 1NWCTR1PLOT 1IPLO T1 XA 1YA1IPE > 
CAL L OPTlONSC NOPT > 
IF< NOPT .EO . 11 GO TO 325 
IFCNOPT . EQ . ~ ) GO TO 350 
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IF CNOPT .EQ. 3J GO TO 375 
IF <NOPT . EQ • . 4) GO TO 400 
IF CNOPT .EQ. 5) GO TO 425 
IF<NOPT .EQ. 6) GO TO 450 
IFCNUPT .EQ. 7) GO TO 475 
IF CNOPT . Ea . 8) GO TO 500 
CALL CLEAR 
CALL WARN <IH<R) 
PRINT tt 11 ERROR : HUST INPUT 11 21 3, 4, 51 6 1 7 1 OR 8 . ' 
CALL TFHSPAC 
CALL OPTIONSCNOPT> 
GO TO 320 
OPTION 1: SHIFT 
CALL HDGA <PH1NFAC1PGH) 
CALL COSTCPLACE1PLOT1BCOST1FT > 
CALL WALL 
CALL FSPAC 
PRINT tt1'INPUT DIRECTION OF DESIRED SHIFT: ' 
P}UNT It, I 1. NORTH <TOP) I 
PRINT* •' 2 . SOUTH <BOTTOM >' 
CALL TOP 
Ct'iLL FSPAC 
3. EAST (R IGHT> I PF\INT * PRINT lf I I 
PFUNT if/ I 
PRINT*•' 
4 . WEST \LEFT ) ' 
5. CANCEL SHIFT' 
r<EAD Ot, 1> IDH< 
IF crnrn .rn . 1) GO TO 330 
IF CIDIR .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 330 
IF CIDIR .EQ . 3) GO TO 335 
IF <IDI R .Ea . 4) GO TO 335 
IF CIDIR .EQ. 5> GO TO 450 
CALL CLEAf.: 
CALL WARN <IERFO 
PRINT *' 'ERROR: HUST SELECT 11 21 31 41 OR 5 ' 
CALL TfGSPAC 
GO TO 326 
CALL FRAHECSCALE1XA1YA1STEP > 
CALL FRAHEACSCALE1 XA1YA1STEP > 
CALL RDEPTCPLAC E1NWCTR1 PLOT1IPLOT1 XA1 YA1 IPE) 
CALL FSPAC 
IF CNOPT .EQ. 2> GO TO 351 
PRINT *''INPUT IN INCHES THE SHIFT DESIRED JN THE' 
PRINT *•'PRE - SELECTED DIRECTION.' 
READ C* 12) RSHIFT 
IF <IDIR .GT. 2> GO TO 336 
IF CIDlR .EQ . 2> RSHIFT = RSHIFT * - 1. 0 
RSHIFT = RSHIFT * SlNCH 
IF <IPLOTO'>ILAY14) . EQ. OJ GO TO 33 :!. 
PLOTCNLAY 12) = PLOTCNLAY12) + RSH I FT 
lF CIP LOTCNLAY15> .EG. O> GO TO 332 
PLOTCNLAY14) = PLOT CNLAY14> + RSHIFT 
TWALLS C1) = TWALLS<l > + RSHIFT 
TWALLS<2> = TWALLSC2) + RSHlFT 
CLINE=l 
CALL COST CPLACE1PLOT 1ACOST 1FT> 
RNET =ACOST-BCOST 
























































































GO TO 330 
IF <I DIR .EQ. 4) RSHIFT =RSHIFT tt - 1 . 0 
RSHIFT = RSHIFT H Sl NCH 
IF <IPUIT<NLAY14) .EO . 0) GO TO 337 
PLOTCNLAY1l) = PLOTCNLAY1l > + RSHIFT 
IF ClPLCIT<NLAY15) .EQ. 0) GO TO 33B 
PLOTCNLAY13) = PLOTI NLAY1 3 > + RSHIFT 
TWALLS<3> = TWALLSC3 ) + RSHJFT 
TWALLSC4> = TWALLS C4) + RSHIFT 
GO TO 450 
OPTION 2: ROTATE 
CALL HDGACPH1NFAC1PGH ) 
CALL TOP 
CALL COSTCPLACE1PLOT 1BCOST1FT> 
CA:...L TRISPAC 
CALL TRISPAC 
PRI NT * •' SELECT DESIRED ROTATION :' 
PfUNT *'I 1. 90 DEG. J 
PRINT *'' 2. 180 DEG.' 




PRINT *'I 3. 270 !IEG. I 
PRINT* ' ' 4. CANCEL ROTATION .' 
REA[I Cll-d ) IRTE 
IF CIRTE .EQ. U GO TO 355 
IF CIRTE .EQ. 2> GO TD 358 
IF <IRTE .EQ. 3) GO TO 365 
IF <IRTE . EQ . 4) GD TD 450 
CALL CLEAR 
CALL WAR~J ( IEf'\R) 
PRI NT *•'ERROR: HU ST SELECT 11 2 1 3 , OR 4 . ' 
GO TO 351 
90 DEGF\EES 
IF <PLOT<NLAY15 ) .EQ. 270.) RTEP = 0 . 0 
IF CPLOTC NLA Y1S > .NE. 270 . ) RTEP = PLOTCNLAY 15) ~ 90. 
GO TO 370 
180 DEGREES 
IF < PLOTWU~ '( , 5) . EO . 180.) RTEP = 0 . 0 
IF CPLOTCNL AY15 ) .E C: . 270. > F:TEP = 90 . 
I F <PLOT<NL.AY I 5) • EQ. 0. 0) RTEP = 180 . 
IF <PLOT<Ml.AY1S > . EO . 90. > F:TEP = 270 . 
GO TO 370 
270 DEGREES 
IF <PLOT rnLAY, s> . rn . o. > RTn· = 270 . 
IF <PLOTCNLAY15 ) .EQ. 90 . ) F:TEP = G. O 
IF <PLOT\NL.A'f15 ) .EQ. 180 . ) RTEP = 90. 
IF (F'LOT<NLAY15) .EO. 270 . ) f.:TEP = 180 . 
PIV = IPLOTCNLAY1l) 
CALL LOAD <Nl.AY I BF I CF J PF I NF J NBPO I OUI J PT I NPT ) 
CALL ACCEPTCRTEP1BF1NBP01PIV1PT1NBPOP1 TWALLS) 
PLOTCNLAY1 5l = RTEP 
I PLCIT ( NL.AY I 2) = Nl:lf-'()P (1) 





































































































CLI NE =1 
CALL COSTCPLACE1PLOT1ACOST1FT ) 
RNET=ACUST- BCOST 
GO TO 450 
OPTION THREE: POINTS 
CALL HDGA<PH1NFAC1PGM > 
CALL PO!NTS CP LOT1 NMWTR1PLACE> 
CALL OPTIONS <NOPT> 
GO TO 320 
OPTION FOUR: LIST 
CALL HDGA <PH1NFAC1PGH> 
CALL LI ST CNWCTR1NHWTR1PLACE > 
CALL OPTIONS CNOP T> 
GO TO 320 
OPTIO N FIVE : RANKI NG 
CALL HDGA <PH1NFAC1PGHI 
CALL RA NK <PLACE1 FT 1RLIST1RVAL1NWCTR) 
CALL RLISTG <PLACE 1RLIST1RV AL1NHW TRJ 
CA LL OPTI ONS<NOPT> 
GO TO 320 
OPTIO N SI X: LA YOUT 
CALL FRAME CSCALE1 XA 1YA1STEP> 
CALL FRAMEA <SCALE1 :<A 1YA 1STEP> 
IF <CLINE . EQ. 1) CALL f\COST CRNET> 
CLINE=O 
CALL RDEPT<PLACE1NWCTR1PLOT1IPLOT 1XA 1YA 1IPE> 
CALL OPTIONS CNO PTl 
GO TO 320 
OPTI ON SEVEN: INCREASE FRA ME AREA 
CALL OOUBLE< NPLAC1SCALE1 XA 1YA1A1 F-' LACE1PLCIT1 
IPLO T1F X1FY1 NSEL1 WALLS1 TWAL LS > 
GO TO 450 
OPTION EIGHT: ACCEPT 
IF < TWA LLS < 1 ) . GT . WALL S ( 1) ) WALLS< 1) :: TWAL LS < 1) 
IF <TWALLS<2> .LT. WALLS C2)) WALLS(2) :: TWALLS(2) 
IF <! WALLS <3) . GT. WALLS ( 3 ) l WALLS (3 ) :: Hlt~LL:; (3J 
IF <TWALL SC4 ) .LT. wALLSC4)) WALLS C4) = TWALLS(4 ) 
CONTINUE 
BEGIN WALLS 
LPLAC :: 8 
IPE = 1 
CALL FRAHE CSCA LE1XA 1YA 1STEPl 
CA LL FR AHEA CSCALE1 XA 1YA 1STEPl 







































































CALL OWALLS CXA1 YA 1WALLS1NCORN1BCORN> 
GALL FSPAC 
PRINT *1'SELECT OPTION ANO PRESS <RET > : 1 
PF\INT * 
PRINT*'' 1 . ACCEPT PRE-NO TCHED WALLS' 
PRINT*• ' 2 . ADJUST PRE-NOTCHED WALLS' 
REA U (M,l) IDS 
IF <IDS . EQ . 1) GO TD 650 
IF <I DS .EQ . 2> GO TO 625 
CALL CLEAR 
CALL HDGACPH1NFAC1PG H> 
CALL TRISPAC 
CALL WA LL 
READ C* 11) NWADJ 
CALL FRAHECSCALE1XA1YA 1STEP l 
CALL FR AHEA ISCALEA1XA1YA1 STEr > 
CALL RDEPTCPLACE1 NWCTR 1PLO T1IPLO T1XA1 YA 1IPE> 
CALL DWALLS CXA1YA1 WALLS1 NCORN1BCDRN) 
CALL FS PAC 
PRI NT *''SELECT THE DIRECTION THE WALL IS TO / 
PRINT *''ADJUSTED' 
IF CNWADJ . GT.2 ) GO TO 630 
PRINT*'' 1. UP' 
PRINT*•' 2. DO WN' 
READ ' * I ].) WDIR 
I F CWDIF< . EQ. 1) FACT = 1. 0 
IF CWUIR . Ea. 2> FACT = - 1 . 0 
GO TO 635 
PRINT *' ' 
PRINT*•' 
RE AD ( M i l> WDIR 
1. RIGHT I 
2 . LEFT' 
IF CWDIF\ . EQ . 1 ) FACT= 1.0 
IF CWDIR .EQ. 2> FACT = -1 . 0 
CALL FR AHE CSCALE1 XA1YA1STEP > 
CALL FRA MEA<SCALE1 XA1YA1STEP> 
CALL RDEPT CPLACE1 NWCTR1PLOT1IPLOT1XA1YA1IPE) 
CALL DWALLSCXA1YA 1WALLS1 NCOR N1BCORN> 
CALL FSPAC 
PR I NT *•'INPUT THE NUMBER OF I NCHES TO ADJUST . / 
f'EAD (+t 12 ) ADJ 
ADJ = AD~ll+FACT 
WAL LS< NW ADJ)=WALLSCNWADJ > + ADJ 
GO TO 600 
LPLAC = 9 
CALL FRA HE CSC ALE1XA 1YA1STEPl 
CALL FRAHEA CSCALE1 XA1 YA1STEP > 
CALL RDEPT(PLACE 1NWCT R1PLOT1 IPLOT 1XA1 YA1 IPE> 
CALL DWALLSCX A 1 YA1 WALLS1NCORN1BCORN~ 
CALL FS PAC 
PRINT tt1'DO YO WISH TO NOTCH A BORDER? ' 
P FU NT If I I 1. YES I 
PRINT *•' 2 . NO' 
REAU ( Htl. ) IOPT 
IF CIOPT . EO. 2> GO TO 999 
CALL HDGA CPH1NFAC1PG Hl 
CALL TFG SPAC 
PR INT * • 'INPUT 
PRINT 1!1 1 
PR I NT*'' 
PRI NT* • ' 
PRINT*'' 
READ Clt, 1) IC 
CORNrn NUHBER 
1. NOR THWEST 
2 . NORTHEAST 
3 . SOUTHEAST 
4 . SOUTHWEST 
CALL FRAHE CSCALE1XA 1YA1STEP> 
CALL FRA HEACSCALE1XA1YA1STEP) 
AND PRESS <RET> . / 
UPPER LEFT' 
UPPER RIGHT' 
- LO WER RIGHT' 
LO WER LEF~' 



















6 5 400 
65500 
1101Sl.O 
40 '- 1 5 
40620 
40625 













CALL FSP AC 
PRINT *•'lNPUT X AND Y COORDINATES OF NOTHPOJNT ' 
PRI NT Ni'SEPARATED BY A COHHA . I 
READ M1NCOR N<IC1l)1NCORNCIC12 ) 
BCCJRN (IC) = 1 
GO TO 650 
CA LL SLAYTC NWCTR1PLOT1IPLCIT1NCORN1BCURN1WALLS) 
DPE N<UNJT=71FILE='SCAL E.DAT'1TYPE='OLD' I 
1 DISP=1KEEP' 1FORH='FORMATTED' > 
READ <7 I 6) IPEE 










D. OUTPUT Source Program 
DECLAR1~TIDt-IS 
REA L PF C2 ,2>. DLD C2r2>·Br c2,4 ),Cr< 2.2 > 
F.:Ef\L NCDr\N < 4, 2) 
REAL NF C 2 ,4, 2J,pARClO),pLQT C 25•~ > 
REAL AC2)r WALL SC 4 ) 
INTEGER GRPN,PHrDEVICErCO DE rSCALE rSCREF 
INTEGER PLACE<25 ) 
I NTEGEr\ BCORN C4) 
INTCGER PTC21rNrT C2JrNErO C2 >• TN , TY.IrLOT C25r5 ) 
IIHC::GEF: PIV 
CHA~~CTER = 20 NFAC 
CHA~ACTER * 15 NMGRr C5JrNMWTRC25) 
CHARACTER* 10 NMP~DT C S >~ LCL 
CHARACTER * 5 ABNMW <2: > 
CHf'lRACTER * 7 r·GM ( 4 ) 
CHAr.:ACTER * 79 Z 















SINCH = . 358~771658 
I EF:r::=: 
IF'E =- 1 
FORMf-1T <I"'> 
FCJF.::"!A T (:!.)~• I:) 
FORM~Tc1x ,r2.sx .A1s.sx .r2 > 
FOF:Mr-1T c1:<1I : > 
FO RMAT C1X. I1r 5XrI2 r5Xr A10) 
FOR MAT c1x.2c r1 0.3.5X).r10 .3 ) 
FORMAT<t x. 1or10.~: 
FOr.:MAT OX] A7~ l 
PGM INITinLIZnT IO N 
CA LL RDGCN CNFnC.GRPNrNG~PrNMGRr,NrRDr rNMrRnT . 
NWCTR, NMWTR,ACNMW> 
CALL RCLAYT CNWCTR rrLDTrIPLOT ~NCORN.BC8RN, WALL: ~ 










50 CA LL HDG,:i <Pl I 1 NF AC, PCM) 
55 CALL TRISPAC 
PR II IT 1.;, ' OUTPUT Mct~U' 
Crill DUSPAC 
PRINT~ .· 1. MACHINE TEMPLATC ' 
rr.: INT *, · ~ woR r~cENTCF\ LAYOUT' 
PRINT*' ' 3. PLANT LAYOUT ' 
PRINT*• ' 4 . EXIT OUTPUT' 
READ U.<11> IOPT 
IF CIOPT ,EQ, 1 ) GO TO 400 
IF ( IOPT .EQ. : > GO TO 200 
Ir CIOPT .EQ. 3) GO TO 300 
IF CIOPT .CQ, 4) GO TO 997 
CALL CLH.r.: 
CALL WARNOE F\ r:l 
P R I NT *, 'Er.:r.:or.:: l1UST SELECT 1 • 2, 3, or.: 4: • 
GO TO 55 
WORHCCNTER LAY OUTS 
!9? READ C* r 1) IDS 
: oo C,'\ LL I IDGA ( PH, i~r.~c l' PGM) 
CALL TF\IS!".'AC 
PRINT ~,· WOR KC ENTCR LA YOUTS ' 
CALL DUSN,C 
PFUMT ~~ r I r;EAD .'\LL HlSTr\UCTIONS r:crcr:c DOI NC ,;1~'(7HilJG' 
F'f: rnT >:: 








A. ENTER WOR~CENTCR NUHEER. ' 
•)• I ~·, B. WAIT UNTIL DRAWING ON DISPL~Y' 
IS COMr' LETCD. ' * p I C. PRESS MAKE COPY. ' 
*)' I 
\I• I 
' I • :' 
[I, ArTEr\ I IAFrncor·Y COl'I F'LEIC I I lr':.JT 
Ai iv n re IT Arm r·r.:css ::: r:cr:: • · 
C1~LL DUSPAC 
PRINT ~'. v I TO RETURN TO OUTPUT MENU INrU7 
PRINT *'' ~ND PRESS <RET) , ' 
F:Er1D C ~: • 1> ~lW 
rr <NW +GT. NWCTR> GO TO so 
OPEIJ < UNIT=·7, FILE==' SC1'iLE. DAT' ; TYr·E=· ' OLD' v 
l DI SP= 'KEEP ',FO~M=' rORM~TTED' ) 
READ (7, :l MSC~LE 
CLOS[' UiUT-7 I 







DPCNCUNIT~C .F I LE=' WORKOUT.D~T" r T~r : ~ ' OLD '. 
1 DISP='~EEP 'r rORH= ' FORMATTED ' ) 
PI 1.J=IPLOTCNWr 1 ) 
CALL LOADCNWrEFrCFrPF rNFrNBPOrCLD r rT,NPT l 
AC 1 l=OUt CP I Vr1 > 
A ( 2 >=OLD ( F'I V, 2 > 
IF CNW .EQ . 1> DO TO :1 0 
NK=NW- 1 
DO 205 I KK = lrNK 
READC8r4) NELP 
DO 204 I KA = l rNCLP 
DO 203 IKD = 1 r 4 
203 READC8 r8) Z 
204 COM TI NUE 
:?05 CONTI NUE 
210 READC81 4 ) NEL 
DD 230 ILL=1rNEL 
READ C8 r 5 ) TYr TNrLDL 
IF CPIV .EQ, 2) GO TO 220 
RCAD C8' 6) X, Yr R 
RC t.D (8,Q) Z 
GO iO 225 
:20 READ <8,G> Z 
READ \ 8, 6 I >C, Y, r: 
225 READ C8r7l \ PAR < I ASlr I ~:~1,10 l 
CALL TRANSL CA<llf~C: ll 
CALL r\ DF:~. wo ( x;1, YA , TY, TN, x' '-," , r,, r·;,R ' Lr:L. , SiliCI I) 
230 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(LJNIT=3l 
r.:TE=O . O 
C~LL TRANSL <AC 1:,n c2 >> 
CALL DWCTRO CXArY~rBF rNF1 PFrPT r NPTrA 1 PIV . RTE r irC : 
READ :f.r I DS 
GO TO 199 




rr.:r NT *, ' PL.~11 ;T :_;, ·rnuT ' 
CALL DUSPAC 
PRINT *•' INPUT FOUR DIGIT DCVICC NUMDCR ' 
READ <* rl l DEVICE 
Cf!IL L nusr·nc 
P~INT *• ' INrUT OPT I ON CODE ' 
REo'!\ [t C *, 1 > CODC 
CALL GRS TRT CDEVICE rCODCl 
er.LL CMCLOS 
DPENCUNIT=7r FILC=' SCALE.DAT ' rTYrC~' DLD' r 





OPEN< UN IT=S,FILE=' WORKOUT.DAT ' , TYPE='OLD ' r 
1 DISP= ' KEEP',FORM='FORMATTED ' ) 
READ<7,2> SCALE 
READ(/,2) SCALE 
CLOSE ( UNIT=7 > 
DO 305 I.JK=1,:5 
305 PLACECI.JK>=1 
CALL FRAMEW <SCALE,XArYA,STEP > 
DO 350 I.JK =1rNWCTR 
. RTEC=PLOT <I.JK,5 > 
IPIV=IPLOT<IJKr1 ) 
CALL LOAD<IJKrBFrCF,PF,NFrNDPO , OLD, 
1 PT, NPT> 
IF <IP I V .EQ , 2 ) GO TO 310 
AC 1 >=PLOT< IJK, 1 )" 
AC2>=PLOT <IJKr2> 
GO TO 315 
310 AC1>=PLOTC I.JKr3) 
AC2>=PLOT CIJK,4) 
315 CALL TRANSL<A Cl )rA< : >> 
CALL ROTATE<RTEC,RTCCl 
CALL DWCTRO' XA, YA , BF, 1ff, r·F , PT, 1ff'T, ~;, rr· I\..', r.:TEC, IPC : 
READ CB , 4 > NEL 
DO 3110 ILL=11NEL 
READCB ,5 > TYrTNrLEL 
IF CI PIV .EQ, 2 > GO TO 320 
READ C8r6> XrY•R 
F\EAD C818) Z 
GO TO 325 
320 RE AD C818l Z 
READ CB,6> X1Y1R 
325 READ <Or7) <PARC ILP),ILr~1,10> 
CALL TRANSLCACl),AC:) ) 
CALL ROTATECRTEC,RTEC > 
CALL RDRAWOC XA1 YA , TY, TN1 x, y, r.:, F'AF(, LBL, SIUCI I ) 
3~0 CONTINUE 
350 CONTINUE 
CALL DWA LLSOCXA,YA ,WALLS,NCORN 1DCORN> 
READ ( *, 1) ms 
CLOSECUNIT=B > 
GO TO 50 
400 CALL HDGACPH,NFAC,PGM> 
I PH=l 
CALL TF\ISPAC 






F'f\ I NT *, ' 
PRINT *, '. 
PRINT *•' 
REA[! *•IOPT 
TY = IOPT 
212 
1. GEJiEf\AL :3H1~ PC TE MPL1HC ' 
2. PLANF'f\INT MAC! 1::: tic TE lff'LATC' 
3. RETURN TO OUTPUT MENU " 
I F CIOPT .EO. 1 ) GO TO 425 
IF CIOPT . EQ. 2> GQ TO 450 
OD TO 50 
425 GALL MENUACIPH> 
r.:EA[I *, TN 
I F CTN .EO. 1 > GO TQ 426 
IF <TN .EC . :> CALL RECTACPAR,LEL> 














GO TO 500 
CALL SQUAREA< PAR rLBL > 
GO TO 500 
CALL HENUD<IPH> 
REI'\[! *• TN 
GO TO 500 
500 PH=4 
X=65 . C 
Y=-50 , 0 
R::::O , 0 
SCALE = 1 
CALL FRAMEW CSCALErXArYArSTCP > 
CALL R[IRAWO <XArYA,TYtTN,X ,Y rR ,PARrLDL,SINCH ) 
CALL FSf'AC 
C1""1LL TF: I SPAC 
PRINT * · LBL 
PRINT *•' INrLJT ANY DIGIT TO CLCAR DISrL~Y ' 
f.:Et1[1 *, I JK 
GO TO 400 





E. FLAG Subroutines 
sui::irrnur I tJE r:oRDCr\ < x;1, YA, B, tJ, A, s , r:· : 
f\EAL iH41 4)1 E! ( 4 >1A C3> 
f\EAL F' C:,:n 
CALL CHO F'EN 
CALL VWPORT C39 . 01130.C130 . 0 11C0 .C) 
CALL WINDOW <0 . 01XA10 . 0 1YA > 




















IF <NC 1d > .EQ . 1.0 > GO TO 10 
CALL HOVE <B<4>1B(1)) 
GO TO 20 
CALL MOVE<NC2r1 >1N C3r1) ) 
CALL DRAWINC21 1 )1 BC1 )) 
CORNER TW O <NEl 
IFCNC112 ) .EQ. 1. 0) 00 TO 3C 
CALL DRAW<D <3 >1D<1 >> 
GO TO 40 
CALL DRAWCNC2 , 2 ; ,D C1 >> 
CA LL DRAW (N C: ,:>.Nc:,: :> 
CA LL DRAU C C ~ : l1 N C: ,: ;' 
cormrn Tt mEc ( r ·-' --· 
rr c ~ c 1 , 3: .ca. : . o} so ro s~ 
CA LL DRAW C 3 C :~ ,tc::; 
GO TO 60 
C~LL DRAWCDC3 l1 NC:,: ; l 
CALL DRt1W (fl( 2, 3 ) .i! c:; : 
Ct"lLL DRr.1W 01 C: ,:: . [: C:; ;. 
( ,., ,, , --· 
IF <NC114 ) ,CQ, 1.:: : C:J T:J 
CALL DRAWCBC4 ) ,[: C:> : 
GO TO 80 
CALL DR~W l~(~ 1 4l,: c:;.; 
CALL DR~W <NC 2 1 4 l1 NC:, ~:; 
CALL Dr\t1W i :i I l > , t~ (:, ~ ;· > 
214 
80 IF CNC 1r1 > ,[Q, 1. c) GO TO ':'C 
CALL DRAW CB ( 4 > , BC 1> > 
GO TO 100 
90 CALL DRAW CBC4 ) ,UC3rl) ) 




100 CALL DASl·IF'T < 3 ) 
CALL MOVE ( !:' < 4 l 1 r: ( 1 ) ) 
CALL DRAW<[: ( 3 ) , r~ : 1 ) ) 
CALL DRAW([. ( 3 ) , [: ( :::) ) 
CALL Dr\,':\ w rn < 4 > , B <: > ) 
CP.LL DR AW en< 4 i , B ( 1) ) 
CALL DACHF'T ( 0) 
c 
c 
~ F'OillTS OJ 
c 
IF ( F'(1v1 ) .EQ. Q,C) GD TO ::oo 
AN=l.O 
CALL CROSS< r c 1,: > , P: 1 , :; ; 1 ,~,w 
200 IF (F'(l r 2) .EQ. 0.0 ) co T::J :: : () 
AN :::: ::-2 . 0 
CALL CROSS crc : , 2 ) ,F'(2,3 ) 1AN: 
c 
c cr1LCUL ATE FLJLLBLDCI< rif\L::1'.'i 
c 
210 ZW =BC :!. ) - [: ( ::: > 
Zl.=BC3)- IH4 / 
CALL BAREA(:W.ZL .s, z~ ) 
AC: >= ZA 
c 
c SUBTRACT NOTCH M\EAS 
c 
IF CN\ 1 rl> , EC~ . 0 . 0 ) GO TO 1 10 
ZW=BC 1 >-N<3•1 > 
ZL ~= N C 2rl) ·B<4> 
CALL CAR EA< ZW , ZLrS r ZA > 
NC4r1>=ZA 
GO TD 11 3 
110 NC3 . 1l=O . O 
N(4, l >=O .O 
N (:::, 1) =O. 0 
11:::; I F ( r~ ( 1 , ::: ) ,[Q. 0 . 0) GO TO 1::0 
zw =E«1>-N( 3 , :: > 
ZL ·- B \ 3 )- l!C::!r'.".:) 
CALL BA~EA c :w ,zL.s.z~: 
NC4r: )=Zf1 
GO TO 1 ~ 5 
1::0 1~ < 4,::: l =O . J 
215 
1H 3, 2) = O. 0 
NC:,:>=O.O 
125 IF (N( l,~ ) . EQ. 0 .0 ) GO TO 130 
ZW=NC3r3 l - B(: ) 
ZL=BC3>-N <:?r 3 ) 
CALL BARCA CZW 1ZL rSr ZAl 
NC4r3l =ZA 
GO TO 135 
130 NC4r3 )=0 . 0 
NC3r3 ) =0 . 0 
NC2r3l=O . O 
135 IF <NC1 v4 ) .EQ . 0 . 0) GO TO 140 
ZW :::N(314 l-B<2 l 
ZL =NC2r4 )-BC4 > 
CALL BAREA <:W,ZLrS1ZAl 
NC4r4)::.ZA 
GO TO 145 
140 NC4,4)=0.0 
NC :r 4>=0 .0 
N<2r4l=O.O 
145 DO 150 Jl~J = 114 




SUBROUTINE COST ( PLACC.PLOTvCST,rT > 
REAL rLDTC25r5 ), FT <:5. 2~) 
I NTEGER PLACE (:: > 
REnL INDIST,INDISTX,IN~ISTY, INCO:T 
CST=O 
DO 100 IFI R=lr:S. 
DO 50 ISEC=1125 
IF <F'Ll'ICE <Ir-rrn ,[Q . 0 ) GO TO 100 
IF CFTCIF'IRdS[C j ,[Q, C .Oi GO TO SC 
I ND I ST)(=ABS ( F' LOT (I fI r.:, 3 >-r·LOT ( l :cc. l i ; ·: ::: : 
I 1W I STY=Aris ( F'LOT : IF I r.: y 4 ) - PLOT ( I SEC , : ) ) :::):'. : 
INIHST=SQRT ( ::: unISTX !· I l!DISTY): . :;::;::;::;771..:.::;: 
I NCOST~ INDI STt< rT C IFI R, I SCC i/ 12. 0i 
CST=CST·: HlCOST 
5 0 CONTHIUE 
10:> COtHHlUC 
Ei~D 
surmoun tic rr~ti l!E ' : cr.:EF, x.:.. , Y ;., • STCF' ; 
INTEGCF\ scr.:c:-
CALL C110PCi~ 
CALL NE wr·r. .• o 
XA=1:::0 . oi::scr:cr 
u1:= 100 . o~:sc r.: cr 
CALL vwroRr ·:; . c. :: c . o.Jc . 0. 1 ~:. c· 
CA LL WINDOW CO , C.~~ ro . :,¥~: 
216 
CALL MOVE< o . c,o.o> 
CALL DRAW <O . OrYA> 
CALL DRAW< XArYA> 
CALL DRAW CXArO . O> 
CALL DR AWCO . OrO.O> 
CA LL DA SHPT (9) 
STEP=25.0tC25. 0*SCRCrl 
YLIN=O . 0 
10 YLIN =YLINtSTEP 
IF <YLIN .GE . YA> GO TD : o 
CnLL HOVE CO.Or YLIN> 
CALL DRAW (XArYLIN > 
GO TO 10 
20 XLIN=O. 0 
30 XLIN=XLIN+STEP 
40 
IF <X LIN . GC. X1~) GO TO 40 
Cf"ILL MOVE CXLI NrO . O> 
CALL DRf"-IW ( XLIN, YA i 
GO TO 30 
CALL DASHPT <O> 
IF CS CREF .LT . 6) 
IF CSCREF . GE. 6) 
AXE = .03 * XA AYE = .05 * YA AYP = f\Y E + f..:EF 
AXH :: . 01 * XA AYH - . 01 , .. .. YA 
CALL MOVE CAX[ ,AYE> 
C1~ LL [I f\ AW ( AX C, A Yr·) 
CALL MOV E< Al:M, 1Wt:: 
CALL TX(1M 






1:0 .0 * .35875771 ~~2 
300 .0 * . 3~C7~7716~C 
SUBROUTI~C FRAMEA(SCR:r ,~ArY~rCTEP l 
INTEGEf\ sc r.:ff 
Cf'iLL TOP 
PRINT * • ' AXIS RANGES: ' 
PRINT ii< 
PRINT *•' X AXIS! ' 
5 FORHAT<3Xr' o. o TQ ',1Xr F6 .1 ) 
6 FORHATC3Xr' I NCREMENTS 'r 1Xi r5 . 1 > 
Pf\INT 5 , XA 
PRINT *•' Y AXIS ! ' 
PRINT 5, YA 
PF\I NT * 
PRINT *• ' DOTTCD LINC ' 
FT\ INT .S, STC!·:-
r·r:HH ::: 
r·r..: rnT 7, ccr,Er 
-, 
217 
r or: HAT < z x , · : !' ..-. L c. r rn • : ' , 1 :" : : i 
Pr:IlH :t 
Ir ( SCRC r .GE . G) GO TO 10 
F'RirH 8 
8 FORHAT < :x,· ~ LI NC - 10 r T. ') 
GD TO ?'': 
10 Pf\!tH 9 
9 FORMA T C3X i ' R LINC ~ :~ rT .'l 
99 r\ ETURN 
EIHI 
sun~our rNc rRAMcw cscRcr,x~ . ~ ~ .:rc1, 
I iHEGcr: ::;cr,cr 
c:,LL CMOF'EIJ 
CALL NL:WN1G 
x .~,= 1 : o . o::.scr:cr 
Y1"= 100 . oi:·:cr.cr 
C~LL VWF'OR7 CO . o. 1 :~ . c .c . 0. 1 00 . o: 
:~LL WINDOWC O . o , ~~,0 . 0,.~) 
Ci'.'1LL 110') [ ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0) 
CALL DRAW CO . O t Y~) 
CALL Dfa\WCXf'\y',',;) 
CALL DR~w cxn,o . o > 
CALL DR~w co . o,o . o· 




;~ T'rTE- W- OPEtH N r (? , . r or or:·"'11111 1!:l [I I ~~1~ [:0[: [ Ei::O 1 .'.>C :::; J: IC.-1 l. 
·- r·Ms -E-FNF ~ fil E rial. ro •.J111..i 
sur: F:OUTHJ[ LI ST ( NW CTf\ ' NlitJTr~ , f'LACC 
INTCCCR rLnCC!:::; > 
CHJir.:.:1CT[f: ;~·1::; N11Wr:-.:c::::;) 
1 FORMA T co:<, · wor.:1.c::urcr· ~-1::: i ~i~c 
FOm1AT ( :;x , , )( - wor; l\ C[ ''TG' :.J rL .;:;:::1 
1-: 
FOf;l1A T C 1 X, I::: , ' . ' , 1X ,,·,::. ::;. ::: , ':: · ; 
ror.:r~.~T<lx, r::: , ' .'.i x, ,;~::; · 
rordiAT , :1~'' r:, 1 . , ,, ... 1::.:, :':, ·;.: 1 , 
FOr~ttA I ( :7;~ vr:) , . ..·.1::;) 
PF: rnr :!' 
r·rut!T :!. 
F'f.: I tlT .. ... 
PF. rnr ~ -
c ,~.LL r:usr·,·.c 
DO 1 0C 1··t1B '-" l , :o 
IF C l<M< • GT. i iWC:Tr.:) GO TO 3 00 
IF ( r·L ~CE ( I((, [ :) • [ Q. l : co -;·a :: o 
P f~ IilT 1-i, 1·:,;n, WlUH. ( 1 ~ :.r: i 
GO TO l OC 
::o rr: r H-:- :; ,. :~.~.r:, w1.i7r.:: :~ t1r:: 1 






CALL Tf( rsr·r.iC 
C!'lLL DUSF'r.,C: 
DO 200 KAB=21,~UCTR 
IF < F'L1'.:\CC < Kf.H\J • EQ . 1) GO TO 
PRINT l r KAD,NMWTR<KAt> 
GO TCl 20C 




su::r,ourrnc iiE1wr., < PG11' 
CHl'lRACTER * 20 CN~MC4 l 
HlTCGCR r"G11 
er.LL CMOF'[il 
:Z 1 FOr\llr-1T ( :i)~ . I 1 , ' • ' , ZX 11',:C: 
16 F o rrn (, T ( ! x , ' · / 
CNAM(l) - 'SQ~~RC ' 
EN All<: ; = , r.: c:::T i:11ic:_c , 
ENllM ( :) = , ::iour:LE r.:c:::T,\1J ,~:_[' 
ENAM C4) = ' CIRCLE ' 
IF CPGri , [Q, i) 00 TO 1 0 
criLL CLEM: 
F'r:INT 1::; 
Ct-1LL Tr( I sr·,:,c 
[I() :o 1\ 1': .:.. 1 ,. "~ 
:;o r·r.:INT : lv Ki--: ,ENt-1M C l ~ IO 
Cc:"iLL DUSr"AC 
. .- ~ 
J....J V 
PR nn ::: v • :::r:1..::::cr Tl 1c rics:;: r.:cr rn1:-·L..t. 1c 1-1t.:1:r:: ::::-, · 
F' R I NT ::~ ;· ' 
GO TO :JO 
1 o a:· EN ( u ri r .- - 10, r I LC,_ • ru:.0 0 1 o. ::1 ; , T · , T ':Pr- · 1 :c ~~ 
1 rrrsr· =·1~cn· 1 , Fom1== ·rcr,r1i~TTG1 · : 
::.::; roF:l11'.iT<:!. O::. ' CCNEr.:tiL Slit,!"' [ T::;~r· :... ,''l l'CS ') 
WF: :::TC < 1 C , 1 :, : 
wr·: ITC < 1 ;,., 1 :, ' 
[10 :c 1·:1 : = 1 . ; 
:::o iJF: ITC <10, 2 U 1·:1·:, Dl t".1~: l<I ~ : 
WF: ITE c1c, i.:. :· 
WF\ ITE <10d.'.,) 
CLOSE ( ur~ IT = 10; 
50 Ct1:...L CMCLOS 
F\CTLJF\N 
Et ID 
c ur:F\CIUTINC ilD~UB ( r·o111 
HlT CGCR r·c11 
Cl-lf.'IF\(.1CT EF\ ;J: 1 z:;: 
1:: FDr':MAT '. 1 4 '~, · i~i'.CllI:~i: TEi iF'Lo'1li:S 
r-n r~ 1 i t, T ( t ~: I : . , . -·, ··1 .... _, , 
219 
1 :: F 0 RM ;1 T ( ~ ~( , I :2 , , • I , 2 ;{ ti H ~ s ) 
13 FOr<MA r < 1 x, · , > 
14 FORMAT<1X,A7 ) 
ENA MB ( 1) =' PUNCI I rRESS ::n~ . 
ENAMB ( 2) = 'PUNCI I Pm:ss 40TN . 
ENAMDC: )= 'PUNCH PRESS 6~TN' 
EN Mm< 4 > = ' ruNcH rr~Ess 1:r;~' 
ENri~iB < :J >= ' PUNCH Pr~ ::::ss ?o Tl:' 
EN Mm< 6 > = ' ruN::H PF\E:::s 11 :)TW 
ENAMD ( 7) = ',;t.;TOMATI C L,ITl ·I[ ' 
ENAMB ( 3 ) =I Lie.Tl IC . 
EN()M[< ( 9 ) = I BEl~CH L ri THE I 
EN.:.MDClO )"'-' EtW . U",TllE ' 
ENt-1Mn < 1 1 > ,c,' rurrnc T Lt.Tl 1:::: ' 
EM A MD ( 1 : j ::., :::; IC.-1F' I 
Ir < r·Gl1 • CQ. 1 ) GO TO :::::::: 
c.;LL CLE;1r· 
PRHlT 10 
Ct'i LL DUSPt.C 
DO :;::o Kl ~ = 1 • 1: 
PR! tlT 12, l ~ I< I [N1'i tir! ( 1\ 1 ~ I 
20 CONTifJUE 
CALL DUSF't1C 
PRIMT ~: 1 . ::;cL CCT TllE m::srnG: TD•r·~;.T:: ;i:.im :cr:. 
PRINT *,' ;,rm r·r.:c::;s <RCTUr•?D' 
GO TO !::'iO 
Of' EN <UIHT= 10 , FILE::::' rLAG Ol O . L• 1H ', T'.'i'[- ':::~ r:'' 
1 or SF'= ' J<EEP ' , ror.:11 "" ' rcrm.~ TTCD • > 
DO 26 l ~ K "'- 1 t 7 
: 6 READ<10r14> z: 
wr: n c c1ori o> 
WRITC (10.13 ) 
WRITE ( 10 .13 ) 
DO 20 1·:1·: '- l r :-' 
20 WF:! TE c10.11 > 1 : r:. E i!;.rm ~ 1 a~> 
CLOSECLirHT =- 1 0> 
50 r.:ETUr:N 
nm 
s ur:r.:OUTI NC or·n 01 J: <: !Oi" T ; 
1 rorm;., r ( r 1 > 
CALL FSPt.C 
PF::INT *., SCLCCT QPTIOlJ ,:,N[: r·r:;cs::: r~c:u~;i · 
PF; IilT ~::,' 
F'F~ I i lT '::>I 
F'F: IMT t.:r' 
rrn rn ::: , , 
er.LL TOP 
CALL rs r·;:.: 
F'F\IMT ,;, 
1. ,., -. 
·~ ...,. 
.' .. 
'.:; ll ffT ' 
r• OT riTE ' 
r-ornTs • 
LI:::T ' 
r:·F:HIT :: .' ,,. 1.:.::i:: : !::; ' 
rT: I NT ::: ,. ' .., . L , . '.'Ct.;7' 
1:1. 
9 
•T.:.IH :: , 
f'F: IN T i:: I' I 
m:.: ~rn ( ::: ' 1 ) NOF'T 
F: CT UF'N 
D!D 
SUE~OUTINE RCOST <RNET > 
CALL TOP 
no 10 ITH,= 1 . 1'.:i 
r:· rn 1 n ::' 
CONTI1'1UE 
PF\IMT 9 
FT' I l lT 11 • r.: MC T 
FOr::t1AT ( 5 X I F1 0 .:: > 
rc r:nAT <3X v 'NCT COST : .: 
r' ETUR N 
CND 
220 
;". Ii;:;.[(.:; [ 
8. .~,~CCPT._ 
I ' ' J.- I l 
cur:rWUT!NE RDCF'T ( r·u.cc, iJWC:TI. 'f"L:JT . :r·!...CT y )( ( ,' ·: .~ •• :::r·c :· 
r::Cf.1 L F'LOT < :s v 5 ) n!C <:::: ; .• r:;··c : :: . ~: , ere : :~, :: I 
FU:t.L PfC<::~:>dJfC(::!1 : .. ::· ,cL:1c :::,::; 
INTCGER PLACCC2S)vIPLOT : ::~.: ), r:~c 
I llT CGEr\ NBPOC ( ::) . r·rc::: ), NI" "'."C ( ·'. : 
DO 50 K~A = 1 ,N WCTr 
IF CPLA CE <KAA > . : a . a: GU TO :o 
rTEC = PL OT <KAA v5 ) 
r·n .1c :: !PLOT ( l\f.1f.11 1 ) 
Ir crrvc .ca. 2 > co TO 
AC (1) = PLOT ( l ~f,,;., 1) 
:1c ( ~ ) :c r·LOT ( l~M. y:) 
GO TO ::!O 
15 AC C1) = rLOTCKA~,3; 
AC ~ 2 ) = PLOT <1·:r-.1",, -1?: 
~c c.~. LL. Lo,ein < l\ AA , nrc 1 ere , rTc, iff'C, :n::r·oc, 
1 OLDC,rTCiNF'TC > 
c~LL DWCTRCXAvYA.nrc,Mrc.r-rc . rrc .1i rrc,~c . r1~:.~7cc. :~:, 
'.JO COlHIHUC 
r'cn;r;N 
rnrcccr.: T Y!"\, Ttli"; 
F,G.L r·.1rrnc10> 
Cl ·I (.f~ &',CT er~ ::; :L~ L E>LI~: 
ff <rm .ca. :> G8 TO lCC 
IF ( HH': ,[Q . 1) GO TC 1 .. " ~v
IF cnm . co. CJ TO 1 "' " _,, 
ff \Tiff; , [Q . ... ' 00 TO 1:G ~ 1 
Ir cnir·: , (Q, ., ) co TO 1 'n "" " \ J 
H)G rr <nm . [Q. / •' GO TO -'-'" 
ff \ TUf\ . EO. 1 ~ GG TJ :\~:!. 
Ir e nm .ca . 1"'' cc T!J :~~ 










1 ~ f ) 
~..., v 
1.rn 
,.... , "' - u ·\.4' 
:.-:.1 
• •, If"\ _ ......... 
~ 6 ~.: 
<;>r-;9 
J(C 
CA LL :au."ir'c < )(1~1, y,~., xr' ; Yr::, r-:r', rr-.r-:R ~ :..r:L :-.: , :::ri4CI i; 
GO TO 9<:;<:; 
Cf.1LL fi:ECT : ;~ .~' Yt-1. ): r:, 'ff\, F:R y r·:,r.:r,:' :._r::Lr\' s I r~C I· :) 
00 TD 999 
c,;LL Dfi:ECT < x,~. ~·Y A, lm , n : , rm , r-:·r.r~r', L r: Lr\, sr:Jc:: : 
OD TO ';'99 
GC TO ;'!;'<;' 
er.LL 1~ UL Tl I ()( ~u Y1\ ' )m , Yr\. r.: r.; ' PAr.: :-.: ; L BLI'"\ v :IiJCI j) 
GC 70 799 
Cr1LL r·F"::ZTN (;< ,:, ,YA' XF\ , YF\ ~ RF\ y r·,1rm' u ::...r.:, SH!CI·:; 
GO TO 797 
c;.LL SI :c,;r.: ( ;~~. , '(;., '~r:' 'ff\. rm, f'Ar\F;v u::u::. ::: :::NCI I: 
GO TO 7 9? 
Ci'\ LL r·~1 7: TiJ ( Xf1 ~\'A )' XI\,, Yr\)' Rf~)' r:-·r.:~r::r~ ? ~ :::_ r:,. ::rn:::; 
CO TO ':'',~9 
F: ET lff.: il 
D:D 
sur:: r~ouT H~c rrnr~1!-.WO c:u .. Y t-. , -:-rr::, Tni'"c ;:r:, ·. r:  .i-.;r, . r· .~. r: r~, L:::_;\, ::; ::: : ;::: : . . 
Ii lTCGET: T'.' F.: v ":"i m 
CHAr;i:',CH:r• ::: 1 c- u:: .. r\ 
rr ( T'1T: .cc~. :2 ) "'" u._ TC 1 00 
rr ( Tiff\ • E~ . .i. ) GO TO 11C 
IF ( TNr.: . [~~. ... , co TD 1'"'n ... v 
Ir- cnm ,[Q. 3 ) co TO 1 - ~~ ... ~ v 
IF ( Tiff: • EC!. 4) OD TD , . ,. J. •;"' 
rr Cfil!": .co. 7) CJ TD :l·J 
ff , ~ ·1 ·· · \. I l , ; .cc . 1 ) DO iO ~Gl 
rr <: Mr: .cc . ., .... , \ ~·~ Tr> ~ · ~ ~-·I ~'"' • v - "' -
ff ( TNr\ . [ Q . ' \ CJ T::J ~ ·-., , ..,_\J o.J 
GO T O 7';'";' 
~.~ c c .:\L..L r-: E~: r c ~ ;~ ,!i , "t.~. ~ '~ :~, ".'r .. >' r~ r\ - r· ,~. r\r\ 1 ~:::~r~ )' ~:;~c: : , 
GO TO ~'';'-;· 
t : o C/'1LL Dr~ ccTo ' x.-:1 ~ '.' t . , xr< )' Y r~ >' r,r:.: , r\~.r::-\ "L::!....:--~,. S i i~~: 1) 
DO TO 1?'?'-:' 
l ~ J GO TO ',-.';'~' 
: :, 0 c t.LL {\ u LT! I ~~ ~ ;< ..-:. , ... ,' 1'.'11 ., ~( f\ )' ',' r\ 'I r:: r\ ~ r· ,:, i\ r~ ~ L r::_ r: ) : I:~ cf : ; 
00 TO <:'':' ? 
:.:1 Ct. ~_L r·r-22Tt!O {;( ,:) y Yt, , )'. :-.:" '1T:, F~ r:: , r·Mm' Lr:Lr\' '.::I ix Ci : ; 
OD TO 'i'S'':' 
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GO TO 9?7 
r' '?<;' RCTLJr.:tl 
END 
sur:r, ouT me TITLE 
CALL CHOF'EN 
CALL T~AH 
CALL F'IVOT< 65 . 0r ::i 0 . 0) 
CALL MEWF' AG 
C1~LL BELL 
Cr.1LL MO VE<55 . 0,50,C ) 
er, LL Dr< AW < ~::;. 0 , 30 . 0) 
C1"\LL t10VE <85 . 0 ' :::i O. 0 ~ 
Ct-1LL DRAW C 95. C, ::iO. 0; 
CALL M0'-.1E ( 80 . 0, GO. 0) 
Ct-1LL rrn ~.~J c 70. o, sc. o;. 
CALL t10t.1E { 25. 0, 40 . 0 ~ 
CALL Dr:f\W ( 30. 0, 4 C . 0: 
C.:1LL Hovr c: o.o,3c , c: 
C1'1LL DR~1w c 1 0 . o , 40 . o) 
CALL 1~0 '.'[ ( 40 . 0, 70 . ::) 
Co~LL Dri1~1W ( 50 . j, 70. 0) 
C1"\LL MOVE(80 . c. : o . o: 
CALL Dr.:r-,w < 30 . o t ::;o . ::: 
er.LL 1i0\.'[ ·'. 5 0 . 0 y 30 . 0) 
C1~LL DRAWC4C . 015C.Oi 
CALL MOVE ( o::i . 0 , C:;. C: 
C1"\LL DRAW ( 65 . 0 , 1'.1C. 0) 
Ct'lLL t10 'JE < 10:::; . 0, 40 . 0 > 
Cl'\LL [IRA W<11 0 . o ,50 . o: 
Cl"ILL MO'.'E < 25. 0 • ::rn. 0) 
Cl'\LL rml'\w < 25. o, 4 0 . c) 
Cr1LL MOVC C:5 . 0, 3 0 . Ci 
Co"\Ll. DFi AW < :5. 0, -'1 C. C ) 
Ct1L L t10t..1E < rn . 0 ; 70 . ::: 
Ct'\LL nr:r-. w (.llO . o d30. c: 
C 1~1 LL Dra,w < 5 0 . o, no. o; 
e r.LL 110VE C 2 C . C, 50 , 0; 
Cr'1LL Dr.:;.w < 1 c . o •. ; :>. c · 
Co"\LL Dr.: AW< 10 . 0, ::;c . ~; 
Ct1LL MOVEC 1 CO . c,:: . ::; 
C1~L L DR.'~W <100.0 . :o. o; 
er.LL M01.,iEC80 . 01 :,: . C: 
Ct1LL DRr.w rno . c, 70 . ::) 
Cf\LL ncvc c ~ ::;.0,60 . 0: 
CALL DRAW ( 6::i . 0 r 6C, Ci 
CALL t!DVC <65 . J,5c.c; 
Co'iLL DF\A W ( 5: . 0 , ::;o . 0 ', 
Ct.LL t1Cl 1•1E ( 85. C, ..;c . : ) 
C.::iLL DFU'\W\9 : . c . ~c . 01 
Ct. ~ .. L 1101J[ ( 70 . ::i • .:., j • .) ' 
Ct1LL Dr: t, W ~ - ~ • C ~ 7 ·:~ • ~ 
223 
CALL ~OVE C \Q. 0 ,7C.C l 
C~LL DRAW<So . o.&o . o; 
CALL MOVCC110.0130.0) 
CALL DRAWC11 0 . 01SO.O) 
CALL MOVC C?5 . o,sc . c} 
cnLL DRA WC75 . 01JO. O) 
CALL HOVE <00 . 0,40 . 0) 
CALL DRAW <70 . 0 ,40 . 0) 
CALL MOVE<Ss . o,so . o> 
CALL DRAWC65.0 r80 . 0) 
CA LL MOVE C3S. o. so.o > 
CALL DRAW (25. 0v50 .0 ) 
CALL HOVE C5S . OY30.0) 
CA LL DRAW C~5 . 0r30 . 0) 
CALL MOVE CB: . o. so . o > 
CALL DRAWCBS. 0130 . 0> 
CALL MOVCCS: . 0 , 60 . 0) 
CALL DRAWC :s. ~. ;o . o> 
CALL MOVE ! SS.o,co . c> 
CALL DRAWC5s. o,;o . c> 
CALL MOVECJS. 0,30.0 ) 
CALL DR AW<:s.0 , 30 . 01 
C~LL MOVE <7o . o,so . Ol 
CALL DRAW C70 . 0,30 .0 ) 
cnLL MOVEC4o . o.~o . o> 
CALL DR AWC40 . 0r70 . 0) 
Crill MOVEC5o . c,;o . o; 
CALL DRA WCSO. Or80 . 0) 
CALL MOVC C70. 0rCO . Ol 
CALL DR nWC70 , 0r70.0) 
CALL HOVC (1C . CrJO.O: 
CALL DR~W C10 . 0r40 . ~ : 
CALL MOVE '. 4:.C.~C .OJ 
C~LL DRAW C< S . 0,30.0 l 
CA LL MOVCC!OS . 0,40 .C l 
CALL DR AWCl OC.C,50.0 l 
C~LL MOVE C110. o.:o . 01 
CALL DRnw c11c . ~.so.c; 
C1~1 LL 110VC < OC. 0, 80 . C > 
CALL DR~w c co.o , ~o.o : 
Ct.LL DELL 
CALL r:!:LL 
CALL Mov::~o . o. cs. o> 
CALL TEXTCl , I A I ' Ii i 
C1;LL I::ELL 
Ct; LL MOVC C 5 1 , 0, 20 . 0; 
CA LL TEXT ( 10. , r-r,o::iucTIOi4 ,; 
c,;LL DC L.L 
CAL L BELL 





surmour r ~~E WALL 
CALL CMOPEN 
CALL TRIDNT C.TRUC . > 
CALL MQVE<~C . Or:O.O > 
CALL DRAW C50 . 0r70 . 0) 
CALL D~AWCSO . Or70. Cl 
CALL DRAWC30.0r50.0 l 
CALL DR~WC50.0r50.0 l 
CALL MOVE<65 . 0r73. 0 ) 
CALL TXAM 
CALL TEXT C 5, ' NOf\T~I ' ) 
CALL MOVE C4 7.0 r60 . C> 
CALL TXA M 
CALL TE XT<4r' WEST ') 
CALL MOVEC83.0r60 . 0> 
CALL TXt1M 
CALL TEXTC4r ' EAST' ) 
CALL MOVE C65.0r 47 .0 ) 
CALL TXAH 
CALL TCXTCSr 'SOUTH' ) 
C~1LL HOME 
CALL Ct1CLOS 
DO 10 l~ l\I - 1 , ::o 
1 o F'F\ rnT :~ 
F'F"\I i~7 '~ I "' , 1. 
F'RllH *,, ,.., -. 
PRrnT *,I 3 . 






wc s-:· · 
SUBROUTINC ~ULTl l (~~.YAr X~ r7DrRD , r~ ~~.L~LL C 
r:Ef\L r·Ar:D < 10) 
r.:CAL Bar.: 
r.;U.L ~rn;, , YDti 
CH."ir;t,CTCR ::: 1 c u :LD 
Cf.'\LL CMor·ctl 
CALL vuro~ r : :7 . o. 1 :c . ~~:o . o, 1 c~ . c: 
ct1LL wrrrn ow < o. o, ::r , ~ . o,., ,·, > 
LDLD=' AUTO LATI IE ' 
CALL TRt1lrnL ( XD, YD> 
CALL PIVOT<o . o.o . c> 
CALL ROTATE < RDrRD ~ 
F:F'D=360, 0- RD 
Xl'tA =-=-36 , O*G 
XAr:--:6 . O*G 
~r,c=- ; . ~~~c 
~~ 1"\ 11 - - 1l . o,~a 
Yt-1f.1=- :n. 5:::G 
Yf'\[: :"3 1. 5*G 
YAC == 38.7*G 
XDA=XD~'. -·1 , 0 
YDr'\=YD* ···l . 0 
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CALL MOVE (X~~1YA~ > 
CALL DRAW CXA~tYAC > 
CALL DRAW CXAB1 YAC: 
CALL DRAW'.XAB 1YA~ ) 
CALL DRAW CXA~1YAA) 
C~LL MOVECXAC,YAB> 
CALL DRAW <X AC ,YAC) 
CALL DR l"\ WCXAD1 YAC) 
CALL DRl"\W CX AD, YA El 
E:Ot\"" 4 8 . C X:G 
PMW C 7 ) o:Y D+BOf.: 
F'M\D < 8) =·YD - r:OR 
P Al'W ( S') :::J([l+BOF"~ 
PAF"W C 10) =XD-E:OR 
CALL ROTATECRPD vRPD) 




SUBF"\OUTH![ (,UL THO ( XA . YA.)([:' YD' r\D, rAr\::1, L[:L[l, G) 
F"\EAL F'AF".; [1 ( 10) 
f"\EAL [:Of\ 
REAL XA1Y~1 XD . YD,RD1G 
REA L ~AA 1 XAE1XAC1 XAD 1 YAA1YAD1YAC 
F-:EA L )([I(, , YDr4 
CHARACTER * 10 LDL D 
C(.)LL CMOPEN 
U:LD= ' AUTO U 171 IE ' 
C~LL TRANSL(XD1YD) 
CA LL rrvorco . o,o . o> 
CALL ROTATE CRD.RDl 
F.:P[l ::."3.SO. 0-RI! 
XAA :::: ····::0. C::;G 
;<i'~.r:~36 . o }::G 
x .. ~c == - 7 . ~ :::c 
){;.,D=:: · 1 6 4 :J~: C 
y t'\ ,l==··- : 1 • ~ ;~8 
Y1".\D::31. ::i;::c 
YAC""38. 7 ;;:c 
X[l(.)::o: X[n::·-1. 0 
Y D1~1= YD:::·- :l.. 0 
C~LL MOVE CX~A 1YAA ) 
Cr.1LL Dfi·t,w < ~: .~, ,; ~ y ,:,[:) 
Ct"'ILL DRi-1 W \;.:,::i n , Y:.r:::) 
CALL DR~W CX~C . ~A~ ) 
CA LL DRAW (~~~ .YA~ l 
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CALL MOVE CXAC r YAn> 
CALL DRAWC Xnc.~AC) 
CALL DRAWC XA Dr YAC> 
CALL DRAWC XADvYAE> 
BOR=48. oi::G 
PARD < 7) =YD·l·BOF: 
PARDCS> =Y D- [:OR 
PARD ( 9) =XD+BOf\ 
PAfW ( 10 ) =Xr1 - Bor\ 
CALL ROTATE CRP D,RrD > 




SUBROUTINE DRECT CXA , YA , X D ,YDrRD ,rARDrLDL~ r S ) 
CHARACTER * 1C LELD 
f\EAL PARD C 10) 
CALL CMOPEN 
CALL VWPORTC39 . 0 r1 30 . o,30 . o. 100 . c > 
CALL WINDOWCO . O, XArO . Q,rn> 
CALL TRANSL CX DrYD > 
CALL PIVOT CO .OrO . O> 
CnLL ROTATC CRDrRD > 
WH=PARDC1 > * . 5 *S 
f\L=PAf\[I C 2 ) l!( S 
WI H=PARDC3 ) * .5 *S 
R IL=PAF:D ( 4) ::< S 
WHN =WH:::-1 . 0 
F\LN =f\Ul:- 1 . 0 
Willf~c-= WIH :1:- 1. 0 
CALL M8V[ (O . o,o . 0; 
CALL t1Rf.1W ( C . C •WI 11 :; 
CALL Dr\ t.w < r\U 4, WI :r~ ) 
CALL DRAW ( r~u~, l-JI I: 
CALL rm,:,w co . o , w11 : 
CALL DRAW <o . o ,o . o> 
CAL L DF:AW <O. 0 f WIIHD 
CALL DRAW Cf.:I L r WI Hf~ ) 
CAL L DRAW CRILrWIH > 
CALL tlRAW CO . 0, W HI ) 
CALL DRAW CO . o.o . c> 
C~LL CMARK CO. Or0 . 0 ) 
Prn=W HY,; ~.::. 0: r.:L::::;:::. 0 
PPB=W I 11 :~ ;:: :::, 0 l·r\L I~~ .:: :::. 0 
PF\ = SQRT< r-f·t1 ;. 
PPC=sarn c r·F'r: > 
Ir <PPC . GT . rR> rR = rrc 
r·r.,rw i ; >= YD~ F"i\ 
r·Ar.;D ( 8 ) == YD--r·R 
rf~F.; D < r; > =~: r.: rr: 
r:·r1rrn ( :!. ·:· ; ;~ :: :··r: 
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SUBROUTINE DRECTA CrARDrLDLD : 
CHARAC TER * 10 LBLD 
REAL F'Af~D < 10 > 
1 roRM1':\ T ( A10 ) 
l\LF'= 1 
50 CALL CL[(ll\ 
F'RiiH *, 'GENr:ra.L TEMr-unc: m::::cT ArmLc ' 
CX=65 . 0 
CY =50. 0 
CALL CMOF'EN 
CALL VWPORT CO . Or130 . 0r 50 . o. 1co . c> 
CA LL WI NDOW< c . 0. 130, 0 ,0 . o r lOC. O) 
CALL CHAl\KC CX,CY> 
CALL MOVE <~O. r30.) 
CALL DRAW < ~O . , 70. ;· 
CALL DRAWC63 . ,70 . ) 
CALL DRAWC65.,:C . ) 
CALL DRAW< 4o . , z o . : 
CALL HOVE C65. i60 . ) 
CALL DRAW C95 , ,60 . > 
CALL DRAW C95.r40 . ) 
CALL DRAW C65., 40 . ) 
CALL MOVE CJO .i30 . ) 
CALL Dl\AW <3s.,:o . ) 
CALL MOVEC ::. 5 r30 . ) 
CALL DRAWC :3.S ~ 47. ) 
CALL MOVE C :3. 5r ~: . i 
CALL Dl\AW C3: .5t70, ) 
CALL HOVCC : o.o,;o . o> 
CALL D l\A W< 3~ . 0,70 . ~) 
CALL MOVC C40 ., :o. ; 
CALL DRAW C4Q . ,2S , ) 
CALL MOVE C~o ., :2 . 5) 
CALL DR AWC4C .5r2: . 5 > 
CALL MOVC C5l .5 12:.5> 
CALL DRAW C65.,~: . s : 
CA LL MOVE C65.r20.) 
CALL DRAW<l~ • • 25. ) 
CA LL MOVE C65 . ,30 . ~ 
CA LL Dl\A~ <6~. ,35, ) 
CA LL MOVC< ~5 . r 3J.5 > 
CA LL DRAW C76 . 3r33.S ) 
CALL t1DVE <G: . 5 , 33. S ) 
CALL DRAW C~s . 0,3:.s> 
CALL MOVC C9 3 .0r30 . 0) 
CALL DRAW C?~ . ,3S . ) 
CA LL MOVC ~ 1 0C . ,4C.> 
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CALL [ lf\t.1W ( 105, , 40 . ) 
CALL MOVE <l0:!.5 •40 , ) 
CALL Dr, AW <10 2 . 5v 47 . ) 
CALL MOVE< 1 02 . 5r53.) 
CALL DRAW<io: . 5,lO. ) 
CALL MOVC C 100 . , 60 . ) 
Cf!1 LL Df;'AWC 105 . rlO . ) 
CALL MOVE\32.5147 . 5) 
CALL T~<~,;1 
CALL TEXT ( : , I w 1 f ) 
C1~LL t10VE <43 . 5, ::'... ) 
CALL TXAM 
Cf1LL TEXT<2 r ' L!. ' > 
Ct1 LL M0 1.JC ( 77. , :::; 1 • ) 
CALL T~~,;11 
Ci'\LL TE XT (:, I L: I ) 
C1:'!tLL MOVE(101 .r 4C , ) 
C.::'1LL TX1:'\M 
CALL TE XT ( 2' I w: I ) 
CALL MO\,/[ ( 42. I 40. ) 
CALL T~'. i'iM 
C~'!\LL TEXT ( 7 7 I FiECT . 1 ' ) 
CALL MOVE C67. 14 8 . ) 
CALL TXAM 
CALL TEXT ( -; , I r<E CT. : I ) 
Ct1LL MOV [ (0 . 0,.30 . 0 ; 
Ct1LL CM CUJ S 
ff ( i ~ Lr· • EQ . : ) GO TO 150 
Prnrn ::: 
PRillT ~ . 
rRHH :;:, ' lNF'lJT rn rnc1-1c: Wir:T!I o:- ;-; : c:.~. :J ::JL:: :w:· · 
READ ::: I' F'ArW ( 1 j 
PF: I NT l~ 
F·r.: rnT ~:, 'rnruT rn rnc1-1::s LEiJGHT e r r:·ccr.·.; :c:...c • 
RU1[1 *•PAFW<:> 
l<LF'0=2 
GO TO 50 
15C f'fUNT * 
r·RINT ;t: 
PF: INT *' f I IWUT IN INCi 1::: s w IDTH or r.: ECT ,;;m:...c : ) <W: : , 
RL~. D *, r·Arw <: > 
r·F: INT ~( 
PP- INT *, · rrwuT rn rncHcs LD~OHT or- r.: c cTAi~CLE _ , c L: 1 ' 
RE1iD Y.:, F'1'lF: I)( 4) 
r·rnMT ~: 
PRINT *• ' INPUT TEMPL ATE L~BEL ' 




CHAr:?.CTU\ ~: 1 0 LD LD 
F\Er-.L f 'r'\rW ( 1C l 
CfiLL crmr·ni 
CAL L TRnNSL~XD ,~Cl 
CALL rIVOT<o.o. o . o: 
CALL ~OTnTE <RD rRD l 
WH =PARDC1 ) f . 5 *S 
RL= PAF\D ( 2 l ~: S 
W Hl==PAR D ( 3 l ::: • 5 ::'. ::; 
f.:I L:=P AfW (4/ ::: C 
WllN ==·W H~:- 1 . 0 
F\ Li~=r.:u::- 1. o 
WIHN= Wil-P~ ·- 1. 0 
CALL 110'.JE<O . OrO . Oi 
CA LL DRAWCO . O, WHN l 
CAL L DR~WCRLN,U~N ) 
Ct; LL or.; Aw< r.:ui, w1 1 > 
CALL DRAW ( 0 . 0, WI I i 
CALL DRAW (O . o,o . o> 
CAL L DRAWCO . O, WI HNl 
CA LL DFMW CR IL , W IllN ) 
CALL DRAW ( FHL, Wii I) 
CA LL DRAWCQ.Q,WHll 
CALL DR AW<o.o,o . o> 
PPA=WH**2 . 0+RL**~. O 
PF'D=UHl** 2. 0-l· RLI :l: ::: ~. 0 
F'F\ = SQRT< r·r·A) 
PF'C=SQRT < Prr. ) 
IF <Pre . GT. PRl PR = rrc 
F'AR D C 7 > = YD ·l Pf\ 
r·.~. r.: D (::;) =YD -·f'I\ 
r·r-,f;D ( 7) = i~D ·I P f\ 
p,~,rrn \ 10 > "xr:··-Pr.: 




SUCROUTINC rr::TNC~A. YA .xD,rD . ~: .r~~=,~=~~ . : : 
r::G.L rt.rm < 1 o: 
f; [ (;L DOF\ 
~C~L XA vYA , XD.YDr~~.O 
Cl lAFUICTCf\ ::. l 0 L[:U1 
CALL CtlOf'D! 
CALL vurc~7c:7.o . :3c. c. : J .c. 1 oc.c> 
ct.LL w rrmow cc . o.::,..,.c.c , ·;,-, ~ 
LCLD~· ~~TN rRc:s · 
r·=o:::-rn . o 
HOf\ "" SQf\T C f'LUS I 
rrn r.: "~ :.or' ::: r· 
c, .,~L H :t .. !::;L, .: :1 , ', [1; 
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C~LL PIVOT CC . :,o . ~: 
cnLL ROTATCCRD,RD > 
XAA=- , 325*r 
XAB= - .425Sr 
XA C=- .225*P 
XAD= . 075*r 
XAE=. 175tP 
x~F= . :7srur 
XAG=.~2~~r 
XAH=.125*r 
XA I= . l*P 
XAJ = . 2*P 
YAA =- .3S*r 
YAD=- . OS*r 
YAC~ .25,P 
YAD= . 45*P 






YtiK= , 575i;,p 
CAL L MOVECXAA,YAA> 
CnLL DRAWCXAArYAD> 
CALL DRAWC XAD • YAC) 
CALL DRAWC XAD,YAC) 
CALL DRAWCXAn,YAC> 
c nLL DRAW CXAA,YAD ~ 
CALL DRAWCXACrYAD> 
CAL L DRAWCXACi YAE l 
cnLL DRAU (~A~·YAC~ 
CAL L MOVCC X~C rYACl 
CALL DRAW CX~C , YAr) 
CAL L DRAW !XADrYArl 
CALL DRAW CXADr YAD > 
CALL DRAU CXAC1~~n: 
C~LL DRnwc ~~:.Y~E) 
c .~ LL Dra.:.J CU1D. \'~1[ ) 
C~LL MOVC< ~nc . YnC> 
CALL DRAW C~~C .~AC ) 
CALL DRAW <xnr ,y~c: 
CALL DRAWCXAF,YAG : 
CALL DRAW CXAGrYAG) 
C;'\LL DRAW < :~AC, ·r,;1 1, 
C.'\LL Df":AW ( x,;r , Yl".I j ) 
CALL DRnw cx~r1YAI ) 
C;'\LL Dr::t1W ( ;~ .~11 v y,\J:) 
Cl'1LL DR.~W C :~A l ·i v y,-11:., ; 
Ct1LL DF:AW C ::,",I > Y ,'.,/, ) 
C i'"1 LL Di\,.·. ~ - : : ;·, ::: v '/ ,~. J ~ 
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CALL DRAW CXA J r Y~J ) 
C~LL DRAW C~AJr YA~> 
CALL DR AWCXAAr YAA> 
CALL MDVECXAArYAJ) 
CA LL DRAW CXAC,YAJ) 
CALL DRAWCXACrYAA l 
CALL MDVE CXAArYA Dl 
CALL DASHPT C: > 
CALL DRAWC XAA •YAK l 
CALL DRAW< XAr~YAKl 
cnLL DRAW CXAF.~AC , 
CALL DRAW CXAG rYAC > 
CALL DRAW CXAG1YAH> 
Cf."'ILL Df.'1 SI IPT < 0 l 
F'1".\R D < 7) :::Y!H P.Of\ 
PARD ( 8 ) ::YD- r:Of\ 
PAF:D < 9) =X DH:Of\ 
PAFW ( 10) =XD- E:or.: 




SUBROUTI NE rr::TND CXArYArX Dr YDr RD,PARDrLBLD 1C ) 
f\Er".\L PriR D < 10 > 
REriL nor.: 
RE~L XAr YAr XDrYD1RDrO 
CHARACTER * 10 LCLD 
C1~1LL Ct1DPEN 
LBLD =-, ::::Ti l Pr.:css , 
r·-o;~ .:rn. o 
[.Of\= SQRT! Pu;:::: 
[:Of\ "' t:Or.;U · 
Cri LL rr:riNSL ( ::r.) Yr:) 
CALL PI VOTCO . c.:.O) 
C~LL RDTATCCRDr RD > 
Xf.11:'\ "'· ·• 3:;:; ~: F"' 
>~ ;,B :c:·· • ~ :~ :!'. f" 
Xf.\D :"' . 0 7:::i :::r · 
::.-.c .,.. . 1 :- :;.::r 
Xt,G= . 4 ;:5 ;::r· 
>:A ! i= . 1 :::::::i~: r 
>:AI .:. .l ~'.F' 
Xf',J ::. • ::::*P 
Y(.)A= - . 3:::i l!:P 
Y l'IB="-. 05i:.F' 
Yt\C , ,::?!':i ~iF' 
': t.D =- . ~5*P 
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Yfl F= . 3~:F' 
YAG=- .::!:!<P 
YAH =-. 335tr-F· 
Yl'II=- .575*F' 
YA J =- . :!5*r' 
YAK= .575*F' 
CALL MOVEC XAA,~AA> 
CALL DRAWC XAA, YAD > 
CALL DRAWC XABr YAD> 
CALL DRAWC XABrYAC > 
CALL DR AWCXAArYAC> 
CALL DRAWCXAA r YAD> 
CALL DRAWCXACrYAD> 
CALL DRAWC XACr YAE> 
CALL DRAW CXAArYAC> 
CALL MOVE CXA Cr YAE; 
CALL DRAW CXACr YAr > 
CALL DRAW C XADv~Ar J 
CALL DRAW CX ADrYAD ) 
CALL DRAWC XACrYAD) 
Cr"\LL DRAW <XAErYA[ J 
CA LL D~ l'IW CXAD rYAC J 
CA LL tlO'..IE C{r"\[ f Yo~ !: J 
CALL Dr,AW ( :< AE ' Ytic) 
CALL DF\t-1W (~<Ar • YAC i 
Cr"\ LL Df\AW ( XAr, y,:,c ) 
Cr"\LL DR1~W ( XAG' Yr.o ) 
Cr"\ LL Dr:~.w ( >:AG" y,·o11 ) 
Cr"\ LL Df> AW C~ .~r~ ~' t, ll ) 
C1:1LL rmr"\ w c :;nr· ~ Y.'.I > 
Ca'\ LL [lf\AWC:,".!l ;';" (, I) 
Cl'.LL [lf(f.1W C ):r"\H ~ '.1 .'1:1 ~ 
Cf:LL DF\(,W ( ~~:,I , Y{·,{ , :· 
Co'\LL Dr\ HW \ :<t. ! v '{ ." • .J ~ 
C~LL Df\,"'\W ,: ~,."'1~, Y ."l~ ~ 
Co"\LL DR~~W( ::r-,J : Yt,;.. 
CALL DF\t1W (Xi,,')•'( r;.-,: 
er.LL Mcvc < x.-J. 1 .., : • ...: : 
c;1LL nr~r. ~J < :<r.c ,. Y .-,.; / 
Cr"\ LL [tf:AW < :< r1C , '{;.,t, i 
cr1LL MOVE C ::, .. ;, , ',' ;,;:i : 
CALL [tASHPT ( 3 ; 
CALL Df\AW ( Xt-, .;, Y f':ol~ ) 
Cf.1LL nr.: r..~J c x .~r, y,;: ~' 
CALL r1r.:Aw c ,u,r ,-, .;c : 
CALL DRAW ( XAG, Y1~1 C) 
CALL DRAL~ ( iUlG , y ,~I i ; 
CALL DASHF'T CO) 
r Arrn < 7 >=YD l nor.: 
r:- r.. rw < o > -= '.'D -DDr• 
F·t,r:D ( ':' >-= ::D ! :::Of\ 
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,-.AnD ( 10) ::::Xfl ·· l::Or\ 
c,;LL rr,rnrH <. r:, :... sc. ) 
CA LL CMCLOS 
r:ETURN 
E1H:I 
SUEROUTINC rr7:.:TN<XArYArXDrYDrRD1rARDrLBLD 13 l 
REAL PAr.:D < 10) 
~EAL XArYAv~D.YD,RD,G 
CHARAC TCR * 1C LB LD 
CfiLL CMOPEN 
CALL VWPORTC39 . 0r130.C1JO . o . 100 . o> 
CALL WI NDOW CO . OrXA10 . 0rYA> 
LDLD=' 7:TN PRESS' 
F"=G*48. 0 
PLUS=C . 6::5**::>: C. 825**: > 
r;or.:.,.. sar:r c pu;: > 
Dor.: = r:or: ::: r· 
CAL L TR ANSLCXDrY D> 
CALL rrvorc o . o,o.o> 
CALL ROTATC C ~D.RD> 
Xt"1C ..:: . 6:'.5~: f· 
XfiD= . 1:::r· 
XAE= . 325:::p 
x Ar=- . ::5~:r· 
XAG'" - , ::;51~p 
XAH=- . 52:JU· 
)( t~ I =-- . ~5*F' 
~:.~J- . 4S~! f' 
Y 1;,;:= .. - • .:. 7S~:r· 
YA D~- . 8:!5*P 
Yt.C=- . S7SY~P 
vr,D =- . -t.* r· 
YAE=- . 075:~r· 
Y riF=. 7 :::r · 
','(,Q :::: . 55*f".' 
Yr:H= . ::; :;:r· 
Y~.I =·- . : :::r· 
Y~lJ =··- . c,;:~ r· 
YM!: • 8::2:J :::r· 
C~LL MOVCCO.C.~~~ l 
CALL DRAU <~AA 1YA~> 
CALL DRAW< XA~ .~~~) 
CALL DRAW <XAC1VA[: ) 
CALL DR~W CXAD 1 YACl 
C~LL DRAW CX~C.Y~Ci 
C~LL or:~W !~~C.YAr: 
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cnLL DRAW C~AD. Y ~[I ) 
CALL D~~WC~A~,y~[) 
cr1LL DRAW ( ;(A[I, ·,·,;E ) 
cnLL DRAW CX~D. YAr > 
cnLL (l~A W CXAEr YAr > 
CALL DRAW CXA C, YA O> 
CALL DR AWCXA O,YAC> 
Ci'\LL Dr:lilJ ( ; .. ·.c, YAO) 
C1'\LL or~AW CX1'\C ,Y."\ll : 
Ci'1LL rir.:AW ( x::ir, ','A l I) 
CALL DRAWC~nr. Y~r > 
C~LL DR~U CXAG.YAr> 
CALL DRnwc~~GrY~8) 
c~LL D~nwc xnr , vno > 
C~LL DR:.. WCXAO,YAG > 
ct.LL or,;.w ( XAG, '.'Al I) 
C1'\LL or:.1U ( ;( .-d I, Y~d:: 
CtiLL DF::1;...: C ~ . .".I I, y,; I ) 
Cr''.LL or~Aw c:r.c, Yt.:. 
er.LL Dr\ AW ( ::.·.c' y,·,J) 
Cr'\LL o rrnwc:::,1 ,Yt1J) 
C,!1 LL Df':tiU C ~ IH , YA!,) 
c,·,LL Dt\o',W ·'. :.t.C. ';,·.i . ;. 
C~LL MOVCC~~I.YAJ' 
C1'lLL Dr::1uc::A1,y:..r.> 
Ct'.LL or~t\W ( 0. ".:·,Yr ... : 
Ct1LL MJ\.,.1[ ~ : ••• • I,'.: . ...; I 
cnLL DRnW CXnJ.Y~J) 










.Dr~t.W ( :,.·.,-_ t Y.:.1,} 
or;r~w < ::r .• ·., ·.-.-.J > 
ri:.:::1 ir·r c:) 
t1Qt}[ { ~~t1C > Y :.~: ~ 
Dr~ 1~. w c ~~;.c, ': .;~, 
r:ir:Aw c :·,·.n. ;·,;L > 
CALL DRAWC~AG,Y~r> 
C?'.1LL r:ir,::;~lr'T ( C > 
r· ,-,rw < 7 : =· "' D t r:o 1-, 
:·t,r-D:c: -YD r:or. 
r··t.,rrn c 1 o > ::D r::::ir 




r••r·T"f'!'' I 11 ............. . 
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RC AL XA1YArXDr YDr~D r O 
CHf-1f,A.CTEf' * 10 U::U1 
CA LL CMOF'EN 
LDLD=' 72TN F'RCG3 ' 
F'= Gt.:4 8 . 0 
rLUS =C . 6:5$:2>i c .825**2 > 
BOR=SQRT < rLUS~ 
r:or.: = uor.: i:: F' 
CALL TRANCL C~D .YD > 
CA LL PIVOTCo.o ,o . o> 
CALL ROTATE CRD1RD I 
xr.~(')=. 35*F' 
XM!= . 5)!\F' 
XAC= .625*F' 
Xf\!I= , 4 :~F· 
XAE= .325~F' 
Xl'\F=- . 275*F' 
Xf.'l G=- . 35ll:F' 
XAH "" -- . 525>::F' 
XAI=- . 25*F' 
XAJ= . 45~<F' 
YAA=- , 6 75#F' 
YAB=- , 0:5X:F' 
Yl'IC=- . 575*F' 
Y(.,[I=· - · . 4;;:p 
'N\E=- . 075~: r· 
Yf"\F=: . 7 * F' 
YAO := . 5:::; ::<P 
YAH= , 3 ::,p 
YA I :::-·. '.::*f' 
YAJ=- • .J;f-f' 
YAt~=- . ·~5:::F' 
Yr1L= . 1:s::;r· 
Yr111= . a:.;5 ~:r· 
C~LL MOVC CO . OrY AA ) 
CALL DRAW CXAArY~~) 
CALL D~AW C~A~.YAD : 
Ci",LL !IF~r' 1LI! ( ;: .~E:, y,~, r::) 
C1':iLL Dfa1W ( ;., , ,: : , ·: ;,c) 
cnLL DRnW<~AC1 \ ~C : 
Cr"\L L Dr\1=1u ·: ;:t·,c 1 \' ~,r: ) 
CALL DRAW CXAEr ~~~) 
C~LL DR~WC XAD 1YAC: 
CALL DRf.'lW CXAD rY~C l 
CALL DRAWC XADrYAF ) 
CA LL DR AWC XACi YAr> 
CAL L DRAW CXA Cr YAC> 
CALL DRAWCXADrYAG) 
CALL DRAW C~ACrYAa> 
Cf\LL DRAW C Xt'1E, Yl",H) 
c.~1LL [lf\ .~1W ( X11r, Yt.J I J 
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criL !_ DF\AW ( XAF t YAI- ~ 
Ci"'1 LL DR AW ( xr.o, y ,:,r ) 
CALL DRAW < XA C, Y .~C l 
CALL Df\AW ( XAr, Y riG l 
CALL DRAW < XAG, '( t'.C ) 
CALL DFrnW < XAG, Y .~11 l 
CALL DRf,W ( XAH, YAI I l 
Ci"1LL rmAw < x .~1-1, u. r > 
CA LL (lf\riW < XA G • Yf.'1I l 
CALL DR f.1W <)(AG, Y ii J l 
CALL DF.:AW ( Xt"iI, YA ...: l 
CA LL DF:~w ( XA I 'Yr~d .) 
Cl'l LL DF~AW < XA G • Y 1"t l( i 
CA LL HO'J E < XA I , 'f ( ,J l 
Cf\LL DRAW < X,"I I • ', , .r1 J 
er.L L DR1'iW < 0. 0, '((,.~.: 
C1iLL HC'.JE < x r:11·,, '(t,J l 
CA LL rm.;w ( )CAJ 1 Yt.J > 
CALL DRA l:. XAJ , Y rd~ ) 
er.LL DRAW< X~.A • Ytd·~ l 
C1~LL DRAW< XAArYAJl 
C1"1 LL DASHF'T <3 > 
CALL MOVE< :(AC • Yr1D: 
cr~LL Df\AW < XAC, Yr:,:.... l 
CALL DR.:.w ( x ;iD, '(A L ) 
CALL MOVE< XAD, Y ,:,r) 
C1"t LL [ I f\ AW C Xt'1[1, Yr.111) 
CALL Dr:.~w ( )(l'oG. '(A11 i 
Cf\LL DRA W< Xt',0 i ',' t1r) 
c r-.LL DASHrT <O ) 
F·Af\ [I ( 7 ) :::: YM r:o:::: 
r-1-irrn < n l =Yri - r:or: 
f'Af\r) ( 9 l =XD: r: ~m 
f'(.RD ( 1 0) =XD- r::::r.: 
C~LL T~IDNT < . rALSC . l 
CALL CMCLOS 
El l D 
SUCROUTI NE RECT~< r~~~ . LCLC ) 
Cfll'IR ACTE:\ t,; 1 '.: LLU! 
f\ Et1L F'fiRD < 1 0 ) 
1 FOf\MAT <A lO ) 
CALL CLEAF.: 
f'F\ INT *., Gct~Cf<AL TD1f0U1T[: r.: :cr:.;ic :..E ' 
CX =65 . 0 
CY =50.0 
CALL CMOF'EN 
CALL V.WF'ORT <0 . 0, 130 .01 50 . 0 ,Hi0 . 0 ) 
CALL WINDOW <0 . 0 , 130 . 0,0 . 0r l OO . O~ 
C~LL CMARK CCXrCY > 
C~LL HO~C<~O .C r 4 C . c: 
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CALL DR~~ cao.o.~O . ~) 
cnLL DRA WC80.0r60 . 0 ) 
CA LL DRAW C30 . 0r60. 0) 
CALL DRA WC50 . 0 r 40 . 0l 
CALL MOVEC45 . 0 r4 0 . 0l 
CALL DRA WC49 . 0r40 . 0) 
CALL MOVEC47 . 0 r 40 . 0) 
CALL DR~WC47 . 0 r 47. 3 ) 
CALL DRAWC47.0 r 47 . 5) 
CnLL MO VCC4 7 . 0r52.S > 
CALL DRAWC17.0i~0 . 0) 
CALL MOVE!13 . 0 r l0 . 0) 
cnLL DRAWC49 . 0r60 . 0) 
Cn LL MOVCC50 . 0r3~ . o; 
cnLL DRAWC3o . o.3~ . 0) 
C~LL MOVECS0 . 01 37 . 0> 
C~LL DRAWC~~ . 3,:7 . 0> 
C~LL MOVCC67 . 5,:7 . 0) 
c~LL L~~w c ao . 0, :7 . 01 
C~LL MOVE :eo . c, :~ . ~) 
C~LL DRnW !So.0 ,3~ . 0> 
Cr'iLL riO'..!E·: ,17 . 07 13.0 ) 
C1:)LL "7°~i''i: · ; 
Ct-iLL re;, j { L s w i 
CALL MOVCC~: . o, :~ .M) 
CALL TXf.'iM 
C()LL Tc:n ( 1; ' L ' ) 
CnLL MOUECO. Ov40 . 0l 
C()LL CMCLOS 
rT.:INT :f. 
r·r:rnT :~. , IilPUT THC WUTJ-1 ( w ) i:c;,:~:: c :i :::~: rn 
r-r.:HlT ~,., or rr1c1!cs. ' 
rnRD<l: ~ r~RD C :l * .5 
Pr: I NT :~ 
f'f\ INT *, , HJF'UT Tl![ u::; 'SI :T ( u :·1cr.:ur:CMC :T ::: i. 
F'l'U NT ::: , ' or rnc1 IES . ' 
r:EA D ::- • r·nr:n c 2 > 
PMrn ~ 2 > =r·Mrn <::.:) ::: • 3 
Pr; INT ~'. 
Pr.: Ir:T ::: , ' I f!r'UT TD1F'U.TC u,!::[:_ ' 




:ur:r.our:::;1::: r:cc -:- c x:11 ·: .~, , ::o, '([I ,:-.:::, r·:,r-r.:, LLLD .:: 
CHA~~CTCR ~ :c -~LC 
r.:c,~.L r ;,;::!:! ( 10, 
c :.LL c1101·cr1 
c;t,LL l.' ~ r1 or, ;, .: r; . ~) : :o ..... , w ~ • ~ ~ 1 ~ w .. C': 
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Cn LL WI NDOW<o.o,x.;, 0 . 0.1~~ 
C1~LL TF:f:';N:L < ::D , 'i'D) 
C~LL PIVOT Co . o,o . c> 
C~LL ROT~TE CRD , RD> 
WH == Pf.1RD ( 1) ~~S 
r.: L "" F·rir;[I ( : ) :::s 
WllN =- Wfl*- 1.C 
r\LN"RL:~- 1. 0 
CALL tlOVE ( f\L.'I 1 WI lN) 
CALL DF\AW < r\Ul • ~:: ) 
cr1LL DR?1W ( r.:L y Wl1 ) 
Cf.ill [IF\AW < RL v WHN > 
CALL DRAW<RLNtWHN> 
CA LL CHARI~ CO . 0 , 0 . 0 ~ 
Pr - WH tt: .o + RL **~ . o 
r-r; :::: sarn < r·r· i 
Pr1r:ri c 7 > '"'n .1 1rr.: 
F'i'\ frn < c >"'YD· r· r~ 
PAr.:D ( S') =>~D+ r·f\ 
r·r,F:D c 1 o > -= :m-rr.: 
C~LL TRID NTl . r.;LSE. i 
CALL CMCLOS 
F\ ETU rd~ 
END 
SUBR OUT IIJE r.:ECTO ()(A, YA, ;:r:i, \' [; , r;, [ 1, r·r..r1.::. > L:::.u:. ' :::; 
c: lf:lli'ACTER * 10 L[:L[: 
r.:ct~ L p.;rrn < 1~ > 
CALL CMOPEtl 
CA LL TRANSL CXD,YDi 
CA LL rrvor co .o.c . o> 
C~LL ~OT~TE C RD ,RC ; 
w1: = r·l'"tr:::c 1 ; !::s 
r\:... = r,:\r~ ri ' : j ~~= 
WHM="WH:t. - 1. C 
r.:uJ == r:u :-1. o 
er.LL ti8 1.' C \ RU4.Wl lr~> 
CA LL DR AW< r.:Ui ~ t.:I ! ) 
CALL DR r..w c r.:L, t.:r: , 
CALL Dr: r-.~ : F.:L v tJ: IN) 
c.~.LL r: r:.~.w ( F\U!' WI ::1 ) 
r·r" , w!-. :::~: ~. o ·t r.:L 
r-r: .,. sor:r UT) 
r·~r'n : ; ) =';' !:! ~ r·r: 
r rir:n ! : >=YD-- r·r: 
rt.r:r. < r;: =:( r1: r·r; 
f'AR D ~ rn) -;~ !) r· r:: 




,,..,,,\_ . 1v 
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r: ct'tL r·r.r:::i ( .!. ~: 
r:cr.L r::cr: 
8E~L ~~ .y~ ,XD .YD.8D,O 
c1 !r.r,,·,crcr.: ::: 1 o LDLD 
c.-.u ... cMor·cN 
c~LL vwrc~T ( : ~ .~ ~ 1:0. o, :o. c .1 c~ . ~ ~ 
Cf'lL.L ~JI iHIOW ( 0 . .) , ::t. , C. :. ',' ~.; 
u :u 1'=' CHE?',r~' 
P 0: G~:4 8 . 0 
PLU:~ !: . 935;=: . o> • (1 .S7S*~:. c: 
BOR=SQRT<PLUS > 
DOR = COR * P 
CALL TR nNSL<XDrYD> 
CALL PIVOTCO. OrO . Ol 
CALL ROTATE <RDrRC l 
xr.A-1. o:::r· 
x1:.r:::.: 1. 1 :i:r 
X1'\C ::~ 1. 1 ;:~ F' 
X~D= l . ~75~r 
X~E=l.G~5*P 
XAF= 1.7Z~tP 
XAG~ 1. 8*r 
XAH=- 1 . 6:~tr 
XAI =-1 . ~7~*r 
XAJ=- 1.775~r 
XAK= - 1.075tP 
XAL=- 1. 9D~*P 
XAM=-1.l*P 
XAN=-1 . 0*P 
YAA=- . 4:~*r 
YAD=- 1.175*r 
Y~c~- 1.375~r 
Y 1!1D ~· • 77~~ r· 
Yt1E ~ • s;-:.:.1· 
Y~r~ .7Z~*P 
Y~G~- . 1 7S*~ 
Yrd 1=- - . ::::::r· 
YA I = . 4:::; :::r· 
Yr,J =:·-· . ::~: : :~ r· 
Yf\J ~-::- . ~;"S i~ r· 
CnLL MOVEC O . O.~A~ ) 
CALL DRAWCXAA 1YAA ) 
cnLL DRnWC XA~ , YAC) 
CAL L DR AWCX AC r YADl 
CALL DRAW CXA ErYAA ) 
,CALL DRnW < X~C . YAA) 
: ~LL DRAW <XA Cr YAC l 
C~LL DRAW CX~J,Y~C ; 
C~LL D~AW CX~D. ~~~: 
C ~LL. D~AW < ~~c~~~Dl 
.: ... :...:... rir,,·.w < ~ .·.c. '.' .".:; 
~ .· 1LL 
C..'1LL. 
c .;LL 
C:1 L L 
Cti LL 
Cf 1LL 
r" I ""4'11L -




















[l i'": : .t..; , :·_,·,r, ·, :.L 
Df'.:f.1W < ~~ , .. I; ·· ~ '.1 t. ~··; 
r:i r:,')w 1 )< ;.,c , -.· r.-:- ) 
Df"'\f\W < x.:,c .. Y1 ,c ~ 
D~AW < )~ ,' , ~- , '.' .6'1C :· 
[Ir\ AW< x~. r , ':r.:: : 
ri ;.; .~, w C :~ii[ , 'o'i'd I: 
Di~ ....  L.; ~ X .~C ., Yt 1(. ; 
Dr\ ."'"1W \ :( , .D ~ ','."' . .' . . · 
[l f( ,'., lJ: :: ,i G, ·::,,.: 
r:r:.t:W ( ::A CJ > ·; ,j [ . '. 
Dr\t1 W ( Xi':i [I , ·;·,·,r:: ) 
Dr:AW I X(.', [I , Y .~. I: 
[lf\ (-1 W < ;; ,:,11, 'UH ) 
Dr\f'1W C ;;.;11, ·: ,",D: 
[ ir\ ( 1W C )((,I , ·: Af;) 
Dr\AW ( ;~~. r , Yr. :: : 
rn~ .;w c :h J , YAC: 
DF:.iW C Ah.J , 'i':.r ) 
[! r~ r'\ w ~ ~< -~ : , y /'1 r ~ 
[l f~AW C ;( i'1 I 1 ·: :.c ) 
nr,t.w '}~ ; .. J " '/ :.s ~ 
n ~,~. L·~ < ~~ .:"", J .. '.' ~1; -1 : 
rir::AW < ;< ,~, I r'/ ,; : J) 
rir~ ... °'w < :-: ..-, r / ' ,I • ..- , ~ 
Ll fi:f\ W < :~ ... ,; ; > '.~ t .. ·, .. 
c .; LL nave< ;u', r , .-,::; . 
C1'.1LL [!f~ : . w ( :u.i-: , . ... .-, o J 
:,{1~L Dr~ t. :·; \ ~: ,·-. 1~ • Yt1J i 
C.'.:_L.. :::;"'d".LJ : :, t. :... . I 11..J 
c :,LL r:. r:,·.w, :..-.~ . . . ... . . 
c..-, :_r_ rir:: . . t·.: \~ ...-, I,·. :-.::: 
c :.LL Mm:c < ::,~1 1 . , . , . 
Ct1 L L Dru·,w (;::.ti ',, ...... ' 
c : .L L Dr::r.w ( l :.~1 1 , ·: : .:::; 
C.A.!LL [i i\f.'1 ~J < ;: ; ,rJ , y ,:,:::: 
C(1L L Dr\ti lJ < Xt"11! ,. Y,'.,(, 
CALL DR~w : o. c .~ ~ ~ = 
f'.' .·ir. D ~ 7 ) · Yi:i : [ CI"'\ 
:- .·. r~!:- \ 8 > ···Y : ! r. cr~ 
r, ,i,:~ , r; ~·;;: .'( ~I~ : .:Jf\ 
r· .. f.!:! ti . c I . ~ :. :.c: • 
C1'1 LL TC I :!.:7 ( , r 1 . :... ~ ~ .. ; 
c .-.L L c11c :... os 
r:crur:r i 
Cf!D 
su n r~c u;r ~! C : 1 1 c r1 r~o . :,t. : '.· ,:, )':~ !: .. 
r:r:.". L. r·.'.r:ri < 1 o: 
r, r: .'\L r:cr, 
r.r•-" I \.' · • ,, .,., \• r . i-,r, ,... 
• - ' t-. '• I • ' , l ' I )" '' '-' "I I .L•) , ,. ,_, 1 \.I 
c: ~ .~. l .. , C T!:~~ .: 
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.... ......... .. 1 :;: I C t1r~' 
!: . w 
rLuL . 1. 7s~==: . c> ~ i.:;:~~: . ci 
!::OF:.,.. .:;or:T ~ f'L.U :::' 
!:OR :.. or; :~. :-· 
CitLL l r;t.i IL L ( x r· . 
C~LL r:vLT\c . c~c . M. 
Ct.LL r:OT t.TC ( r:r1, ~.:., 
Xf1[::- 1 . l ~.r· 
::tic 1. ~~.i· 
"~ !) - !. S7S;: r· 
,..t.c 1 . ~~s::: r· 
,~;.r .!. • ~" :s :: .r· 
. '' lo ""' .0. o WI o 
1 ... .:: • w ~s.:: r · 
I 
; .. 11 ... - • ""' , -··. 
~{ 1"i~ l • :-;:::; I :·· 
::,"d, 1 . L,·~~: 
;~r.L 1 . ;:,:.,.:·1 
~: 1 "jf1 1 .. ! ·:::-
'(I 1::- l • ~;'~::. r• 
YI I::· w :' 7 ~ :. r 
YA E:·· . : - :·,: !" 
'/1~,r - . 7~s~. r· 
1'/ . : ~ - . 1 :--~ .: : r· 
i .''ii i .:· . ::;::s.:·r 
I I L .A. ·.:: :.r· 
'( .. J • w • J •I I 
•i• 1· 
i ' "' 
, '7' •. 
.. ..... , ..J •1. 
Ct.LL i~u · . .::. ~ . c. 
c .~.L L [!l\t'1W ( ~:.· .. , 
:::,':,L.L :)r\t1 W ( X t 1H t 
e r.LL [ if\1°1VJ ( ;~ ,;::. 
.. .. .. ... ~ ~- . 
I ti&.' 
., ....... 
I 1-, ..._,I 
c,·,L L (ii\ (, :~\ ;:Net .. 1. t,;", , 
CHLL Dr:~iw : ;:,''.: , ~' ... ,..-! : 
Ci'.,LL Dl\HW C ;~ ;,c, ' 1' ; , : ; 
CnLL [1!\HW ( ~ r •~'' I HI.. 
c,·,LL :11 .. t. W\At. r:;. I 1 1 L.•1 
CA LL Dr\t1 t.: : •. :.c. , ~ . . '·-·, 
Ct1 LL [lf\i',W < ;(t1C , ·-. ... ~ . 
c.:,LL Dr\.~W .: ~,r. r , ·" ;,c: : 
:,', i.....L Di\ ,·.~ ( ~~f'.1 r , '/ r ... ':'": 
C.'1 LL DF\r'1W ( :<.;C , ·: ,·,;-- i 
C:,LL [:l\1\ l;: ::.·.r: ,. ' . .. : . 
c. .... L..L r.r: •• w < ;·:,:-
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:;ui-::r,curr:;E :cc,:d~·cc ~; ~ .·., .... ti,. ~< D , \' !:~ ~ hD y r:i ,::, r~D., L:~ ~r1 , ~; 
'.".: .1LL 
~· 
' I • 1C 
F' /'; :-~ D ~ 1 C. ) 
c;<cr;::i 
r- ' I 
- · ..... &.... 
1;· .. ~. ; J:;L ( ;~r: " Y ~!; 
.-... , . 
.... , •• 1....-
C .~.:_L 
:···I '.'C T ( C • 0 i 0 . 0 ) 
f": OH1TE ( RD, m"j ) 
;,, :11~~ 1. c 
: .'\LL 
c:.:...L 
i1C1v 1E : :NI SI./; 
r:;-, ,:.,w <SN, s: 1 > 
cr.:...L 
::,.,L L [1f'~ ;.W C Sl I., Stl; 
I: ;-,i:,w < 31~, SIJ I 
S:··: :;:~: : 2 . G ~ · SH ~:: : :: :. C 
~ · .~.F .. ::.: r;' j ~ ~~ ::: l ' F\ 
: .. /.~~ =I: .:. ·: ; ,; ~: !:1-r·r~ 
:i'.:...L :-;.: :D~JT \ . r· .~.L:t:. 
:~ . ·.~L Cl:CLC: 
... f' r"- r•T , - • ..,.., - ·- 1 •· l' I.._,.._., ~ , I • J' I._,.._,, i . ~ .i..• I 
t ~- ~ :, ; ; • r:rr : ,~, ....... .,. ,.. ..... _,.. ...... . _ ... ,'"- ' ' 
r •).! - · . : , ,,, ..... . .... , .Ao , ., 
- : ·-· 1 ,, ,,_ . .. .... , -, 
:· • . ;.: .• -~ , ..J, 
" , ,, ,_. • - • "" I ., . .... -·. _ ,, _ , 
.. ·•-, 
'•I ;._, .. - > \J' 
·-···- · · MH • • 
, ·,I\...,. • ._-..I ; ~ , 
.-,,,., - ,. .... '"' ' . . ,, , ....... ' ....... -~ 
, ....... , ..... -. .. 
, \ l \ .L• \ - ) <.JI 
r .. : ~ -· , ~, ::. :· 
1 
• M : · - • I Jo. .. 
t\ • • .,... \ .... > .... ' ... 
::: )' ~ ) 
r H - ,. - .. 
l '\ 1 \ - · ' - > • ,. - -
, , , .. ..... ' ') 
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.... -.. . . " 
ff :r·;TL . [ .":'" .:. :::0.; :!:! (,·· ., 
! r!RTC .[~. : 70. ) r ~ ~ 3 
r; ~ r~ 7c . :u . o., o > r r~ .. ~ 
. : ::-: -:"!: . :::a . C.C ) OD TO :s 
Ir : ;·ys <1 : . :::~ . :J) CO ID ::. :; 
t·n::r-or· ~ 1: <:m: < 1-: r:r:·o ( 1' ~ Ir:: 
uo 70 ::: 
::. ·J m::r a;· (.:. ; .. o 
O~; TO :~ 
:~ :; :::.r-or· : .:. ) i!::r·o ( 1 ' 
I~ .R7[ .c~. 0 . 0 ) GO TO ~o 
ff : r"TS C : ~ . EQ . 0) GO ;c; ·1:.: 
Nr:r-ol-' ( : J F:Hr: ( ur:::r·o ~ : . ,. 1 '': 
GC TO 6C 
tH:WCF \ : ; 
GC TO ..S C. 
• • r ,- • - - • 
; ·-• , • ', -. :· .._;I 
• . - - . r .. 
" ""I .. - • ' I 
- ' - .,., , ... . -· .. , -: .. :_·.; ,, _ , _ ;- "'"' 
•• •. • • "1 - - · I.. .. . .. .... , I ..J , - .1. 
I-~ ... ~- ·~ ·\ " : ; 
t: r :F( 
RI::F ; " "' ~ A 1 "° 'i I .. " \ 
7) :wF · . ..;,:,r: > = r.r- ! r 1 1..: . ru·:F ·: ::: r~, ...:.~.:: > / 
:::: cru:-:1: 
E:m 
=~~~~; .. :~ ,' :; 
:www - ::ww / ~2 . c 
:: L- LL ·== :::...L ,' 1 :! .. C 
=t, ;. :w1.i.;L; ,;:2 LL;_ 
c: ~~ r; 
:u~~C~T:::Nc C~[~~ 
::;,·,LL ::i iU:- : :; 
C.',LL i!::::.:r :.::; 
f"'I' t • M• 1 - • ,.., _ 
l..t·1&...L l1 l 1L..- -w 
r, L:: ~·~1 .. ; 
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L I\ 
::u :.1;CUTi l~[ ChHr\ h \ ;::x , C'a' i 
::: :-·'-CX+l . 0 
cx:1~= }( - 1 . o 
C'.T - CY+ 1. C 
C'.'Vi= CY- 1 . C· 
C.:-iLL i!O\IE ( CXM, CY ) 
CALL DRAW ( CXP,CY) 




3~ . .IE.F'WUTHJC CF\OSS ( :~ ::; ~ YS , ,·,u ) 
c.;LL CMOF'CN 
::i- :O . V 
:;.LL i\Ot...'C ( ;,: :; , I : : :1 :·
: ..- .L:... 
r '• ....... . , .... _ 
Dr\1 1:.J \:, :;~.,-, : I:1) 
1~J ·.1c , .. :: : : ... '.': ; rr : 
:::-... ~ . ;~: ::1 .. '.": Di 
;::1.ic ~ ::: l :1, '.' Si rt i 
..., ~. 
- · V I . [ ') OD TO D 
C.'.L.L T::HM ( 1 r ' f 
:.i:...L C: 1CLD: 
l\~IUF\N 
:::;rn 
:::u r: r~our I NC oocr:.Lc : NF'LAC, sc.:,LE 1 X.'. y ., .... 1 ... , , P L: . • :::.,. · ~ .:: 1. 
1 If·Lcr y r ~: .. FY, r~:c:L .. ~J 1'.LLS 1 rwt.LLS : 
::c:...: 
,.. r 
• '-' -- I I 
I ,, I - - . .. 
• I 4 ' I • o •' •·•• oL.- o • 
- .. ''"' ... . -··- ._ ..... . ... . cc: . c' CD TC 
:-- L. L f . ~-· ·; l ~ = PLC, T ( JD,\ , .:.. ) 
; _ JT\ JL~.:. F ~L T C JJ~,: > 
•. r•.; 
I - •I\ 
~ D ," 
I ... ..-... _ .., 
T ::-
"'' • c:. ... ~ • L TJ ;,· ~ QT._ Jr: ,. ' :; ) 
: L07 <J !:~ .d }} = 
.:Jt!T IU U_ 
.Lr : ;·J; L1·1L • L:Q. 
..... ,, ___ ,_. 
r· !... u~ . Jr:.·, .. : j 





...,..., TG ::o ... 
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I v-.: • • L..L~ . ... , . I l"• V ' .... ,, 
t LJ.1- .... ~~, , ) .. I.,...,, 1!... ~3 ': ,1) ! D)( 
:: :··J ~~ 11!...L~ ( 1 : -.. ~-- · .LLS ( 1 ) ~ D Y 
~~LL: ( : ; WAL LCC : > iD Y 
w r.Li_~ <::, 
"J,\LLS < 4 ~ 
7,E TU:-\~~ 
:ND 
W?1LLS <::;) ·l DX 
W 1~.LL C < c1 > .. : r:;< 
:UDROUT:;:N[ oucr~c 
I"' i:I; lT ::. 
f.:CTUF;U 
Cim 
JUD~OJTINC Tf.: ISr~c 
f'T:I1H ::: 
f"i"": Hn ::: 
r· 1-: ::: l!T ::: 
1:cn:rw 
Ci ~ D 
:::uE: r~OLJTHl[ rrw r.LLS ( X,'1, Y .~. , r:. " . :::-· -;-...; : 
:-· [ .~ L r:: ( ~ ) I f·~ < -4 )' .: ) 
r;ncocr: Nr·r::: ' A, 
C,'ILL Cirnr·::::r~ 
C~LL vwro~Tc3:.:.l::. ~ .:0 . J , 1 ~0 . l 
:t.i...L W I 1lDOLJ ~ .:;. ·:) .. ,:, , I 0 . 0 ~ \',~,) 
ff '. i! f°'TS < .!. : • L: C: . 1 : 00 TO 10 
'.::. t .LL ;;.J•)[(~J : J., 1 ) 1IH 1,:2) ) 
::.., .~L :1i,{.LJ \ fl~ 1 F 1 ) ' [i \ 1 ) ) 
:;: r cc·rs c:: / . rn . 1 ~ Gu TG :::; o 
CO ""'."O -Hi 
::: t, L L or.: ,~ w ( 11 c :.: , 1 ; 1 r : ( l : ~ 
"~ J I I ( :lftTS (:: ;· • Ci.l . 1 : GO 1 a S1: 
Ci.LL Dl'1~W ( L: \:; J >. r:, ·= : . ;. 
oc -:-o ,~o 
: , 1 L. L r: r~ , ~I~ < r:. < : ; , 1 ~ -~ ::: , : : : 
: ti LL r:~ F~ ,;'I, L~ \ :-: : : ~ .i : , d ( :,-, I : ) , 
Ct1Li... rn .. ·.~;:;: ( : , ::. . ,.;:;.:: ; . 
. - ... '"' . . 








::: •• L!... ~?i::1W \ M ( 'l, 1 ) , l~ ( 4 I : ; : 
C:.'.L:... Dr:t1W < B \ 4 i d~ C 4, : i ) 
ff OWTS <1 l • EQ . 1l GO TO S'C 
CALL DRn WCD :1)r Bl 1 l) 
GO TO UO 
CnLL DRnWCB(4lr NC4 r:>> 
er.LL DF\r'1W ( ! I ( •l r 1 ) , N ( 4 r 2 ) ) 
C.:1L1 ... [l,~::;HF'T ( 3 ) 
Cf1LL M01•1E on 4), [ : ( 1) ) 
C~LL DRAWCDC 3 l rE <1 >> 
:~LL DRA UCDC3lrDC 2 >> 
C~LL JR~W C DC 4l rD< 2 il 
:~L:... DR~U C BC4 J, D C 1 )) 
C.;LL D1'\SI IP T < 0; 
Ct".;LL Ct1 CLOG 
r.:c-:-ur-r~ 
s;.;:i r::o~TI NE DWALLSO ( XA' YA,[:, t~, rwr ::; ~ 
r,c,~. L. B < 4 > , N c 4,: > 
IIHEOCI";; NF'TS ( 4 l 
c,; :...L CMOF'EN 
CALL VWPOR T<O. Or l:O. O, O. OrlOO . > 
CALL WINDOW CO . Or XAr O. O. YA) 
IF <lff'TS ( ::. > • CQ , 1 > OD TO 10 
CA LL MOVE<D<4 >, DC1 >l 
CO TO : :) 
::.o Ci'1i.... L i :cvc : iH1d ir iH 1 r: : i 
::: .',LL [ii\ , '..~ Cll i 1 r 1 ) , [: ( .i. ) : 
:: 10 .::: 
.-' I ! 
\. ... 11 ~.._ 
I 
Df\t.~ ~ i'i { : ) 1 ) "N ( ~ , ~ i ) 
J~~~(: ( 3 lrN C2r2) ) 
; (
1 
·: i! ;- 7 s ~ 3 J • [ Q ' 1 ) CJ 0 -:-- 0 :, 0 
: .; LL Dr.:.·,w ( [: ( 3 ) ~ [ :::::: ) 
00 TO c. O 
-~ C~LL L~~W \DC:: rNC3. 2 l 
C~L i.... D~~~.~C:rl) , NC:1 ,, 



















:: : :~w-.-.3(4i .ca. 1) GO TO :-o 
C~LL DrnwcB C~), B ( : )) 
GO TO 80 
cnLL DrAWCNC4. 1 >.B <2 >> 
:~LL DRAW CN<4 •1 >.N C41 2) ) 
:ALL CR~U<DC~l rN C4 r2 >> 
IF < N?TS < U • EO. 1 l GO TO 90 
CALL DRAW < B <~),D(l)) 
GO TO 100 
C~LL DRAW CBC4> r N<4 r2)) 
CALL D~~WCNC4r l ) rN C 4r 2)) 
C(;LL DA :::HPT < 3) 
C,i LL MOVE < B < 4 > , B < 1 > > 
C1'..\LL Df\AW C .IH 3 > , D < 1) ) 
CALL DRAW ( BC3)rBC2 >> 
ChLL DRAW(B ( 4 ) r B< 2 >> 
CALL DRAWCB <4 >r BC1 )) 




CUBRJUTINE DWCTR CXArYA r Dr NrPr PTS,NPTS1 A1P V, RTCrirE > 
f\El"IL ri <:) , D <:, 4 > , NC:, -1 , ::: ) , P \:': > 
I NTE GCR PTSC2l1NPTSC 4: 1PV 
r.~.;: "~ J 
c,:,LL Ct1::J:-'CN 
C~LL ~WPORTC:?.c,1:0.0,30 . 0. 100 . : 
C~LL WI NL~~ < O . OrXA rO. O rYA > 
u .:...L Tr.1 ,;cu,; c 1 > , A<:> > 
C~LL ~OTATE C RTE1RTEl 
:::- awrso> . rn . u Go TO 10 
C~LL MOVECDCPVr4 lrBCPVr 1 )) 
GO TO 20 
c:.LL rlO'JE rn ( f-' \..1 , 1 ' 1) .1~ ( f>IJ, 1 • .:;:) : 
C~LL DR AWCNCrv.1 .1>. DCPVrl), 
IF \Nl 'T3 C 2) . CG . 1) GO TO 30 
CA LL DRnW CDCPVo3l12'PV , 1)) 
CD TO 40 
Cf.1L L Di:::r:. W<M r-:.•,::;,1i,BCF't.),l l : 
:i:.:...L Dr\t;W ( i·l r•l,' I : I 1 ) 'N: r·i.! r:':) ) 
c.~.L L ::F.liw: ::~ r·v 1· 3 > 1· r~ ( p 1,.i v: v: > > 
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.;~ :::f- WF'TS<:i . ::J . l ) GO TO :::iO 
::; 1' 1 l.. L D ;; .-, tiJ -: !:· ( r 'J r 2 ) 1 D ( P V ' : ) ) 
C:J 7::J .'.;C 
30 C~L~ DRAU(D t rv,:>.N<rv.:.:)) 
C~Ll DR~WCMCPVr:rl )1NC PV13,: l> 
:~LL DRAW CNCPVr311>r DCPV.2 )) 
.'..'.) IF (1'ff'TSC4) . CC: . 1) CC! TO 70 
c~LL D~Awcocrv.~~,c<r~. : : ~ 
CO TO ::'.:· 
7'.) c,'.LL r: ~:.~.~J: u •. r·1 •••• , 1 J. r:: c r1.•,: > > 
c ,;LL [l f,,:1 W(1! ( ;'"".'. ir1 ) ,N'.f'\.' ,4r : )) 
IF " l'ff"!' S <:!. ) • [:!. cc. 
.... , t 
CO TO 1 C:: 
Ci'.LL Dr:c .~J:r. ~r":, . :.1:·r·v, 4,:/ ) 
c,·.,LL r.. :.r.~J ·. ,; : r·1: 1 • • • J. >, N < r·•.o , 4,: ;, 
~; L r;-: : I ' : ' ~ 1 I ·: 
: r : . !:- T: ·: : t'i;{) • cc . ! > I ,".: 1 
-· ~:.,: .[(J . 'v, 
C .. LL [l,'.'\Sl IP7::. 
C~LL MOVC C ~.P~r~ 1 .D C PV , l )) 
C.": L!... !::r.:.~J ·: r:::F 1J , ::; ) , f: ( f ''.l,1) ~ 
c~LL ~~~w.c! rv ,: ~.c:rv~:: > 
\.d • ~ - : :-~ l• I ~ 1, !:; : :-- !'VI ;, .• : ) Y ~' ~ f ' I,) 1 : } , 
1.1 ;-: 1~ i tj : r. . .: r· 1 ..1 ,. .:~ , > .:: , r" ... ) ~ ) ~ 
: ,~,L~ r:t.:;11r·1, c. 
T,... . , ·: I r·r. 
: ;-·;: : l ) 
c ; .
.... '1 '_,,, ... 
rr . r ·.1 • : c: . i: 
c.~. :...L ~ .cvr.: ... , . 1 .. . 
r 1 f"'o A:• ' " 
"''°' -p I Ir ""' """' . - .... ~ 
(' ;- < ~ 
' . w ; . I -. ~ ~ . ' 
.-..• I ~I o .i.. .. 1 l . r ( . -· J ' 1'- '-, .!. . . '- .. 
~ 
~ ::;, ,:_L ., ..... .. r 
~ , 1LL. :d·:;1\N : :·~. , 




I ~ ,. 
" .. 






r· " _;, _, r· ( ,, ,. ' '"' \ - I 
CC TC 1 ~V - ~ ..,. :-. ,... 
\.1- l L, ., -..~ ' ... 
. c 
lC 
I 1C ' 
. 
. I . 
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:,;.LL... r--10 1.}C. :· .: : , 1 J : .:. G , ; r· <:,: ~ : i ·~ . : 
L .. L!... Dr: .·.u :!···,: . .:. , 10 ., r··: : .::-1 0 . > 
CO ":"CJ l~C 
lSO C~LL MOVCC:,y3, ; 
S~LL DRnwc - 5 . ,-5,) 




s:.;::1r\OUTH![ DWCTFW ( ;~r., YH, [i 'tl 'r· t r·rs, iff'TS, M, r·v l' r:TC , I l' i: : 
r.c~.L ..:. ( :2 ~ , r: C::!, 4 > , ;H :, -: • : : , r· {:, 2 > 
I NT CC CF: r·rs (: ~ , i;r·rs : ~) t F'\..' 
rn:;: ·'· o 
::::.LL. Cr10F'CN 
: r : i; r· T::: ~ l) • [Q • 1) G 0 TO 10 
::.·.:...L r: J•.•c c ::: < r·v , 4' ~ r. c r·1J , 1 > > 
c: T:J 2 ·J 
:;,'.LL. MOVC ( ~H r·i_.•, 1, :i. : , IH f'V, .:. , : ; l 
:~·1 LL Dr:.~w ( i! ( f'\.' } 1. 1) yr:: f''.' • 1 ) i 
.2 J IF" ~~liTS < 2 > .CQ. : ) 00 TO 30 
:::~LL tRAW<L <rv. : , .~ (PVrl )) 
:o TO ·H: 
:;,LL L~.·.:J : Ii~ r·i_.•, : , J.. l , LC F''v', 1 ) i 
c.·.:...L I•;:..t1w ( ;J ( r·1.•,:, 1 l , iH r·v,:, :; > 
c :. L !... Dr.:. ~J ( [. ( r· \,' • :J ) ~ i J \ F".' , : , : ) ) 
T r- , •r -n # ~.' 
.... I • I ( I • '\.I \ ... , I . c:<. 1) GO TO 50 
:h;_L D~AW.DCrv.:>.a,rv~:il 
CO TC lC 
::: : . ;_ L [, ;·: (, W • :: < I 'I) • : / , 11 , f' 'J , :::, , ::. l ) 
..... 
W • , .. _L 
DF':1:'1U t il 1: Pt....', : , 1 J , i·! ~ r· 1..J ~:::; ~:: i J 
DR~WCNCF~.3.1l1C1rVvZ)) 
r: ~,ir rs: .n . c~L u :;o TO 70 
S~LL Dr~W!C!PV1~>vCCPVr:l1 
: . ,,_ L D ~: .~.~ O J C F'\h,., l. , [:: r·1..1 , :.: ), 
:1.LL r:1o; .~.t.! < ;H F'lJ, ..; / 1, 1 N: r·v, ... 1 ~ > / 
:: ; ,LL r: r:f..,;..:1I:.1r'.'•·~> .1;d··v,-1,:1) 
::::- (Ni"TS Cl : • Cl. l) CO TO 70 
: .·.:....L Df~i'\lJ ·: r.. ·: :-" . .' " ~), : : ( r11..' si 1 i ~ 
:~ .. ·; o 1 {; ~· 
c /. ~ :._ i:, ~~ . ~1 w ' r:: ~ r· v v . ; ~ , N .: P t....J ,. -~ " : i ' 





rr n!F' T GC I AX> .[Q . l ) I A: ;l 
Ir ( ! AZ . EQ . 01 GO TO COB 
CALL DASHPT C3 > 
C~LL MO VE <D<F'Vr41 rCCF'Vr - >> 
e r.LL [ IRAW ( [ ! ( f ol.' , :; J i [ ;I f"v'' .i ; I 
C~LL DRn wcu <r v. : : .D1PV.:)) 
CALL URnWCJ ! PVr~1.Btrv. : >> 
SALL DRn~ C DCPV r 4J .D:rvr l>> 
S."1LL I •f"'.SHI T <O. 
CCu I r t l PC . GT . O> GO TO 9 r;'9 
li d TS<1) . Ea . 0 ) GO T O 1:0 
I;- 1 r·'"' • rn . u oo TO 1 1 c 
C,",LL 11 0VE ( r· ( 1 , 1 i ~ 1 0 . , r· ( 1,:) l 1 0 . ) 
: . • LL DRA W(F'Cl d )-1 0 . , r·c 1,: 1-1c . ) 
C~LL HOVC cr c 1,1 li 1 C • • rc 1,: >- l O . ) 
C:'.LL DF\ riW ( r· ( 1 , 1 ) - 10 . , r ( 1 , : ) : 10. ) 
00 TO 1:0 
11 0 C/.1LL 110\..'E ( 5. , 5 . > 
C~LL DR AW( S . • - S . l 
c .-1 LL MOVE ( 5 , 0, - 5 . ) 
:~LL DRAWC - s • • s.o > 
i:o Ir CF'TG C:> .EQ. 0 ) GO TO r:n 
Ircrv . [Q . : > GO TO 1SC 
Cr'\LL MOVC ( r· (: , l l :- 1 0 . , r· (:, : i : l 0 . ) 
Ct".;LL DF\AW\ f' C:1 .'.. ) ,;. o . r·< :. : ~ 10 . : 
CO TO ~'':'':' 
1::;0 c ;.LL tlm.'C( ::i . ,::; . ) 
C~LL DR~W C ::;, , 5 . > 
? ?t:;" C.',LL Tf\ IDtlT ( . r 1~1LSC . ) 
:t,LL Cl1C LO~ 
r:~Turm 
er :r; 
:ucROUTI NE FSrAC 
CALL CMOF'CN 
C1",L L U1CLOS 
!:•:J L • II =· 1 .~:::; 
r·:U rlT .~ 
I 0 CDrHitlUE 
r::c -:-- ur-:M 
.:rm 
.:U!:.i;CUT I i lC I !DC.; C f'I 1 r n; ,',;::. i'C11 . 
! i I TC:icr.: l" I~ 
LI : .. i:ACTcr: t..:v rir; .c 
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F'Gri <::.: ),.,, WOf;!:O!JT ' 
r·cM c.:. >.,,. T :... ows ' 
Pm~ (3J""' LAYOUT ' 
F'C M ·: 4 :·:::-I CUTPUT ' 
C;'\LL CLC~1~. 
C;'.L!. .. CMCr·Eil 
C~LL T~ !DNT ( . TRUE . ) 
c~LL MOVECO.Or90 . 0) 
C~LL D~AWC130.0i?0 . 0) 
en :...:... DR~w c 1: 0 .o,100.o> 
cnLL D~nw c o . 0, 100.0 > 
C~LL DRA WC0 . 0,90 . Cl 
er.LL t:OVC (0.0r130 . 0) 
: r.LL HOME 
..::: ,LL C~1CLOS 
1 rDRH~Tc::x .A20 1 40X,' rLAC ' ) 
2 FOF: M('.TC JX, 'PHASE! I , A;') 
r· r~ : rn 1, Nr Ac 
PP.IMT 2, F'Gt1 ( r·11) 
RCTUrd'! 
EtHI 
S~B~OUTINC LOADCNLrDrA,CFArPFA r Nr~ , NBPOr 
1 OLD , r·rs, Nr·rc ; 
~EAL rrA C 2r2 )r 0LD<2•2 >1 Cr~c:,4), CrA <2 •:> 
r~Ci'1L !!r() C2 1<:r:1 
H:TCCCr\ r·TS <::' , j•WTS ( 4), NBF'O ( 2) 
c11u~.~cr::: R :::;9 z 
1 :-a rrn.H c.:. x ,A7? > 
i () r rn·:r .. Y:- c L(, 2 c r2, 2x > > 
l~ :-CRM~T<1 Xr 2CF10.3r2X)) . .., 
1:; 
1 
rJRM~TC 1 X ,4 < F10.Jr2X> > 
rDRMATC1X r4 CI: .:x>> 
OP ENCUN !T=3,FILE=' BORD.DAT ', TY ? E= ' OLD ' , 
DISF'=' KEEP ' ,rORM='FORHATTED ' > 
IF <NL ,[Q , l l GO TO 50 
tlr'ASS ::: NL- 1 
NRCC~ CNPASZ~:l > 
DC 43 .H1AH =lrlmEC 
50 R~AD CJ1ll Z 
' r::C.-:1[: (:;, 1 ) z 
RCADC3 r 10 ) CPTSCJA)rJA=l12) 
RCADC3r1 0> CNBPOCJAlrJA=1r2 l 
DO 130 J A=1 r 2 
!30 r\CAD CJr 11 i <OLDCJf.1dB l dB=1 r2i 
DO llO J ,~ = 1 r 2 
!60 READ<::v11l CP FACJArJe ; ,JB=l , : i 
DO 1..'..5 .),:, = 1r2 
165 R!:~D C3r1:l CBFACJA,JE ) ,JB=1, 4) 
:1c 1:-'.) Jr-, =- 1 ,::.: 
170 :-.; E;,[l ( ::;d~ ) <CF.:.<Jt11JB, ,J[:- 1,: ~ 
254 
R[ADC3rl:;) t NrTSCJA ), JA~ 1, ~~ 
DO 1CO J .; :,:1 , 2 
[1 0 17:::i j[;:::: 1·4 
175 r\CAD C3. 11 ) (fff,'\( J r .. JB, JC )1 J C=li: ) 
180 CONTI NUE 
Ci...OSC CU1!IT =- :.: ) 
r.:ETUF:ll 
ctrn 
:ur:ROUTINE r:r·crnT ( r·rss ' W" Fi;. . WHICI I) 
r:nccc:r. r· ;::rnc::~ > . rw r-•• ~. w1 1 1 :::11 
Wl-!:C!·kO 
f!f' i'J, -::Q 
rr < r·rs::: cu . ca. u tff'M, =i ff·.'.~H 1 
IF ( PTSS <: ) . CQ. l> iff .;r., :::: tff·,;A I· 1 
rr CN rAA .ca . : > co TD 100 
Ir c r·TSSC:L> .[Ci . l i :.Jl! I Cl l = l 
ff ( r· T::; :: C : I • C Q • : ) W 11 I CH ::: 2 
1 :,: r.:C"iUl\tl 
[t![. 
:u:.r.our l IK r·o rn1 s ( r·LOT, tlMWH\, l"L r-1.:::E ) 
CH .1F::,c r cr. ~: 15 WILJT r.: ( ::;5 ) 
r~C AL r .. LC"';' ' 2~; 5 ) 
Ii!TE.GI:r:. f''U1C [ ( :::::::; l 
::. rcr:i"i. ::- c:~ ::; x, 'r·or. AND Poe r·cs I TI rn~::; · ~ 
~. 
1 
. ~Dr\r1.;r ( 1 ;~1 'il O . '~ s;' r 1 ricr·r. il, .. 1i~C s-';A, ·r·ou ;, ~ 1.:..:.~ , 
'r'OD -Y', 1 0)~ , 'rOC-~' .i ::-~:. ~·cc ... 'i 
r Grd iAT ( 1 )( , I 2 , :; x ' .::, 1 5' - ( :; :: , r 1 () . :; ' : ;.: y I .:. ~ • :; ; ~ 
Pr.: rtn ~: 
:-·r: rnr 1 
r·r:rnr · 
r·r,rnr ~ 
::10 1: 'j 1·::.:. 1 ">r-· -~ 
r, r, I ; .: '7" :i; ,. 1 ~ ,", r: , N >HJ 7 r\ ' : ~ t, r: ) ;· ~· :_ o-:- : 1 \ ,~\ : . - : : , r ~ ~: ~- , i ~, 1 ~: ~ \ • • 
r·LoT ~ ::t1l!, ~ i . r·L o·~ : 1,:,r:, ::: : 
:-::-:-u: .:~ 
~:~:.:-.. Ju-;-r::c r·:-: Oi .. C. :,: ; , ~:I ;- :- I ;n-, , ~r:: i .. ·~ . u ~::: 
~;:::I'll ' , 
: "'-:-:::: u: :- ~ ·: ! , : : :: .. : ; , ~ ~ r· or i ~: -~ ..,. j .. 1 ~ ;:. ; c \ : J 
:-·cr .. i : i ~.r · .:", ~ .. r:1 : >~,: 
:-sr·.:: .... ·;· ... ... ~:) :~ .. r : ~ .. ~,, : :() ~ 
l:. .· .. .::r::u'iT .. J.;,, -·: ~ :--!~ . :; , 2::)) 
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NrAC1rJA>l) =Nrc:.JAl - OLD ,lr l 1 
u r t i ( ::. , JA. 2) =-Nr: 3, J ,; I CL.i.1 ( 1 , ::; I 
120 CONTHWE 
1:::; ff \ POINTS<2l .ca. 0) co -:-o 140 
DO 130 J ,~, = 1 , 4 
It < NPOitH <J1~) , CQ, Ci GO TO 130 
OLDC2rll 
NrA c :.J~, : l = Nr C3r JA ) - OLD< :.:> 
cmnrn:.ic 
1 ~0 W~ ITC < 3 r 1 C> <PO I NTSCJ~ ), JA=1r2 ) 
ur:ITCC: , 10 ) CNB f·Q(JA) rJA""1r2l 
[IQ 150 J A =lr: 
150 UR ITE C3 rlll COLDCJA r JB ) ,JB=lr2l 
DO 160 JA = 1r2 
: l~ WRI TE C3r11) cr FACJA, J B)rJB=lr:> 
~1 0 1.S5 JA = 1 , : 
1w5 WRI TC (31 12) <DFA CJA fJ D)r JD =lr4 ) 
DC 170 J t1 = 1r2 
170 WRITE (3r 11 ) CCFA CJArJD)r JB =1 r 2 > 
W~I TE (3r 1 3) CNPOINT CJAlrJA=114i 
DO 180 JA :::: 1i 2 
[10 175 JD == 1r 4 
17S wr: rTc c:.iu OW.iiJ.~ , JD.JC i ,JC :::: 1, :n 
180 CO NT INUC 
r\ETUiW 
crrn 
::ur:r:ouT rt ic r,,;w~ < r·u..cc, FT , f\ L r ST, r,w.L. 11w:::TR : 
ItlTCCEr: r·LACC < 25 ) 
rnTcocr~ r'usr < 10 , 2 >, ru::r c 1 ~, ::: >. r:r·L~c ' 10, :s : 
DO 10 IAD =1, ::. c 
:-:i..11"1 L ( I t-,[: l =- 0. C 
TV.:1L ( I.lI:) =O , 0 
!JO ·~ : : .C =- 1 . :~ 
~:-L~8 ! I ~: . I~C l=O 
[;Q S ! ~, S ::" 1 " 2 
~~- =T ~ I ~c.rnC> =O 
:L .~ ::;; ( ::: ;n:, I ,"; C > =O 
.~ c :::crn rnuc 
DC ..:.5C IAI:: =1rl~WCTr: 
DO 14~ I AC= 1 .NWCT~ 
Ir < rT \ I~E . IAC > ,[Q, 0 . 0 ) c c T8 1 ~~ 
Ir : r.·.n .CG . Ir'-iC> CO TO 1 .~ 
Ir cr~rLA ~<Ir.r:v i fiC~ _...::: . .A. # :o TO !.~5 
Ir ~ F'LACC \ I A D ~ .!:C!. (:) C::J TO 150 
Ir \ PLiiCC ( I ; ,c;i .:::Cl . 1 > .:;c TO 1 ~ ~ 
~G :~ I~~ ~ 111 0 
Ir ( i-TC:11£: , r.·.c; . GT. r~'.,,';-. :._ (. :::,~ !::); cc TJ 1s: 
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'""·" CJt!;HJUC 
co -:-o 40~ 
1~0 I F < I~T .ca . IAD ) co TO 17~ 
TLI ST CI AT,1 > = RLISTC I A~>l> 
TLI STCIAT,: > - ~Ll3TCIAR,2> 
1 ~ ... • ...J 
TV~L C I ~T > ~U~L C IAR) 
H1T - It'lT : :!. 
Ir : It."1 • .::G, 11 > GO TO 1 ?5 
GO TO 160 
TLIST C I~T11> = IAB 
7LIST CIHT>: >= IAC 
TUALCI AT> = FT CIAD1IAC ) 
RPL~C C IAD1IAC ) = 1 
I F C I~T . CG. 11 ) 00 TO 175 
GO TO 1..:. 0 
1 ~S DO : oc IAK = lr10 
r•LIST < Ir,I .. , 1 >=TLIST< Irll ~ .1) 
r:LIST ( I AI~ ,: ) =TLI :JT CIA!( ' 2 ) 
RVAL CIAK >= TVALC I AK) 
TLI3T CI(.,l ~di = 0 
TLIST<IAl~> 2 ) = 0 
TVAL <I ,:i1 ~) = 0, 0 
:oo COi-JTiiWE 
OD TO 145 
400 ~o 6~0 IAC = 1rNWCTR 
DO 60C IAC = l 1NWCTR 
.:.00 
~50 
IF ( f'Lo:)CCCIAC> . EQ , 0) GO TO 6'.::iO 
Ir < r·u,cc c rr.r: > • EQ. 1 > Go TO 600 
Ir ffTc:;;[:,IAC: . EQ. 0 . 0) GO TO 60C 
IF C I~C .ca. I AC) OD TO l OC 
IF : r.: rLAC ( U1[:, r.:,c ) • [ Q . 1) 00 TO 600 
DO 425 I AL = 1,10 




GO TO 700 
-~:JO Ii'oT = 1 
I Ar.: ::: l 
4~0 IF CIAT , [Q , IAD> CO TC 500 
TLIST CIAT,l l ~ ~LIST:IAR , 1 > 
TLISTC!t'.1T . : i = f\ LI ~H'1r'1f\'r 2 ) 
TVAL C:~T l ~RV~L < IAR : 
Ir1"'." .::: 1;,T : l 
U1F: .::· ! .~r:: I 1 
!r < : ;", T • CQ • 
OC TO -i :.C 
11 > CO TO 
.... .... ... __ _, 
... ... ' 
..J .... Jv 
1 
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7LI ST( l~T, ~ > - 1.;c 
TL IST CIA T . : > ~ IriC 
TVAL Ci riT > = rr c r ~c . I~C ) 
RrLnC CIA C. IAC l = 1 
I AT = I1H·l 1 
IF <IAT . CQ . 1 1 > GO TO 
00 TC 4.'..0 
D:J ::;:::; o U1I ~ = 1 , 10 
RLI : T CI AKr l ) - TLI ST C I ~K, 1 > 
r\ LI CT C iri l ~ r 2 > "" TLI ST Ci i ,I<, : > 
f\V(.,L( I ;, 1 ~) = T '~ ,',L( I ;.1~) 
TLI ST < 1.:.1·. l > ~- 0 
TL IST (!(''d~. : ; = 0 
TV.\ L Ci i"ol ,) "' 0 . 0 
c :~ D 
sunrmuT I NE r:ri r T c Nf'rW T, uwcrn , rT , 1: I ::, 
I IH CCCf.\ Nllf'rrnT, r ~ W CTr\ , iH X: ::; j 
r.: c l'l L rT c 2 5, ::::; . 
r ormr, T < 1 x, r ::.. o . :: ; 
rom1r.. r c i :,, I 7 > 
cr·Et! c :.;:ET =3 , r I LC-' Frrn11r o . Dri T · , T , r c=-
D: s r·= • 1 ~cu· · , F ORM=' For.:M,; TTED · > 
DO :;o I 1",= 1 , tW f\D T 
5 0 READC3r 35 ) M I ~C I A > 
[ 10 90 IH- 1rHWCTf, 
DO c::; I B= 1 , NWC :T.: 
c::; Rc ,;oc :, 2~ ) F1< I ~r I D : 
S'O CO!HI NUC 
I -.... --.... 
"' 
CL:JS C W IHT=· :; ; 
r.: :::ru::n 
[i![I 
:::urm o u rrrK rrnoc11 · NI r.c, or::r·tJ. t~ cr.:r·, ii1:or:r , r~ :·r::. ~, 
1 :n-: r'fWT, i!WCTr\ 11HIWH\' ,-,;::u;1w) 
H:rc::: :-.: or,r 1~ , 11:m:-·, 11n,:n, i <:.i c:.-;·: 
. 
::11,;r.;.;c1cr: -r ,w.:.c 
Cl :: . r,t, ~Tcr~ "' 1: d t1Gr:r ( s j f ~HIWTr, \ :s j 
c ~ :1·. r~ .... c.-cr, ;:~ 1 "' , a ~r·r\ r:r: ~: 
r~ r L"ir~.i-. c'!"cr~ ~:~ s .~ r:tJr; w c ~~: 
::wcr 1 (LJ~II T 1 ' ;-r :...c-, oc: . ;:; ... T , , i'oT'[ - . OL ::! • 
DI Sf'=': :c:::r. ,rol\rl=' FCi\!ll'l TTCD '; 
rc~M~Tc1~.r:.~~ . 1 ::. > 
:-Jf't 1.:. T < l Xro'ii ~) 
rct\~~;.r c :~~, I 1 ; 
:-or.r .,; r ' i~ , .;1C;. 
r c r; . , r. 1 ' l x , I : ) 
;-G~ M~T\l~1A l~ ,:~~ ~~ ) 
l':Ct.: .: J, 1 i i ~f"t,;:: 
:\::.n:.• 1 , - I L1: ,; r~' ,,:;r.1 
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no 1 0 r .1- 1 , 1~ ::.;r,r 
:o r,c.-.: .. .:. . :: i tH .GPf-· (l,;) 
r-:c.; ;:: ( 1, -1 > tWf\DT 
r:o ::.s IA= l . rwrrn1 
1: RCA~;l,S) NMP~DT < I~ > 
r::G,[I ( ::. ' G) 1~wcn.: 
[IC :o U,::::::.,t~ :.JCH: 
: J f\E1~. [l ( ::. ':· : i·mwrr:: ( I ~. ) ';,!::rH .w (I (.1, 
CLOSC ( ~.Ji'!IT ·= l i 
..... r,.. 1·r.•'t .,_I _,, 1'( 
[1:[. 
:ur:r . .JUTINC f,[L.-W T ~ W.!CTr:' I 'L01' :!T LO T' N:::::.n-·::' r.::..::;:.::' ~J.-,L :....: . 
f~ C .". L F'LOT ( :~ 1 S > , !~CO f\1~ ( i, '.:! ) • w.:.U ... S ( ~ > 
:i~Tc:cr, Ir·~~, T ~ ~S ,5; ,.[:CC!'"!:J ( ~, 
; ~ r.. I 1t1-:- I. 1; .. )::; ( ~):) .!. : ~) 
. _ r .. : ; "T .. 1 )~ ) ; < : ~ : , F 1 o . 3 , , 
:- 0 : .. r ~ . \ T ~ l ;·~ ~ ~ : ~ ): )' l ~ : ; 
1-· or: 1 ::. T < i ;~ , ::.: '. : ;: , :-1 c . : > , 
J . c; :(lJ~l I T -·i;i, rI L['"' ' L 1~1 ·:cuT . Dt.T ' .T\T[ ::::' CLD '' 
1 ::! :::::r·- ' .:CC!"" ' ,roF: Mo: ' ror:Mi"1 T7CD') 
' -. : .. C. , :_. ~ ':" . l ~ .. r' LC T < I > ~ ) , ...; = 1 ) S , 
:.o :.., : : 1, ~~ ~J C Ti: 
r: c. , :. ~ '=' , ~ ~ ~ r ri Lor < r , J i ,. _; =- 1 > s ; 
~! C .. r: ~ ~· ) :: ~ ! W ,; LL: ~ I ;· , I == 1 ~ 1 : 
r: ::::,D : ~,, : i < r:ccr:n < r > , r = 1 , 4 / 
: . 0 ::: ·Jc : ·~· ! ~ '? 
:~~ ~C~D C~.s: :NCORNC I,J l, J = l 1:: 
:!...~)S!.: ~ :.J :! IT <',' ~ 
:·. ~= ·:- u:-; i: 
::: . ?.: . 
.::u :..r.::..;-:-:::1ic r::u:::rc. f'L ,:,cc . r\LIST, f\'H,L , i~t1 W TR: 
.~r· rccc r.: r· ~ .-. :::c~:;::::;; , r.:LIST\lC,: } 
r.:c.~.L r •;;.L ~ 1 o: 
s: 1t.:~:.c n:::r.: ·:: 1 s r !11wrr.: ~ ::::; , 
rar:ri,~. T < :5;~, ' r:.·.u1( r rm or uNr·Li-1CCD w:.m1\CEtrrcr-::; · ) 
1·r: r u; 
r f'~ I ~fi '1 
I:- ·:f'U1CC<RLI GT<1,:::)) . CO. 1; CO TG 1 5 
r-:-: rr n 1.rr.:<rf\LICT Cl ,1;.r.:LIST Cl ,:::) ,Wl:..JH\rnLI'.:;; , 1,: ... 
1 r~ ' .. ' ,~. !.... ·: ::. J 
'32 TC ~C 
15 r-r.:::;n l r i t.l:~l\UCT< l . 1 / vr\LIST\1 ,::: ; rW1W7f\\l\ L:!.C~ ; .:. , .:. •. , 
1 :-.: 1:.'.!....<1: 
c. c. -· .-. ~. . .. 
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1 NMWTP <~LIST CI~J.1/ .• RV~L < I ~ J : 
GJ TO ::i:J 
:5 rRIN7 l1I~J,~L::T < I~J,l)1~LIST!!~J . ~ :. 
1 ~;nwr pc-,L: ST<I .\J,.:;:1. ,r, 1.'t,ur.;J> 
:c COilTii!'JC 
CW 
:::u:::r.ourrn: S L:'1Y T ( NWCTr\; r·LOT ~Ii' LOT . • ic::i:,.i. ::.ccr;;j, .;:.:...L'.3: 
r, L \ L r·LOT ( :::; , ::; ) , flCO r\N ( 4. : i , u .~.L:... ::' l' 
IilT ECCr\ If' L OT ( :::; , :::; ) , DCOf:N. ; : 
:or:~ .·, T'::. ;~. s c ~ ~~, r..:. o.: , > 
r o;;;~i.n < 1 '{,:, ::( ,r: .. 
rcr:n.n ( i x, . < : :: , :- 1 c.: i > 
r ora1.':~< 1 :(, 1c : :<, r: :; 
::i r cr:M.n ·: i,:,::::, : x, :-1 c . :: > > 




or::~!{L;N IT .:::?,rI LC=' LAYOUT . Df..T ' rr:r·::: ·,n::.J ' 
o:sp- ·::ccr · ,rC:':;-1 -=' rc:-,~~i!lnco · > 
DC l ·~O I - 1 dlWCTf\ 
'.Jio.ITC'.7 , ~: < rLJT~I,J/,J-"' l15i 
[!Q : '.)O I ".:.dlWCH: 
wr.rr: c? .: l <IPLOT ( I , J),J= l,5 ) 
WRI~E (9, 3l C W~LLSCI ) ,I .:::1,4 > 
W~I TE C?, ) CDCORN(I}, I - lr4 ) 
DO 3 00 I =1,4 
WPIT C <? r 5) <N CORN <IrJ ) ,J=1,: l 
CLOSE CUNIT :: ?> 
RETUF\N 
DID 
::U[!f\ OU T INC Tor 
C1; LL Ci10PEN 
c.;LL i IOME 
C.-:i LL CMCLOS 
Rn u rw 
DlD 






sur:r::OUTINE WARtH j J) 
Cl1LL CMOF'CJ 
DO 1 0 I : 1 d l 
CALL DELL 
COtHINUE 
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